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Abstract 

The integrated user interface development environment based on the Lean Cuisine 

graphical notation [Apperley & Spence, 89] is a combination of software tools used to 

support user interface development from initial design, rapid prototyping through to 

direct implementation. This thesis describes the development of three software tools used 

in the integrated user interface development environment. 

The Lean Cuisine graphical editor (Elc) provides an interactive design environment for 

graphical specifications of menu-based interfaces and shows that the Lean Cuisine 

notation described in [Apperley & Spence, 89] has been implemented in a practical 

computer environment as an interactive interface design tool. 

The user interface simulator (Sic) is a very effective and reliable interface simulating and 

testing tool which supports quick and convenient user interface simulation. Using Sic, a 

menu interface can be quickly simulated in its design environment, where a menu-based 

interface can be partially or wholly simulated and invalid menu structures can be 

dynamically modified, or in its application environment, where evaluators are given a real 

feel of how this menu-based user interface works . 

The user interface generator (Glc) is used to generate basic interface source code files 

for a user interface from its Lean Cuisine graphical specification file, and a working 

model of a user interface can be easily and quickly implemented without programming. 

The integrated user interface development environment based on the Lean Cuisine 

graphical notation [Apperley & Spence, 89] successfully integrates a graphical notation, 

the visual programming technique, with an existing programming toolkit and offers 

advantages over other User Interface Programming Toolkits, language-based UIM.Ss and 

current Visual Programming Tools. It supports three main phases ( design, prototyping 

and implementation) of the graphical user interface development lifecycle. This approach 

has not been found in previous user interface development tools and user interface 

management systems. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1. User Interface Development 

Creating a good user interface for a system is a difficult task, and the software to support 

user interfaces is often large, complex, and difficult to debug and modify [Myers, 88]. 

Current techniques for the specification and development of user interfaces can be 

divided into three basic groups: User Interface Programming Toolkits, User Interface 

Management Systems (UIMSs) or User Interface Development Systems (UIDSs), and 

Visual Programming Tools. Although many tools have been created to make user 

interfaces easier to design and implement, their development is stiJl a hard work. It is 

generally the case that as user interfaces become easier to use for the end user, they 

become more complex and harder to create for the user interface creator. Direct

manipulation user interfaces are particularly difficult to create because they often provide 

elaborate graphics, many ways to give the same command, a mode free interface, and 

rapid semantic feedback [Myers, 89]. 

1.2. The Limitation of Current Approaches 

Many solutions for finding better methods of creating good user interface have been 

proposed in the areas of User Interface Programming Toolkits, User Interface 

Management Systems(UIMSs) and Visual Programming Tools. Many tools have been 

created to make user interfaces easier to design and implement but each method has its 

own attendant problems. 

1.2.l. User Jn1erface Programming Toolk.i1s 

User Interface Programming Toolkits such as Motif [Young, 89], Macintosh Toolbox 

[Apple, 85], OpenLook [Sun, 90A], and XView [Heller, 90], provide a conventional 

programming interface and these programming toolkits are widely used for user interface 

construction. With all toolkits, the user interface designer writes programs in a 

conventional programming environment to create the user interface. The disadvantages 
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of using toolkits are that they provide limited interaction styles, lack of support for easy 

prototyping, difficulties in ease of use at least as great as the base language, no 

abstraction mechanisms, no path of communication between the user interface designer 

and the end user [England, 90], and they cannot be used by non-programmers. 

1.2.2. UIMSs 

The problems with User Interface Programming Toolkits have led to the creation of 

UIMSs (User Interface Management Systems). UIMSs attempt to provide solutions to 

some of the problems of conventional programming toolkits. In most UIMSs, the 

designer specifies the user interface with a special purpose language and provides 

abstract user-system dialogue specification mechanisms. Their descriptions are generally 

interpreted, thus aiding prototyping to some degree. But they still require programming, 

and with an ordinary text editor it is not easy to create, debug, and modify a textual 

specification file for a complex user interface, and textual specifications of user interfaces 

are too complicated to be understand and used. So language-based UIMSs are not 

suitable for the non-programming interface designer. 

1.2.3. Visual Programming Tools 

Visual Programming Tools offer advantages over interface toolkits and language-based 

UIMSs inherent in their direct manipulation approach. No programming language has to 

be learnt, and immediate feedback is provided to the designer. Visual user interface tools 

fall into two categories, those built on existing programming toolkits and those aimed at 

more general user interface construction. An example of former category is 

OpenWindows Developer's Guide (Devguide) [SUN, 90B], it is a graphical user 

interface design tool built on XView user interface toolkits and that allows the user 

interface designer to interactively construct the user interface by drawing the desired 

interface primitives on the screen. The interface is automatically prototyped. But 

Devguide cannot offer this drawing function to all interface primitives~ for example, 

Devguide uses the menu editor window to construct menus. Also Devguide cannot 

organize a complex user interface because it lacks specification of the user interface and 

cannot support the dynamical creation of hierarchical menus from their specification at 

run-time. An example of later category is Peridot [Myers, 88] which offers programming 

by demonstration for component construction and component behaviour specification. 

The information used to construct an interface is implicit and therefore hidden in the 

system. Also the interventions of the inference mechanism can become tedious for an 

experienced user [England, 90]. 
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1.3. A New Menu Interface Development Environment 

In order to make user interface development much easier and quicker, a new menu user 

interface development environment based on the Lean Cuisine [Apperley & Spence, 89] 

diagrammatic design tool has been built . The main goals for developing this menu user 

interface development environment are : 

• To provide an interactive menu interface design environment and allow user 

interface designers who are not programmers to create menu interfaces by using 

Lean Cuisine graphical notation. 

• To provide an automatic prototype environment and allow user interface designer to 

simulate the design partially or wholly at any design stage. 

• To provide a tool used to generate source code for a user interface from its Lean 

Cuisine specification file . 

• To support user interface development from design, simulation to direct 

implementation based on the Lean Cuisine graphical description. 

• To ensure a true separation of concerns between the application and the user 

interface. 

The new menu user interface development environment based on the Lean Cuisine 

graphical notation [ Apperley & Spence, 89] aims to fulfil some of the deficiencies 

outlined in User Interface Programming Toolkits, UIMSs and Visual Programming Tools 

above, and to support the graphical user interface development lifecycle. The details of 

how these goals were achieved will be discussed in later chapters. 

1.4. Overview of the Thesis 

Chapter 2 presents a review of several existing user interface development tools in 

chronological order, and briefly discusses the limitation of these tools. 

Chapter 3 discusses models of software development lifecycle and graphical user 

interface development lifecycle, main graphical environments for user interface 
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development, notations for dialogue specification, and the integrated interface 

development environment based on the Lean Cuisine graphical notation. 

Chapter 4 briefly reviews menu structures in the Lean Cuisine graphical notation, then 

describes in detail the basic structure and functions of Elc, the Lean Cuisine graphical 

editor, and discusses how a user interface designer interactively design the graphical 

dialogue specification by using the Elc tool. The user interface simulation at the design 

stage, and the implementation environment ofElc are also discussed . 

Chapter 5 briefly reviews some existing interface testing tools and describes in detail 

Sic, an interface simulating tool used in the Lean Cuisine menu interface development 

environment to support quick and convenient user interface simulation based on the Lean 

Cuisine graphical notation. 

Chapter 6 describes in detail Glc, a software tool used to generate basic user interface 

source files for a user interface from its Lean Cuisine graphical specification file. 

Chapter 7 gives two detailed examples of software development in the menu interface 

development environment based on the Lean Cuisine graphical notation, and shows that 

a menu-based user interface can be rapidly simulated, modified and implemented based 

on its Lean Cuisine graphical specification. 

Chapter 8 reviews the integrated user interface development environment based on the 

Lean Cuisine graphical notation and provides conclusions. 



Chapter 2 

Related Research 

2.1. Introduction 

In recent years, significant advances have been made in the area of user interface 

development. A number of user interface development tools like user interface builders, 

user interface management systems (UIMSs) or user interface development systems 

(UIDSs), and user interface development environments (UIDEs) have been developed 

and provided solutions to some of the problems of conventional programming user 

interface toollcits. 

Some of these tools are designed to allow an interface designer to easily create, modify 

and generate an interface to an application through high level specifications [Apollo, 88 ; 

Olsen, 86; Olsen, 89; Schmucker, 86; Singh & Green, 89a]. Each of these tools 

introduces its own notation (a special purpose language) for the higher level user 

interface specification. The language based notation can be used by the user interface 

designer to specify the interface's syntax [Apollo, 88 ; Olsen, 89; Schmucker, 86] or the 

application's semantics [Olsen, 86; Singh & Green, 89a]. The special purpose language 

used by these tools may take several different forms: menu networks, state-transition 

diagram languages, context-free grammars, event languages, decJarative languages and 

object-oriented languages [Myers, 89]. Obviously, these languages and tools can only be 

used by programmers. 

Some of these tools are designed to let an interface designer define the user interface by 

placing objects on the screen with a mouse [Buxton et al. , 83 ; Henderson, 86; Myers, 88; 

Myers et al. , 93 ; Sun, 90b]. These tools can be used by nonprogrammers or 

programmers and user interface can be created without conventional programming. But 

these systems are more difficult to build and only support the creation of a limited range 

of interface [Myers, 89]. 

The following sections present a review of several user interface development tools in 

chronological order. 
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2.2. MIKE 

Olsen (1986) developed MIKE (the Menu Interaction Kontrol Environment) [Olsen, 86] 

in Pascal for Pascal programmers. The goals for MIKE' s development [Olsen, 92] are : 

• Provide a high level UIMS model that would allow many new user interface 

capabilities to be automatically supported by the UIMS. 

• Provide a dialogue specification model that would readily explained to 

nonprogrammers. 

• Automatically generate a working interface from a minimal specification and then 

provide refinement tools for improving the generated interface. 

• Integrate the visual layout specification with the dialogue and semantic 

specification. 

Figure 2. 1 shows the system architecture of MIKE. The four major components of 

MIKE system are the interface editor, the interface profile, the generated interface and 

the standard run-time code. 

i, ..... , .. •.·,····················-····················-·-·-···· 

Generated 
Semantic Interface 

Compile ---

Standard 

MIKE 
User Interface 

Code 

and 
Link 

Interface !Ii---~ 
Profile I! 

Interactive 
Application 
Program 

End 
User 

Figure 2.1. The system architecture of:MIKE [Olsen, 86]. 

In this Menu Interface Kontrol Environment, the interface designer works through the 

graphical interface editor that provides access to the interface profile, which contains the 

complete definition of the dialogue's semantic and presentation aspects. 
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MIKE does not have a separate dialogue specification; the dialogue is controlled by 

semantics and the presentation. :MIKE supports the user to extend the user interface by 

creating new macro commands by example. A major drawback of l\1IKE was its 

command line orientation and its limited range of interface techniques. In particular, it 

could not be used to provide the kinds of user interfaces that one finds on the Apple 

Macintosh and similar systems. In response to these difficulties, Olsen developed the 

Mickey system which will be discussed in section 2.5. 

2.3. Peridot 

Peridot [Myers, 88) stands for frogramming by _Example for Real-time Interface Design 

Obviating Iyping and is a working prototype that is able to create many types of 

interaction techniques. Figure 2.2 shows a sequence of snapshots during the creation of a 

pop-up menu with Peridot . 
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,,.., to tc the st•• .1111 ., the t1~nt,r.1y r,..:um:ilir Ill·) 
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u of tl 
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ce 
Mo"" 
Copy 

Delete 
Delete IJ 

Abort 
Undo 
E•il 

(e) 

(a) 

l • :C. -1•• 
U,~ ~1::- :-U 

Abolt 
Undo 
E,.it 

(f) (t) 

(b) 

(c) 

th 
I i1itJll~l1 

_:NS_. ~ 
t"rt!'I..-Jl 
Pllya.ic• 
~11,11,i~I, 

a,....;c..1Engine,,r'rlQ 
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Figure 2.2. A sequence of snapshots during the creation of a pop-up menu with 

Peridot[Myers, 89). 
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In particular, Peridot uses an inferencing mechanism for placing the constraints based on 

what the designer has drawn on the screen. This inferencing works not only for 

placement of single items but also for conditional and interactive placements. Peridot 

also allows the interactive mouse behaviours of visual objects to be defined by example. 

Peridot is very different from other graphical user interface development systems because 

it lets the designer create the interaction themselves. It can create most of the interaction 

in the Macintosh Toolbox and its own interface [Myers, 89]. Peridot chiefly performs the 

interaction-technique builder function, and does not provide the support for sequencing, 

also called syntax or dialogue control of the user interface. 

2.4. The UofA"' UIMS 

Singh & Green ( 1989) developed a high-level UIMS called the UofA * UIMS [Singh & 

Green, 89a] which uses a high-level descriptions of the semantic commands supported by 

the application to automatically generate the lexical and syntactic design of graphical 

user interfaces. Figure 2.3. shows the structure of the UofA* UIMS. 

Device 
Description 

(from library) 

User 4----11~ Presentation 

End User's 
Preferences 
(optional) 

Command 
Description 

Application 

Figure 2.3. The structure of the UofA * UIMS [Singh & Green, 89a]. 

The main parts of the UofA * UIMS are Diction, Chisel and vu. Diction produces the 

dialogue control component of the user interface based on a description of the semantic 

commands and it also produces another output used by Chisel, in conjunction with a 

device description and optional user's preferences, to produce the presentation 
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component of the interface. Vu is an interface graphical tool that can be used by the 

designer to refine the presentation component produced by Chisel. Figure 2.4 shows an 

example of command description used by the UofA * UIMS. 

;"Declare global arguments . Center of Mass (COFM), length of the limb (LENGTH) 
and mass of the limb (MASS) are subranges of real numbers, whereas bend 
(BEND) and rotation (ROTATE) angles are subranges of integers. 
TORQUE represents a list of torque functions that the user can assign to limbs. 
LIMB is an interaction technique which implements 3-dimensional pick. 
The INFO window is used to display limb attributes.*/ 

COFM = [0 .0 : 1.0) 
LENGTH= [1.0: 5.0) 
MASS = [1.0 : 20 .0) 
BEND = [O : 360) 
ROTATE= [O: 360) 
TORQUE = (TorqueFuncl TorqueFunc2 TorqueFunc3 TorqueFunc4 

TorqueFunc5 TorqueFunc6) 
LIMB = pick3d 
INFO = window 
/* The commands are declared as follows. Command name is optionally 

followed by the syntax type and the selection type of the command. 
After this come the argument declarations. For each argument its 
type, range or enumerations, if any, and default value, if any, are 
specified. In the following declarations none of the commands specifies 
syntax or selection type . 
The Add_Limb, Remove_Limb, Move_Limb, Show_Attributes, Change_Orientation 
Change_Length, Change_Mass, Change_Cofm, and Change_ Torque commands are 
declared as OPEN_ ENDED. The rest of the commands follow the default · 
selection type which is CLOSE_ ENDED. The mass, length, cofm, bend, rotate, 
and torque arguments of the Add_Limb command assume the 
Currently Selected Values (CSVs) of their respective interaction techniques• / 

Change_Root (position : LIMB) 
ADD_Limb { OPEN_ ENDED} (parenUimb: LIJ\1B, mass: MASS {CSV}. 

length: LENGTH {CSV}. cofm: COFM {CSV), 
bend: BEND {CSV}, rotate : ROTATE {CSV}. 
torque : TORQUE { CS V} ), . 

Remove_Limb { OPEN_ ENDED) . (limb: LIMI3) 
Move_Limb { OPEN_ ENDED} (limb : LIMB, new_pnrent : LIMI3) 
Show_Attributes { OPEN_ ENDED} (limb: LIMB) 
Change_Orientation { OPEN_ ENDED} (limb : LIMB, 

new_rotation : ROTATE, new_bend: BEND) 
Change_Length { OPEN_ ENDED} (limb : LIMB, new_length : LENGTH) 
Change_Mass { OPEN_ ENDED} (limb : LIMB, new_mass : !vlASS) 
Change_Cofm { OPEN_ ENDED} (limb: LUvlB, new_cofm : COFJ'.,.I) 
Change_Torque { OPEN _ ENDED} (limb : LIMB , new_torque : TORQUE) 
/* The Save, Load, and Exit commands do not have any arguments*/ 
Save( ) 
Load( ) 
Exit( ) 

Figure 2.4. Command Description for the Skeleton Editor [Singh & Green, 91]. 

From the command description shown in Figure 2.4, the interface produced by the 

UofA* UIMS is shown in Figure 2.5. All the commands in the interface are placed along 

the right edge of the screen. The interface can be refined in the vu environment . 
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:.~- ----.. ~.-.. :- ·.:_ · _ ... _ .. ··:_-_ . ... ··: :·. ·.··: ._ ·_. . ._:.:-._, _: : : .. , .· '.··. 
• • • ' •• ', • • ._ ' • • • • • • I .' • • • • • '• ~ • 

Figure 2.5. The interface generated from the command description (shown in Figure 2.4) 

can be refined in the vu environment [Singh & Green, 91]. 

2.5. Mickey 

The Mickey [Olsen, 89] system was developed by Olsen (1989) to explore the language 

UIMS paradigm in the context of direct manipulation interfaces. It was designed both as 

an attempt to simplify the user interface specification process and to broaden the scope 

of interfaces that could be modelled in a language-based UIMS [Olsen, 89]. 

Mickey extracts its user interface specificatio_n directly from the Pascal code. The 

presentation issues are handled by the Macintosh resource editor. Figure 2 .6a shows the 

Pascal declarations of Mickey for a sample Macintosh menu styles and the corresponding 

sryles menu generated by Mickey from its Pascal declarations is shown in Figure 2 .6b. 



TYPE 
LlneWidth = 0-hinLine (•Name=Thin •). 

MedLlne ("Name=Medium•). 
Thick.Line ("Name =_Thick•)); 

fillColor = (BlackFill (•Name=Black•], 
GrayFill('Name=Gray•), 
WhiteFill (•Name=White") ); 

VAR 
LlneSize (• Menu=Styles •): LtneWidth; 
ColorSetting (" Menu=Styles •) : FillColor; 

VAR 
BoldText (' Menu=Styles Name=Bold Key=B') : Boolean; 
ltalJcText (• Menu=Styles Name=ltalic Key=I·) : Boolean; 
UnderLineText (• Menu=Styles Name=Underline Key=U•) : Boolean; 
OutlineText (• Menu=Styles Name=Ouiline •) : Boolean; 
ShadowText (' Menu=Styles Name=Shadow •J : Boolean; 

(a) 

(b) 

11 

Figure 2.6. (a).The Pascal declarations of Mickey for a sample Macintosh menu styles 

and (b ). the corresponding styles menu generated by Mickey from its Pascal declarations 

[Olsen, 89]. 

Obviously, Mickey 1s suitable for programmers to learn to use because of its 

programming language orientation. It is targeted specifically for application analysts 

because it is driven by the semantic definition of the interface. The form of specification 

of Mickey leads to a very tight binding between a particular user interface style and a 

particular programming language[Olsen, 89]. 

2.6. Devguide 

Devguide [Sun, 90B] is a graphical user interface design tool that allows the user 

interface designer to create user interfaces without ever writing a line of code. To create 

an interface with Devguide, the designer simply drags element glyphs from Devguide' s 
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base window onto the workspace where each glyph turns into an interface element. Once 

the elements of a user interface are in place, the designer can edit each individual 

interface element by changing settings and values in a property window listing the 

properties of that element. After creating an interface, the designer can see how its 

elements look and feel when users use them. In Devguide' s test mode, the interface is 

automatically prototyped. What the designer sees is the interface the application will 

have. When the interface has been specified the programmer has only to implement the 

functionality of the application. 

Devguide implements the OPEN LOOK look and feel for the application by generating 

program ca11s to the XView user interface toolkit. The generated code is well formatted 

and easily readable and can be edited or directly compiled. Figure 2.7 shows the 

development procedure of a user interface by using Devguide. 

guide 

Save the interface as a GIL file 

Interface source code 

Running the result 

Testing the interface 

Linking interface code 
with a lication code 

Figure 2. 7. The development procedure of a user interface by using Devguide 
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Although Devguide is a commercial user intenace designing tool, it lacks a complete 

specification of the user interface. It does well in creation and layout of simple intenace 

elements, but when used to create or modify complex intenace elements, for example, 

hierarchical menus, it causes confusion because it cannot give a clear and complete 

specification of menus and sub-menus. Although the hierarchical menus can be created 

statically by using Devguide, Devguide cannot support the dynamic creation of 

hierarchical menus from their specification at run-time. 

2.7. SCENARIOO 

SCENARJOO [Roudaud et al ., 90] is a UIMS which allows intenace designers to 

prototype, develop, test and debug user interfaces either in a simulated or true 

application environment. The process used to build a user interface consists of creating 

and modifying three internal database; the Widget database, the Dialogue database, and 

the Simulation database. Each database has its own interactive editor. The global 

functional architecture for SCENARJOO is shown in Figure 2.8. 

~ 
~ 

applieati .. 
ce--.-ieatien 

strea:a 

t 

LJ 
j 

applinnen 

eM-11Ser 

Figure 2.8. The global functional architecture for SCENARJOO [Roudaud et al. , 90]. 
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In Figure 2.8, the Widget Editor is used to create and modify widgets; the Dialogue 

Editor is used to construct event graphs which are used to decompose a complex 

dialogue into simpler ones and contribute the visual aspects of the dialogue; the 

Simulation Editor is used to create sets of application simulation data. The run-time 

kernel is connected either to the simulation database or to the actual application, the 

simulation database is used during prototyping and early debugging, and the connection 

to the actual application is made for final debugging and tests. At run time, either the real 

application or the simulation can be run, but not both together. 

2.8. GENIUS 

In the GENJUS [Janssen et al. , 93) environment (GENerator for user Interfaces Using 

Software ergonomic rules), user interfaces for database-oriented applications can be 

automaticaJly generated from extended data models and petri net-based dialogue 

descriptions. The GENJUS environment is shown in Figure 2.9. 

Views ~---~ Dialogue Nets .__ _____ __, 

Knowledge-based Generation 

UIM:S Language 

Figure 2.9. The GENJUS environment [Janssen et al. , 93]. 

In the GENIUS approach shown in above, views are defined in the Entity Relationship 

Diagram Editor (ERDE) based on the Entity Relationship (ER) data model, transitions 

between views are specified in dialogue nets, a knowledge-based component generates 

the static user interfaces from the view definitions. As a target system, an existing UIMS 

is used. The dialogue nets as will are transformed into code for the UIMS . The GENIUS 

approach offers a much better integration of the user interface development with general 
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software engineering methods. The specification of the dynamics is much easier with the 

graphical dialogue net representation than with a textual language. In the current system, 

refinements of the generated dialogue are done by means of the underlying user interface 

management system, the support for maintaining consistency between view and dialogue 

definition will be enhanced in the future work. 

2.9. UIDE 

UIDE [Foley et al. , 91; Sukaviriya et al., 93], the User Interface Design Environment 

which utilizes a model of an application to automatically create an interface, is designed 

to allow interface designers to easily create, modify, and generate an interface to an 

application through high-level specification. Through UIDE, a designer creates an 

interface for an application by first describing objects and operations in the application, 

and then chooses various interface functional components by linking them to application 

operations. Once the application model is mapped to interface functional components, 

the UIDE run-time environment uses the specifications in the model to generate a desired 

interface. Figure 2. 10 shows the run-time architecture of UIDE. 

Application 

Routines Application 

Model 

UIDE 
Dialogue Manager 

Help 

User 
Interface 

Figure 2.10. The run-time architecture ofUIDE [Sukaviriya et al. , 93]. 

Currently, defining the model in the C++ version of UIDE is still done through the 

standard C++ declaration and instantiation syntax. A visual tool to create an application 

model has been planned. 

2.10. Summary 

Many current user interface management systems (UIMSs) are language-based UIMSs. 

With an ordinary text editor, it is not easy to create, debug, and modify a textual 
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specification file for a complex user interface. Textual specifications are too complicated 

to be understand and used by non-programmers, so these language-based UIMSs are 

very hard to use [Myers, 88]. Existing user intetface development tools are not suitable 

for both interface designers and application developers. Graphical layout tools lack 

specification of the user interface. Very few UTh1Ss can provide software tools to 

support user interface development from user interface design, user intetface simulation 

to direct implementation based on graprucal description. 



Chapter 3 

Motivation 

3.1. Software Development Lif ecycle 

Software development lifecycles have their roots m engineering methods and more 

specifically in the procedures of system engineering [Sage & Palmer, 90], the use of the 

tools of system engineering to develop, analyze, and implement large-scale system is 

embedded in the several software development lifecycles in use today. The models of 

software development lifecycle are still the subject of current research, but a number of 

different general models of software development lifecycle have been applied to practical 

software development projects [Boehm, 88; Cattell, 91 ; Fairley, 85; Hix & Hartson, 93; 

Laplante, 93; Lee, 93; Martin, 88; Sommervi11e, 92]. Some of these models are: the 

waterfall model, the structured approach, the structured evolutionary rapid prototyping 

approach, the spiral model, and the object-oriented software development lifecycle. 

The waterfall model of the lif ecycle 

The initial waterfall lifecycle model has undergone numerous refinements, so there are 

many versions of this appearing in the literature [Boehm, 88; Bischotberger & 

Pomberger, 92; Laplante, 93; Sage & Palmer, 90; Sommervi11e, 92], and one of these is 

shown in Figure 3. 1 . 

Re411Dft-n1s 
afinitien 

I" Sysiemand 
software usign 

'" Inq,lementation 
and unit iesfuag i 

'" lniegratioa ani 
sysiem iesmtg l 

t Operation and 
Jft2lllRnaJI.Ce 

Figure 3.1 . The waterfall model of the lifecycle [Sommerville, 92]. 
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In Figure 3 .1, the software process is made up of five stages; they are requirements 

analysis and definition, system and software design, implementation and unit testing, 

integration and system testing, and operation and maintenance. In an ideal situation, each 

of the above stages could be carried out in sequence. Actually, the software process i~ 

not a simple linear model, the development stages overlap and feed information to ead: 

other; one more stages are often repeated. 

The structured approach 
The concept of the structured software development lifecycle was introduced b) 

Y ourdon [Y ourdon, 82]. The structured software development lifecycle model is showr 

in Figure 3 .2. 

Activity 
Flow 

Information 
--- Flow 

~ \ 
~nversio~ 

Figure 3.2. The structured software development lifecycle model [Yourdon, 82]. 

The rune separate phases are shown in Figure 3.2; they are survey, analysis, desig1 

implementation, acceptance test generation, quality assurance, procedure descriptio1 

database preparation, and installation. Contrasting the Y ourdan structured softwa1 

development lifecycle model with the waterfall software development lifecycle mode 

there is no difference in the stages specified, other than minor semantic ones [Sage , 

Palmer, 90]. 



The structured evolutionary rapid prototyping approach 

The lifecycle activities of the structured evolutionary rapid prototyping appro: 

[Connell & Shafer, 89] are derived from a st,ructured development lifecycle v.,itl 

number of necessary changes and consists of rapid analysis, prototyping, design, tuni 

and testing. As opposed to the structured software development lifecycle discus! 

above, the structured evolutionary rapid prototyping approach does not reqt.: 

exhaustive analysis and design activities before implementation activity takes place c 

also differs from traditional throwaway prototyping [Lee, 93]. The evolutionary ra1 

prototyping process is shown Figure 3.3 . 

----

Design 
Derivation 

Operation & Maintenance 

Figure 3.3. The evolutionary rapid prototyping process [Connell & Shafer, 89]. 

Jn the structured evolutionary rapid prototyping approach, the requirements document 

produced to specify user profile and the initial user task model to be realized in the initi 

prototype. The initial prototype is constructed . right after rapid analysis activity withot 

going through any formal design activity and detailed design will be derived from a use: 

approved prototype. The testing activity is not clearly defined in the structure 

e\'olutionary rapid prototyping approach because a prototype has effectively undergor: 

system testing throughout the lifecycle . The key to a successful structured evolutionar 

rapid prototyping development is access to good software tools that allow rapi 

construction and iterative evolution of prototypes. With its early prototyping activity an 

iterations of user feedback and developer implement, the structured evolutionary rapi 
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prototyping approach shortens the development lifecycle span, increases user 

satisfaction, and lowers development and maintenance costs. Fourth-generation 

languages ( 4GL) provide high-level interpretive description of program functionality and 

are widely adopted for prototyping database applications [Lee, 93]. 

The spiral model 

The spiral model [Boehm, 88] of the software development lifecycle differs from the 

waterfall model in that the waterfall model is a specifications-driven model but the spiral 

model is a risk-oriented or risk-based model. An outline of the spiral model is shown in 

Figure 3.4 . 

Determine 
objectives , 
alternat ives, 

Commitment 

partition Requirements plan 
life-cycle plan 

Integration 
anc test 

plan 

Plan next phases 

Cumulative 
cost 

Progress 
through 
steps 

Evaluate alternatives, 
icentify, resc ive risks 

I Unit 

I 'e<' 
Lt.; - L 

lnt~; rationl 
I ano test I 

Implementation! Acceptance I 
I test I 
I 

Develop, ver ify 
next-leve l prcct.:ct 

Figure 3.4. The spiral model [Boehm, 88]. 
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The key characteristic of the spiral model is an assessment of management risk items at 

regular stages in the project and the initiation of actions to counteract these risks. Before 

each cycle, a risk analysis is initiated and at the end of each cycle, a review procedure 

assesses whether to move on to the next cycle of the spiral . In Figure 3.4 the radial 

dimension reflects the cost parameter as these costs accumulate over the several phases 

completed at the time of use of the model; the angular dimension represents the progress 

made in the development at a particular cycle. The spiral model has been designed to 

accommodate all other models of development and a risk-oriented spiral model of 

process management forces the consideration of a11 alternatives and risks [Sommerville, 

92]. The advantages of the spiral model are the introduction of the notion of risk 

assessment and risk management into the software development process. 1t is able to 

incorporate the best attributes of other software development lifecycle models and is well 

suited for iterative process[Sage & Palmer, 90]. 

The object-oriented software development lif ecycle 

The object-oriented software development lifecycle [Lee, 93] shares some characteristics 

with the rapid prototyping approach. Since object classes are abstract data types with 

encapsulated data and methods, individual classes can be regularly refined while creating 

new classes through inheritance mechanisms. The object-oriented software development 

lifecycle is iterative and evolutionary. Figure 3. 5 shows a object-oriented software 

development lifecycle proposed by The Object Management Group (OMG). 

Object 

modelling 

Lifecycle 

Strategic modelling 

Analysis modelling 

Design modelling 

Implementation modelling 

Construction 

Delivery 

Coordination and reuse 

Full 
definition 

of the 
system 

Figure 3.5. The 00 software development lifecycle proposed by OMG [Yourdon, 94]. 
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The object-oriented approach encapsulates data with corresponding operations, and 

employs polymorphic mechanisms such as cJass inheritance to allow incremental software 

development. With data encapsulation, object classes can be conveniently reused, 

modified, tested, and extended. As a software development approach, more recent 

developments have focused on object-oriented analysis and object-oriented design 

activities [Booch, 94; Yourdon, 94]. 

3.2. Graphical User Interface (GUI) Development Lifecycle 

Graphical user interface development consists of several phases: the analysis of graphical 

user interface requirements, graphical user interface design, graphical user interface 

prototyping, graphical user interface evaluation, and graphical user interface 

implementation. The graphical user interface development lifecycle generally fo11ows that 

of software development, so some models of software development lifecycle discussed in 

section 3 .1 can be adopted for graphical user interface development. But designing and 

developing the graphical user interface is an iterative process of refinement that persists 

as long as there is sufficient motivation to modify an interactive system. Thus, any 

implementation should be based on a software architecture that supports modification of 

the user interface [Bass & Coutaz, 91]. The key to the success of graphical user 

interfaces is user-centred design [Lee, 93]; it is not acceptable for designers simply to 

impose their view of an acceptable user interface on users, and the user must take part in 

the interface design process [Sommerville, 92] and give timely user evaluation and 

feedback . 

When a waterfall lif ecycle model or a structured software development lifecycle model is 

used for graphical user interface development, testing is the only stage to allow 

meaningful user feedback, any errors and problems introduced during the analysis or 

design stage will have to be found and corrected only at a very late stage, it can be costly 

if extensive design modifications are required. Although iterations are always incJuded in 

various descriptions of the waterfall lifecycle model, it remains unclear when and 

according to what criteria such iterations are to be carried out [Bischofberger & 

Pomberger, 92]. These make the waterfall lifecycle model and the structured software 

development lifecycJe model less appealing for graphical user interface development, 

where timely user evaluation and feedback are critical to success. 

The prototyping-oriented software development lifecycle model [Bischofberger & 

Pomberger, 92; Lee, 93 ; Martin, 88; Sage & Palmer, 90; Smith, 91; Sommerville, 92] 
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has its strengths where the waterfall lifecycle model and the structured software 

development lifecycle model display serious weaknesses. lt can be used for graphical 

user interface development because it supports the requirements definition. The user 

interface specification is the most important part of the requirement definition and its 

quality is decisive. The user interface specification and its underlying functional 

behaviour can be represented much better and tested more effectively with an executable 

prototype than in the case with other means of represents. A user interface prototype can 

provide an ideal basis for communication between the user interface developers and the 

users . 

The "star" user interface development lifecycle (Figure 3.6) [Hix & Hartson, 93] shows 

that evaluation is to be applied to every user interface development activity, not just to 

design. 

DEPLOYMENT 

SOFTWARE 
PRODUCTION 

TASK/ 
FUNCTIONAU 
USER ANALYSES 

EVALUATION 

RAPID 

PROTOTYPING 

REQUIREMENTS/ 
SPECIFICATIONS 

CONCEPTUAIJ 
FORMAL/DETAlLED 
DESIGN & 

REPRESENTATION 

Figure 3.6. The "star" lifecycle of user interface development [Hix & Hartson, 93]. 

The star lifecycle also shows that there is not a single starting point, nor is there a 

prescribed order for development activities. Each development activity should be 

followed by evaluation of some sort . 
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The object-oriented software development lifecycle model [Lee, 93] treats the graphical 

user interface development as an integrated object-oriented software development 

process. A task model based on the GOMS (Goals, Operators, Methods and Selection) 

model will guide the object-model construction. The task model and the object model are 

the high-level abstraction of a graphical user interface application. Developing a 

graphical user interface for a specific style guide becomes a straightforward mapping 

process. 

The user interface development lifecycle proposed by Perlman [Perlman, 88] includes 

three main stages: design, evaluation, and implementation (Figure 3. 7) . The sources of 

design and redesign are personal experiences with previous development and popular 

system, guidelines and standards provided by basic and applied research and experts, and 

feedback based on evaluation of similar existing system and of prototype system. Formal 

models make predictions of the goodness of a user interface based on a formal 

specification of the design, without requiring implementation. Usage data contribute to 

an empirical evaluation after implementation of a preliminary version or a prototype. The 

user interface development lifecycle shown in Figure 3. 7 is often iterative, with many 

small changes in design being implemented and evaluated over its brief period [Perlman, 

88]. 

Standards 

Evaluation 

Formal 
Models 

Guidelines 

Figure 3. 7. The user interface development lifecycle proposed by Perlman [Perlman, 88]. 
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3.3. Current Graphical Environments 

There are many graphical environments which provide hardware and software support 

for graphical user interface development and application. Generally speaking, the 

hardware support of a graphical environment includes user input devices (e.g ., mouse, 

keyboard) and graphics-display output devices (high-resolution graphical monitors). The 

software support of a graphical environment includes graphical operating system ( e.g., 

OpenWindowsTM, Microsoft Windows™) and layered abstraction of software libraries 

(e .g ., Xlib, Xt Intrinsics, Motif, OPEN LOOK, XView, Macintosh Toolbox, Microsoft 

Windows Libraries) which are used to assist the development of application software. In 

different graphical environments, different layers based on different abstractions allow 

graphical application software to access various services provided by that graphical 

environment . 

In the X Window System, there are a number of primitive layers. The Xlib contains all 

the necessary low level primitives to construct X Window applications. This would be 

the lowest level that an application developer would work at. The Xt lntrinstics collects 

together the Xlib primitives and provides a basic framework to construct and use 

widgets. A number of style-specific toolkits are available with different layering 

architecture. The Athena widget set (Xaw), the Motif widget set, and the OPEN LOOK 

Intrinsics Toolkit (OLIT) are Xt-based widget sets, each of which is implemented as a 

software layer above the Xt Intrinsics. The XView toolkit is a Xlib-based toolkit and it 

implements the OPEN LOOK graphical user interface. In the X Window System, the 

typical software development environments are shown in Figure 3.8, and Figure 3.9. 

Applications 

Athena Widgets~ 

Motifl}Jidgets; 

OLIT Widgets 

Xt Intrinsics 

I 
Xlib 

Operating System 

Figure 3.8. The software development environment using Xt-based widget set . 
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Application 

XView Toolkit 

I 
Xlib 

Operating System 

Figure 3.9. The software development environment using XView. 

In the Apple Macintosh graphical environment, graphical user interfaces are developed 

by using Macintosh User Interface Toolbox which provides various resource services to 

support a Macintosh-style graphical user interface implementation. The Macintosh 

software development environment is shown Figure 3 .10. 

Application 

Macintosh Toolbox 

Operating System 

Figure 3.10. The Macintosh software development environment . 

In the Microsoft Windows 3.x software development environment, there are a number of 

developing tools that support the development of graphical user interfaces. The most 

common tools for Windows programming are the Microsoft C compiler and the 

Microsoft Windows Software Development Kit (SDK), Borland C++ and Resource 

Workshop, and Microsoft Visual Basic . The application program interface (API) of 

Microsoft Windows consists of al1 functions that Windows programs may cal1 . A11 the 

Windows functions are declared in a large header file named WINDOWS.H, which is 
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included in the Windows Software Deveiopment Kit (SDK). An import library inciuded 

in the SDK is used by dynamic linking to create an executable Windows program. The 

three major dynamic link libraries included in Windows are a kernel library, a user library, 

and a graphics device interface (GDI) library. The kernel library contains the tasking and 

memory management functions, the user library contains the windowing and user 

interface functions, and GDI library contains the Windows Graphics Device Interface 

functions . The Microsoft Windows software development environment is shown in 

Figure 3.11 . 

"'Windows Application 

Windows Software 
Development Tools 

Vlindows Libraries 

lv.ricrosoft Windows operating system 

Figure 3.ll. The Microsoft Windows software development environment. 

3.4. Notations for Dialogue Specification 

There are many notations for dialogue specification. Existing techniques can be grouped 

into two classes; textual notations and graphical notations. 

3.4.1. Textual Notations 

The textual notations are special-purpose languages used by the interface designer to 

describe dialogue specification and control. These special-purpose languages are 

context-free grammars, declarative languages, event languages, object-oriented 

languages and command descriptions . The details of these special-purpose languages can 

be found from [Alty & Mullin, 89; Apollo, 88 ; Hill, 86; Olsen, 92: Schmucker, 86; Sibert 

et al ., 86; Singh & Green, 91 ; Yap & Scott , 90]. Although these special-purpose 

languages have been used in most UIMSs for interface specification and some of them 

have proved to be very useful in user interface development. The user interface 

specifications based on these speciai-purpose languages are difficult to create, debug, 
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modify and understand. The languages used by many UIMSs to specify the interface are 

poorly structured in software-engineering sense. Most l JIMSs require that the designer 

learn a new special-purpose language and some of them are real programming 

environments (e.g ., MacApp, Mickey), so they are inaccessible to nonprogrammers 

[Myers, 89]. 

3.4.2. Graphical Notations 

The graphical notations incorporate special-purpose symbols used by the interface 

designer to describe dialogue specification and control in a graphical manner. For 

example, the Lean Cuisine graphical notation [Apperley & Spence, 89] is based on tree 

diagrams used to describe the structure and the behaviour of menu systems. Transition 

networks based on a set of nodes (states) and the links between them (state transitions) 

have been eX1ensively used as a dialogue description technique, by both designers and 

implementors, and are probably the most popular form of dialogue description currently 

in use [Apperley & Spence, 89]. There are other graphical notations used in the conteX1 

of dialogue specification and user interface management systems, these graphical 

notations are Petri nets [Bastide & Palanque, 90], event graphs [Roudaud et al. , 90], and 

dialogue nets [Janssen et al. , 93]. Event graphs can be used to describe the dynamic 

visibility of objects within a graphical-interactive application. Dialogue nets are similar to 

event graphs in modeJJing the dynamic visibility of objects needed for the coarse-grain 

dialogue specification. Petri net objects are more powerful since general object flow and 

object manipulation can be described. However, they are more complex than event 

graphs and less suited for the earlier design phases [Janssen et al. , 93). The following 

discussion focus attention on Transition networks and Lean Cuisine graphical notations. 

3.4.2.1. Transition Networks 

Transition networks, also known as finite state machine diagrams or state transition 

diagrams, consist of nodes that correspond to a state and directed arcs that connect 

nodes. ln a transition network, the dialogue is shown as being in a particular state 

awaiting the neX1 interaction with the user [Jones, 91b]. Arcs out of each state are 

labelled with the input token that will cause a transition to the state at the other end of 

the arc . In addition to input tokens, the arcs in some systems are labelled with application 

procedures to be called and output to be displayed [Myers, 89]. Transition networks 

often show the dynamics of a dialogue in a graphical manner. 
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Some software tools have been developed to create and interpret transition networks. 

For example, Rapid/Use [Wasserman et al. , 82; Wasserman, 85; \\lasserman et al., 86] is 

based on graphical specification of the required dialogue using transition networks . The 

dialogue is specified based on diagrams created u'sing a graphical tool -- Transition 

Diagram Editor (TDE). A typical transition diagram created using the TDE is shown in 

Figure 3.12. 

< book-loan) 
t 

'n' t 
<book-return> 

t 

'y' 
<book-reserve> 

Figure 3.12. A Rapid/USE transition diagram [ Jones, 91 a]. 

A text file can then be compiled from the transition diagram created using the TDE, or 

alternatively the text file can be created directly by using a special language (the 

transition diagram language) entered with a conventional text editor. The textual 

representation of above Rapid/USE transition diagram is shown in Figure 3. 13 . 

diagram library entry Start exit Exit 

node Start 

cs. rl, c_ 'University Library System' 
rt 2, cl O 'Do you need help (y/n) ? ' 

arc Start 
on 'n' to Topmenu 
on 'y' to Help 

arc Topmenu 

on '1' to <book-loan> 
on '2' to <book-return) 

arc <book-loan> skip to T opmenu 

Figure 3.13. Textual representation of the Rapid/USE transition diagram [Jones, 91a]. 
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Based on the text file of the Rapid/USE transition diagram, a menu system can be rapidly 

generated by using Transition Diagram Interpreter (ID]) and can be used to demonstrate 

and evaluate the dialogue. The similar system based on transition networks can be found 

from [Jacob, 85]. 

Although transition networks have been extensively used as a dialogue description 

technique, by both designers and implementors, and are probably the most popular form 

of dialogue description currently in use, this graphical notation has obvious shortcoming 

when attempting to describe a menu contairung a number of interrelated subgroups 

[Apperley & Spence, 89]. Transition networks can become an incomprehensible maze of 

arcs as the interface becomes large, and can be very difficult to understand and edit 

[Myers, 89]. A typical example is shown in Figure 3.14. 

Figure 3.14. Transition nehvork description of the Macintosh Style menu [Apperley & 

Spence, 89] . 
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In Figure 3. 14, the behaviour of a five meneme menu is described using a transition 

network; states in the diagram are used to represent twelve possible menu states, and 

arcs are used to represent the possible input actions in each state. Although the diagram 

does completely and accurately describe the behaviour of this particular menu, it is 

neither simple to produce nor to understand [Apperley & Spence, 89]. 

3.4.2.2. Lean Cuisine Notation 

Lean Cuisine [ Apperley & Spence, 89] is a visual notation used to describe the behaviour 

of hierarchical menu systems. Two basic tree diagrams are used to describe mutually 

exclusive (]-from-n) menu groups and mutually compatible (m-from-n) menu groups. In 

the Lean Cuisine description of a menu system, a menu consists of a set of menemes 

which may be tenninal (leaf) menemes, real non-tenninal menemes, or virtual menemes. 

T enninal (leaf) menemes represent specific actions or parameters; real non-tenninal 

menemes are headers to other menus, and virtual menemes are used to partition a single 

menu, and are not presented to the user. AJso in the Lean Cuisine description of a menu 

system, many special characters are used as menu and meneme modifiers . Figure 3. 15 

shows the Lean Cuisine description of the reduced five meneme Sty le menu which has 

been described using a transition network in Figure 3. 14. 

Style§ 

L Plain Text* 

L (Fancy Text) 

I 
Bold Italic {Indexed} 

~ Superscript 

L Subscript 

Figure 3.15. The Lean Cuisine description of the reduced five meneme Style menu. 

In Figure 3 .15, Sty le is a required choice group marked § and offers a mutually exclusive 

choice between Plain Text, which is marked * as the default choice, and the virtual 

meneme {Fancy Text) . This virtual meneme in turn represents the mutually compatible 

choice of Bold, Italic and {Indexed} , the, latter another virtual meneme offering a 

mutually exclusive choice between Superscript and Subscript . 
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The Lean Cuisine notation has been used as a diagrammatic design tool to design a user 

interface from specification, through preliminary analysis, to the final design [Apperley, 

88], and its textual form has been used as the basis for an interface prototyping 

environment which provides for the direct implementation of the action and control 

layers from a Lean Cuisine description [Anderson & Apperley, 90]. The prototyping 

environment implemented by Anderson & Apperley on an Apple Macintosh provides two 

software tools: the first tool generates the interface definition file (IDF) based on a Lean 

Cuisine textual specification and the second tool -- an interpreter then uses the interface 

definition file (IDF) to simulate the interface . Figure 3 .16 shows the translation of a 

textual Lean Cuisine specification (b) to an intermediate presentation specification ( c ). 

The graphical specification of the simple menu is shown in (a) and the resultant menu is 

shown in (d) . 
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(Plam*, 

({Fancy},MC, 

(Bold, 

Italic, 

(Font,M~ 

(Genev h, 

Times) 
)) 

))) 
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St~,,-le § 

L Plam* 

L {Fancy} 

I 
Bold Italic Font 

(a) t ~:::' 
Style 
Plain 

(-
Bold 

Italic 

Font 
< 
Font 
Gtnev t. 

Times 

--_,. 

(-

(c) (d) 

Figure 3.16. (a) Lean Cui~ine spec1t1cation, and (b) its translation from a textual 

description to : (c) equivaient presentation model and (d) resultant menu [Anderson & 

Apperiey, 90]. 
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Lean Cuisine offers a clear, concise and compact notation, wmch in its present form can 

be used to describe both the action and control layers of hierarchical menu systems 

[Anderson & Apperley, 90], and as a graphical design tool, it is more powerful than 

other graphical notations (e.g. transition networks ' et al .) for descriptions of complex 

menu systems. The specification of a menu-based user interface is much easier with the 

LC graphical design tool than with a te:,rtual language. If software tools are available in 

current graphical environments, the Lean Cuisine graphicai notation could be used as the 

basis for an integrated interface developing environment in which menu-based interfaces 

will be very quickly built without programming. 

3.5. Problems with Existing User Interface Developing Tools 

Many current user interface management systems (lJIMSs) provide a set of 

implementation tools, but little in the way of design aids. Most UIMSs use a textual 

specification and often require the user interface designer to learn a special purpose 

programming-like language, and with an ordinary text editor, it is not easy to create, 

debug, and modify a textual specification file for a complex user interface. Textual 

specifications are too complicated to be understand and used by non-programmers, so 

these language-based UIMSs are very hard to use [Myers, 88] Very few UIMSs can 

provide software tools to support user interface development from user interface design, 

user interface simulation to direct implementation based on graphical description, and 

support the graphical user interface development lifecycle. Existing user interface 

development tools are not suitable for both interface designers and application 

developers. 

3.6. An Integrated Interface De,1elopment Environment 

In order to solve these problems and make user interface development much easier and 

quicker, research has been carried out to develop software tools used to support the 

Lean Cuisine grapmcal notation. The result of this research is an integrated interface 

development environment based on Lean Cuisine graphical notation. The integrated 

interface development environment is a combination of software tools used to support 

user interface design, simulation and impiementation. The Lean Cuisine graphical editor 

(Ek) provides an interactive design environment for graphical specifications of menu

based interfaces . The simulation tool (Sic) provides an automatic prototype environment 

and allows user interface designers to simulate user interfaces based on a partial or whole 
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diaiogue specification at any design stage by a direct mapping process. A tool called user 

interface generator (Gk) is used to generate basic interface source code files for a user 

interface from its Lean Cuisine graphical specification file and allows the user interfaces 

to be implemented without programming. The menu-based user interface development 

process based on these three supporting tools is shown in Figure 3 .17 . 

Interface design using the I ...-
1

1 Dialogue simulation and test during 
.___L_-_e_an_C_w_·_sir._;_e ~gr_a_p_hl_c_al_n_o_ta_b._o_n _ __,.... 

1 
deslgn (partial or ,~rhole simulation) 

Save the graphical specification of 
an interface as a LC graphical data file 

Glc ) 

Interface source code 

Running and testir.ig the real interface 

Slc .,./) 

Interface simulation and test 
in its application environrnent 

Figure 3.17. The menu-based user interface development process based on three 

supporting tools . 

The characteristic of the integrated interface development environment based on the 

Lean Cuisine graphical notation is that it provides software tools which make user 

interface development much easier and quicker from design and prototyping to 

implementation The detaiis of three supporting tools will be discussed in following 

chapters . 



Chapter 4 

The Lean Cuisine Graphical Editor 

4.1. Introduction 

The menu interface development environment is based on the Lean Cuisine visual 

notation [Apperley & Spence, 89]. Three supporting tools, Ek, Sic and Gk, have been 

developed for graphical dialogue specification, simulation and automatic generation of a 

menu-based imerf ace . Ek is a graphical editor used by the interface designer to create a 

Lean Cuisine graphical description of a menu interface; Sic is a user interface simulator 

and Gk is a user interface generator which can automatically generate a user interface 

from its Lean Cuisine graphical specification. 

This chapter describes the basic structure of Ek and discusses how a menu interface 

designer interactively designs the graphical dialogue specification by using Ek. The user 

interface simulation at the design stage, and the implementation environment of Elc will 

also be discussed. 

Before describing the basic structure and functions of Elc, it is necessary to review the 

Lean Cuisine visual notation and examine an example of a Lean Cuisine description of a 

system of menus. 

4.2. :Menu Structures in the Lean Cuisine Visual Notation 

As discussed in section 3 .4 .2 .2, Lean Cuisine [ Apperley & Spence, 89] is a visual 

notation which can be used as a diaQramrnatic user interface desiQn tool. Two basic 
~ ~ 

diagrams shown in Figure 4 .1 are used to describe mutually exclusive (J-from-n) menu 

groups and mutually compatible (m-from-n) menu groups. 
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Figure 4.1. Two basic Lean Cuisine tree diagrams [Apperiey, 88]. 

(a). The tree diagram for a mutually compatible menu group, and 

(b ). the tree diagram for a mutually exclusive menu group. 

As summarised in [Apperley, 88], a menu is a set of selectable representations of actions, 

parameters, objects (which may be other menus), states, and other attributes, in which 

selections may be logically related and/or constrained . 

A meneme is defined as an individual selectable representation within a menu, and has 

two basic states: selected and not selected . A meneme's state may be changed either by 

, direct excitation, or by indirect modification. Menemes may be terminal (leaf) menemes, 

in which case they represent specific actions or parameters, or they may be non-terminal 

menemes, in which case they are themselves headers to other menus. 

Jn order to partition a single menu into constituent syntactic sub-groups, virtual menemes 

are used and correspond to nodes in the Lean Cuisine tree. However they are not 

presented to, and not directly accessible to, the user. Virtual menemes are shown by 

enclosing their names in braces. A virtual meneme can be considered to be in the selected 

state if there is a valid selection present in the sub-section of the menu that it represents . 

Jn the Lean Cuisine diagrammatic notation, many special characters are used as menu 
.,_ 

and meneme modifiers to indicate virtual menemes, required choices ', default choices, 

dynamic defaults, bistable menemes, select-only menemes, deselect-only menemes, 

monostable menemes and passive menemes . Figure 4.2 shows a typical example of a 

menu taken from the TaP [Apperley, 88] interactive appiication. The Lean Cuisine 

description of the text style and size facilities is shown in Figure 4.2(a), and a possible 

presentation of the Style menu is shown in Figure 4.2(b) 

+ln the Ek system. a special character " is used to indicate a reqmred chOice 
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Figure 4.2. (a). The Lean Cuisine description of the text style and size facilities, and 

(b). a possible presentation of the Style menu. 

In the Lean Cuisine description of the Style menu, Shape, Size and Fancy are virtual 

menemes which represent three menu sub-groups. So this Lean Cuisine diagram 

describes a single menu. In the Size sub-group, only one size is possible at any one time, 

so the Lean Cuisine tree diagram for a mutually exclusive group is used to describe 

different text size (10,12,14,18). In the Shape sub-group, the possible text shape 

combinations are plain, bold, italic, and bold-italic. So Bold and Italic are described by a 

Lean Cuisine tree diagram for a mutually compatible group, and Plain and {Fancy) are 

described by a Lean Cuisine tree for a mutually exclusive group. 

A size and a shape are both always required, so a special character § is marked on Shape 

and Size to indicate a required choice. The character * which is marked on menemes 

Plain and 12 is used in Figure 4 .2(a) to indicate a default choice in the Shape and Size 

sub-groups. 

The main aim of developing the Elc program is to implement the Lean Cuisine notation 

described in [ Apperley & Spence, 89] in a practical computer environment and to 

provide an interactive Lean Cuisine menu interface design tool which is independent of 

the implementation and suitable for both non-programming and programming interface 

designers. The computer description of the Lean Cuisine specification of a menu 

interface in the Elc system can be used by Sic to simulate the user interface and by Glc to 

generate the user interface code files. The details of Sic and Glc will be discussed in 

Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. 
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4.3. Overview of Elc 

Elc is a window based graphical editor. To a user interface designer, it seems like an 

interactive drawing package such as AutoCad [Omura, 92], CATIA's DRAFTING 

[Dassault, 87], and MacDraw [Dilback, 1991]. In general CAD software systems, the 

basic drawing elements are lines, curves and so on, but in the Elc system, the basic 

drawing elements are the two basic Lean Cuisine tree structures shown in Figure 4.1. 

The Elc graphical editor has two modes, the design mode and the simulation mode. In 

the design mode, the base window of the Elc system includes the menu-bar which 

contains menu buttons and command buttons, the canvas pane, the vertical scrollbar and 

the horizontal scrollbar, as shown in Figure 4.3. 

t.4enu button Command button t.4enu-bar 

Canvas pane 

c:::, 

• a 

Horizontal scrollbar Vertical scrollbar 

Figure 4.3. The base window of Elc. 

In the base window shown above, the menu-bar provides the pull-down menus and the 

command buttons which will be used by the user interface designer to give commands for 

performing the basic functions of Elc; these pull-down menus and command buttons are 

shown in Figure 4.4a and Figure 4.4b. 
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UNLINK 

UNLINK ML 

DELETE 
DELETE ALL 

Figure 4.4a. The pull-down menus of the design mode ofElc. 

C SIMULATION) ~ 

Figure 4.4b. The command buttons of the design mode of Elc. 

In the simulation mode of Elc, all menu buttons and command buttons are grayed 

(disabled) except the HELP and GO TO DESIGN command buttons. Figure 4.5a shows 

the menu-bar of the Elc system which is in the simulation mode. 

Command buttons Menu-bar 

Command button(grayed) 

a 

Figure 4.5a. The menu-bar of the simulation mode of the Elc system. 

Two command buttons which are available in the simulation mode of Elc are shown in 

Figure 4.5b. 
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(HELP) (GOTO DESIGN) 

Figure 4.5b. The command buttons of the simulation mode ofElc. 

The canvas pane provides a drawing surface where the Elc system displays Lean Cuisine 

trees and where an interface designer can create new trees and edit existing trees for 

graphical specification of an interface. The vertical scrollbar and horizontal scrollbar are 

used to scroll a large Lean Cuisine diagrams in the pane. 

In the canvas pane, mouse buttons are used to select (left button) a Lean Cuisine tree 

which will become the currently selected Lean Cuisine tree, or to drag (middle button) 

the currently selected Lean Cuisine tree to an appropriate position, or to indicate (right 

button) a new positio_n for the currently selected Lean Cuisine tree, which will directly 

move to this new position. 

The accurate position of the mouse selection on a Lean Cuisine tree will be recorded by 

the Elc system when this Lean Cuisine tree becomes the currently selected Lean Cuisine 

tree. The meneme and tree operations on the currently selected Lean Cuisine tree will 

use this position message to determine their operation position when the designer wants 

to name a meneme, delete a selected meneme, to add a meneme to an appropriate 

position of the currently selected Lean Cuisine tree (Section 4.6), or to modify the local 

geometric shape of the currently selected Lean Cuisine tree ( section 4. 7), etc. 

To define a menu-based interface, the first step is to create different Lean Cuisine trees, 

then edit them and finally link them to form the graphical dialogue specification of a 

menu interface. To do this, the designer selects different Lean Cuisine tree types 

(horizontal or vertical menu-bar, exclusive or compatible menu ) from the pull-down 

menu and inputs a parameter ( the meneme number of a Lean Cuisine tree) from a pop-up 

input window, which appears after the designer selected a related menu command and 

disappears after a parameter has been input. By using related menu commands, mouse 

selection operations and keyboard inputs, the designer can add text to the meneme as its 

name or modifier, delete a meneme from the currently selected Lean Cuisine tree or 

in~ert a meneme into the menemes of the currently selected Lean Cuisine tree. Lean 

Cuisine trees created in a design window of Elc can be linked to form a graphical 

dialogue specification of a menu interface. 

The designer can modify dialogue specifications by using the menu commands or by 

creating new Lean Cuisine trees and linking new Lean Cuisine trees into a dialogue 
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specification of a user interface. The geometric shape of a Lean Cuisine tree can be 

modified (section 4.7) for general layout of all Lean Cuisine trees. Some tree group 

operation commands are available for rapid tree operations. During graphical dialogue 

specification or after finishing graphical dialogue •specification for a menu-based user 

interface, the designer can simulate the whole or the parts of the menu system by using 

the Elc simulation function. 

The Lean Cuisine graphical specification created in an Elc design window can be saved 

as a Lean Cuisine graphical specification file with the extension ".le", and a previously 

saved Lean Cuisine graphical specification file can be loaded into an Elc design window. 

All of the menu and button commands will be discussed in this and subsequent chapters. 

4.4. The Basic Graphical Primitives 

The Elc system provides two basic graphical primitives shown in Figure 4.6 to represent 

the Lean Cuisine tree diagrams for a mutually compatible menu groups and a mutually 

exclusive menu groups. 
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Hj: the interval value between two adjacent menemes. 

W: the leaf length of a tree. 

XO.YO: the reference position of an LC tree. 

Figure 4.6a. The graphical primitive representing a mutually exclusive menu group. 



Hl: the root length of a tree. 
H2: the leaf length of a tree. 

Wi: the interval value between two adjacent menemes. 

XO.YO: the reference position of an LC tree. 
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Figure 4.6b. The graphical primitive representing a mutually compatible menu group. 

Each graphical primitive has various attributes which are under the control of the 

interface designer. Some of the attributes of a graphical primitive are initialized by the 

Elc system when this graphical primitive is created. These attributes are tree type, tree 

reference position, tree leaf length, interval value between two adjacent menemes, and 

colour. Table 4.1 lists all the attributes of a graphical primitive and their initial values. 

Attribute name Initial value 

Tree type Number (0, I, 2, or 3) 

Tree reference position Constant 

Tree leaflength Constant 

Meneme number of a tree Number (1-20) 

Interval value between two adjacent Constant 

men em es (array) 

Subtrees (pointer array) Nil 

Parent tree pointer Nil 

Meneme names (pointer array) Nil 

Meneme modifier Nil 

Colour Black 

Table 4.1. The attributes of a graphical primitive and their initial values. 
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Some of the attributes of a graprucal primitive can be set by the designer. These 

attributes are parent tree pointer, subtree pointers, meneme names and meneme 

modifiers. Other attributes like meneme number can be input from a pop-up window 

before a tree is created. All of these attributes can be modified by the designer during 

graprucal dialogue specification. 

When basic Lean Cuisine trees are linked to construct more complex dialogue 

specifications, some attributes (except colour) of each Lean Cuisine tree will be 

automatically modified by the Elc system according to the designer' s action. 

Based on the two basic graphical primitives described above, four different basic Lean 

Cuisine tree diagrams are used in Elc to represent the mutually exclusive menu group, 

the mutually compatible menu group, the horizontal menu-bar and the vertical menu-bar. 

The examples of these four basic Lean Cuisine tree diagrams are shown in Figure 4.7. 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Figure 4.7. The examples of the four basic Lean Cuisine tree diagrams used in Elc. (a): 

A vertical menu-bar (tree type = 0, meneme number = 3); (b): a horizontal menu-bar 

(tree type= 1, meneme number = 4); (c): a mutually compatible menu group (tree type= 

2, meneme number = 5); and (d): a mutually exclusive menu group (tree type =3, 

meneme number = 5). 
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4.5. Creating Basic Lean Cuisine Trees 

In order to produce the graphical dialogue specification for a menu-based interface, the 

first step is to create different Lean Cuisine trees in an Elc design window, then edit them 
I 

and finally link them to form the graphical dialogue specification of a menu interface. A 

Lean Cuisine tree is created based on its type and meneme number. After a Lean Cuisine 

tree type has been selected from the pull-down menu MenuBar or MenuType and a 

meneme number of a Lean Cuisine tree has been input from the pop-up input window, a 

new Lean Cuisine tree will be displayed on the Elc editing window. Figure 4.8 shows the 

procedure used to create a LC tree. 

~( lhnuBar -.:r) 

First, select command EXCLUSIVE 
from MenuType menu 

n Then give arneneme number 
V from a pop-up window ------------------.""J:IJ lnput_Popup_W lndow 

Input Menume Numbe~ ..,.$,._/ ____ _ 

~[l~enuBar v) 

Pressing the enter key causes 
a new LC tree to be displayed 

"-==--------------------------= lliJ!)'1'"""---------u-n-1u_n_,_n_n..,,1..,,1.,.u_n_u-21_n..,, ____ u_11..,...11MO<,_u_, - o 

Figure 4.8. The procedure used to create a LC tree. 
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All of Lean Cuisine trees are free trees before the designer adds constraints to them. The 

designer can put a Lean Cuisine tree at any new position in the editing window by 

selecting it and indicating a new position for it. If the designer want to move a Lean 

Cuisine tree which has been linked to other Lean Cuisine trees, for example, it has parent 

tree or subtrees; the Elc system will launch a dialogue box which includes a constraint 

message of the currently selected Lean Cuisine tree. The command buttons CANCEL and 

UNLINK_ AND_ MOVE displayed in this dialogue box provide two possible operations. 

If the designer selects the CANCEL button from this dialogue box, the move operation 

will be cancelled. If the designer selects the UNLINK_ AND_ MOVE button from this 

dialogue box, the Elc system will remove all link constraints from the currently selected 

Lean Cuisine tree and modify attributes of the currently selected Lean Cuisine tree, 

attributes of its parent tree and attributes of its subtrees. After finishing attribute 

modification, the currently selected Lean Cuisine tree moves to a new position and 

becomes a free Lean Cuisine tree. 

4.6. Basic Meneme Operations 

Basic interactive operations on each meneme are provided by the Elc system. The 

interface designer can interactively add a meneme to the currently selected Lean Cuisine 

tree at an appropriate position, delete a meneme from the currently selected Lean Cuisine 

tree, and attach a meneme name and semantic message to each meneme. The ADD 

command and the DELE1E command are very useful when the designer wants to modify 

an existing Lean Cuisine tree. 

To add a meneme to a Lean Cuisine tree, first select a meneme from a Lean Cuisine tree 

which will become the currently selected Lean Cuisine tree after selection, and 

afterwards select the menu command ADD from the pull-down menu Meneme. A new 

meneme will be inserted after the selected meneme. Some of attributes of the currently 

selected Lean Cuisine tree will be modified by the Elc system after new meneme's 

insertion. It would not be difficult to modify the Elc system to allow the designer to 

insert a new meneme before a meneme or insert a new meneme at selection point which 

is ,on a tree trunk. Figure 4. 9 shows the procedure used to add a meneme. 
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Figure 4.9. The procedure used to add a meneme. 
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To delete a meneme from a Lean Cuisine tree, first select the meneme to be deleted and 

then select the menu command DELETE from the pull-down menu Meneme; the selected 

meneme will be deleted from the currently selected Lean Cuisine tree. Similar to a 

meneme ADD operation, related attributes of the currently selected Lean Cuisine tree 

will be modified by the Elc system after a meneme deletion. The Elc system will 

automatically delete a Lean Cuisine tree from the graphical specification of a menu 

interface if all of its menemes have been deleted by the designer. 

The menemes of a Lean Cuisine tree are pure geometric representations when the 

interface designer creates the Lean Cuisine tree by using menu commands selected from 

pull-down menu Mem,Bar or MemtType. The meneme name, meneme modifier (it also is 

submenu modifier if a meneme has a submenu) and the application link message must be 
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added to the menemes by the designer. To do this, first select a meneme, and then select 

the menu command TEXT from the pull-down menu Meneme. A pop-up window which 

is for text input appears and the designer can input a meneme name, or a meneme 

modifier, or an application link message from this pop-up window. After finishing the 

typing of text, pressing the enter key causes the pop-up window to disappear and the 

attributes of the currently selected Lean Cuisine tree to be modified by the Elc system, 

and the content of the Elc design window to be redrawed. Figure 4.10 shows the 

procedure used to add a meneme name. 
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Figure 4 .10. The procedure used to add a meneme name. 

The pop-up window for text input can be kept on the screen for repeated operations. To 

do this, the designer clicks the SELECT button on the pushpin to pop it into the hole. 

The pop-up window is then pinned to the workspace, and it remains on the screen until 

the designer either unpins it, or dismisses it using the window menu. In this case, the 
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designer does not need to select the menu command TEXT from the pull-down menu 

Meneme after meneme selection when he/she wants to continuously add text strings to 

different menemes. 

The UNDO command which is in pull-down menu Meneme is available to cancel ADD a 

meneme or DELETE a meneme operation. 

4. 7. Basic Tree Operations 

Basic tree operations are provided by the Elc system to modify interactively the tree 

shape for the layout of a menu specification and to link trees to form a complex menu 

structure. Menu commands on a single tree, which is the currently selected Lean Cuisine 

tree, and menu commands on all Lean Cuisine trees are available so the designer can 

have different command selections for efficient tree operations. 

The basic geometric shape of a Lean Cuisine tree is determined by the Elc system which 

uses system default (initial) values to determine the geometric attributes of a graphical 

primitive. The local geometric shape of a Lean Cuisine tree can be modified at any time 

after its creation to avoid Lean Cuisine trees overlapping when linking them to form a 

complex graphical specification of a menu system. 

To modify the shape of a Lean Cuisine tree, first select the part which will be modified, 

and then select the menu command MODIFY from pull-down menu TREE. A pop-up 

window appears on the screen after the MODIFY menu command selection, and a 

parameter P for the tree modification is typed into the input field of the pop-up window. 

The parameter input procedure is similar to the text string input procedure; pressing the 

enter key causes the Elc system to check the input parameter; if it is valid, the pop-up 

window is dismissed, and the shape of the selected part of the Lean Cuisine tree is 

· changed according to the input parameter, and the redrawing procedure happens in the 

Elc design window. If it is invalid, an error message will be displayed on the screen. 

Repeated modifying operations can be done when the pop-up window is kept on the 

s~reen. 

For a Lean Cuisine tree which represents a mutually exclusive menu group, its shape can 

be modified according to its tree leaf length or the interval value between two adjacent 

menemes (including the tree root). 
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To modify the leaf length of a tree, select one of the leaves of the tree, and select the 

menu command MODIFY from the pull-down menu TREE, then type a valid parameter P 

into the input field of the pop-up window. All the leaves of the tree will be modified at 

the same time according to the parameter P . 

To modify an interval value between two adjacent menemes (including the tree root) of a 

tree, from the tree, select the line segment which is between two adjacent menemes ,and 

select the menu command MODIFY from pull-down menu TREE, then type a valid 

parameter P into the input field of the pop-up window; the interval value which was the 

length of the selected line segment will be modified according to the parameter P so the 

shape of the tree will be modified. 

The valid range of the parameter P is greater than O when the modified LC tree 

represents a mutually exclusive menu group. Figure 4.11 shows the original shape of a 

Lean Cuisine tree (tree type = 3, meneme number = 5) which represents a mutually 

exclusive menu group and its possible shapes after modification. 
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Figure 4.11. The original shape of a Lean Cuisine tree which represents a mutually 

exclusive menu group and its possible shapes after modification. (a). The original shape; 

(b)(c). after changing its tree leaf length; (d)(e). after changing one of the interval value 

between two adjacent menemes; (f)(g). after changing the interval value of the tree root. 

For a Lean Cuisine tree which represents the mutually compatible menu group, except 

tree root the modification of its shape according to its tree leaf length or the interval 

value between two adjacent menemes is in the same way as the modification for a Lean 

Cuisine tree which represents a mutually exclusive menu group; to modify the root of a 

tree which represents the mutually compatible menu group, select the root of the tree 

first, then select the menu command MODIFY from the pull-down menu TREE, and type 

a valid parameter Pinto the input field of the pop-up window, the root of the tree will be 

moved in horizontal direction according to the parameter P. The valid range of the 

parameter P is greater than -2000 and less than 2000, if the parameter P is negative, the 

root of the tree will be horizontally moved to the left of the original position of the tree 

according to the absolute value of the parameter P; if the parameter P is positive, the 
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root of the tree will be horizontally moved to the right of the original position of the tree 

according to the parameter P . Figure 4.12 shows the original shape of a Lean Cuisine 

tree (tree type= 2, meneme number= 4) which represents a mutually compatible menu 
' 

group and its possible shapes after modification. 
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Figure 4.12. The original shape of a Lean Cuisine tree which represents a mutually 

compatible menu group and its possible shapes after modification. (a) . The original shape 

of a LC tree; (b )( c ). after changing its tree leaf length; ( d)( e ). after changing one of the 

interval value between two adjacent menemes; (f)(g)(h)(i). after changing the position of 

the tree root. 

The LINK menu command selected from the pull-down menu TREE is used to create a 

relationship between a parent tree and a subtree to form a complex menu structure. A 

subtree can be linked to its parent tree only when its reference position is close to a 

meneme of its parent tree. If the link operation is successful, the linked subtree will be 

I 
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highlighted and some attributes of both the subtree and its parent tree will be modified by 

the Elc system, or an error message will be displayed on the screen. If a meneme and its 

subtree cannot be linked, the position or shape of the trees should be modified to satisfy 

the link condition. Figure 4. 13 shows a design example, an LC graphical specification of 

a menu-based interface is formed in an Elc design window and ready to be simulated 

after linking related LC trees. 
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Figure 4.13. The LC graphical specification of a user interface. 

The UNLINK menu command is used to destroy the relationship created by the LINK 

command between two trees. After an UNLINK operation, some attributes of the related 

trees will be modified by the Elc system. 
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The DELETE menu command is used to delete the currently selected Lean Cuisine tree. 

If the DELETE command is selected, the currently selected Lean Cuisine tree will 

disappear from the design window. The DELETE ALL menu command is a group 

operation command which is used to delete all Lean Cuisine trees from the design 

window, the all trees will disappear from the design window after the DELETE ALL 

operation. 

If no Lean Cuisine tree has been created since the tree deletion, the deleted tree or trees 

can be restored by using the UNDO command selected from the pull-down menu TREE, 

the restored tree or trees will be redisplayed on the design window if the restoration 

procedure is successful. AJso the UNDO menu command can be used to cancel the last 

MODIFY operation. 

The AUTO LINK command and the UNLINK ALL command are other group operation 

commands; the AUTO LINK command is used to create all possible links between trees 

according to their positions; and the UNLINK ALL command is used to destroy the all 

link relationships from existent graphical specification of a menu-based user interface. 

The aim of using the group operation commands AUTO LINK, UNLINK ALL and 

DELETE ALL is to provide rapid tree operations for a complex menu structure 

specification. 

4.8. Menu Interface Simulation at the Design Stage 

Rapid prototyping within a UIMS environment is probably the most efficient method for 

supporting the design-build-test nature of a user interface construction process [Wilson, 

88]. The Elc system provides a simulation environment in which the designer can 

simulate and test a menu-based user interface which has been designed in an Elc design 

window by using the Lean Cuisine graphical notation. When starting Elc, the default 

mode of Elc is the design mode. The designer can change the mode of Elc from the 

design mode to the simulation mode by selecting the command button SIMULATION 

from the menu-bar. In simulation mode, the lc_run_time kernel is used to generate a user 

interface prototype from its Lean Cuisine graphical specification, and dynamically create, 

delete and manage menu structures according to its Lean Cuisine graphical specification 

and the user's actions. 
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The menu structure of the user interface designed in an Elc design window can be 

partially or wholly simulated. Before selecting the SIMULATION button, a Lean Cuisine 

tree which describes a menu-bar must be selected. If it is a root of the Lean Cuisine trees, 

the whole menu interface will be simulated in the s~mulation window (whole simulation); 

if it is a subtree, only this tree and its subtrees can be simulated in the simulation window 

(partial simulation). Figure 4.14 shows an example of interface simulation based on the 

graphical dialogue specification shown in Figure 4 .13. The details of interface simulation 

and lc_run_time kernel will be discussed in Chapter 5. 
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Figure 4.14. The direct simulation of a menu interface from its Lean Cuisine description 

created in an editing window ofElc. 
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In Figure 4.14, the front window is the simulation window of a user interface; the back 

window is the design window which is in the simulation mode and contains the Lean 

Cuisine visual specification of the user interface; and the middle window is the command 
' 

window used to display the feedback message when testing the interface. 

A menu tree which describes a menu structure and is not attached to a menu-bar cannot 

be simulated because in the current Elc system, the precondition of setting the simulation 

mode of Elc is that a Lean Cuisine tree which represents a menu-bar must be selected. 

But it is easy to modify the Elc system in the future to simulate this type menu tree as a 

pop-up menu or a pull-down menu if it has been selected for simulation. 

4.9. Lean Cuisine Graphical Specification File 

A special file format is used by the Elc system to store the Lean Cuisine graphical 

specifications of user interfaces. The Lean Cuisine graphical specification file of a user 

interface is a text file which contains the attributes of all Lean Cuisine trees created in a 

design window of Elc. Because it stores an interface without reference to a specific 

windowing environment or programming language, the Lean Cuisine graphical 

specification file of a user interface can be used in other windowing environment--as long 

as the supporting tools, Elc, Sic and Glc, exist in that windowing environment. 

With the supporting tools, Elc, Sic and Glc, available in different windowing 

environment, it will be possible to design, modify and simulate a user interface in a 

windowing environment, save it in a Lean Cuisine graphical specification file, then in 

other windowing environment, use the supporting tools to load it into the Elc system, 

modify or simulate this user interface in current windowing environment. Based on the 

Lean Cuisine graphical specification file of a user interface, the interface source code for 

different windowing environments and programming languages will be generated by 

using the available code generators. 

4.10. The Development Environment of Elc 

The Elc graphical editor has been implemented as a XViewTh1 application in the 

OpenWindowsTM application environment that operates on Sun™ workstations. 

XView™ is based upon Xlib and is a user interface toolkit to support interactive, 

graphics-based applications running under the X Window SystemTM, an important feature 
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of the XView™ toolkit is that it implements the OPEN LOOKTM Graphical User 

Interface. Figure 4 .15 shows the development environment of Elc. 

><View Application 

><View Toolkit 

I Xlib 
Operating System I 

Figure 4.15. The development environment ofElc. 



Chapter 5 

The User Interface Simulator 

5.1. Interface Simulation and Test 

User interface development is an iterative process, after creating the specification of a 

user interface or parts of an interface, the designer may want to see how its elements feel 

when the end user uses them. One way to do that is to generate the source code for the 

interface, compile and link the code, then run executive file . Perhaps this testing method 

is a very effective and reliable interface testing method because the interface simulation is 

based on its source code, but this type interface testing is not suitable for early 

development of an interface because it involves several steps and is not convenient. The 

specification of a user interface needs to be modified time after time and the user 

interface should be simulated or tested in a quicker and more effective way. 

5.2. Some Existing Interface Testing Tools 

Some interface testing tools have been developed to support quick and convenient user 

interface simulation in the user interface design environment or in user interface 

management systems. The following is the survey of these interface testing tools. 

Devguide [Sun, 90b] uses the interface setting to determine the way user interface 

elements on the workspace behave. When the first setting, Build, is set, the user interface 

can be built and selected user interface element can be edited. The second setting, Test, 

helps the interface designer tests the feel of the user interface which has been designed. 

When Test is set, selected button highlights, menus display, and so forth, user interface 

elements act as if they were part of a finished user interface. Of course, there are no 

function calls in place, so no anticipated program functions happen as user interface 

elements are used. It is very easy to change interface setting from Build mode to Test 

mode, and vice versa. 

SCENARIOO [Roudaud et al., 90] provides the interface designer a test environment 

based on its Run time kernel which is connected either to the simulation data base or to 
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the actual application. The simulation database is used during prototyping and early 

debugging, and the connection to the actual application is made for final debugging and 

tests. 

In the Borland Resource Workshop [Borland, 93 ], menus can be created as a resource 

script in the Workshop menu editor. The Workshop menu editor provides three different 

views of the menus which are being edited: the Outline pane shows the menu's pseudo

code (resource script), the Attribute pane is used to customize the currently highlighted 

line in the menu resource script, and the Test Menu pane is used to test menu system. 

Top level menu items and top level pop-up menus are displayed in the menu bar for the 

window. The Menu editor automatically updates the test menu system when its attributes 

are modified or its resource script is edited by the designer. The Workshop menu editor 

provides an integrated_ menu design, modify and test environment. 

UofA * UIMS [Singh & Green, 91] provides the simulation subsystem in the vu 

environment which is used to refine the graphical presentation components generated by 

Chisel, the simulation subsystem uses the work window and enables the designer to 

rehearse the presentation components being created, the design created in workshop 

subsystem is passed to the simulation subsystem which creates windows and activates 

menus and other interaction techniques defined in the presentation components. The 

menus and other interaction techniques can be tested by designer just as the end user 

interacts with them. The designer can go back to the workshop subsystem from the 

simulation subsystem to modify the design and then reenter the simulation subsystem to 

test the new design. 

U-face [Kanba & Hashimoto, 91] is a design system mainly for using with menu-driven 

application software on generic tenninal screens. The different views, design views, 

simulation view and verification views, are provided in U-face user interface design 

system. The design views consist of a screen layout view and an operation view, the 

simulation view which is automatically produced from a designed interface is used to test 

each operation step by step such as runtime. The verification views are also produced 

from a designed interface and include displays of a screen transition network, a mode 

s~quence diagram and a key-binding graph. With the simulation view, the designers can 

check their design work and demonstrate the user interface, and the end users can test 

the user interface and check its suitability to their requirements. 
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5.3. Overview of Sic 

Sic is a software tool which is used to simulate a user interface from its graphical 

specification in the menu interface development environment based on the Lean Cuisine 

visual notation. It can be used by the interface designer to simulate the menu interface 

which s/he has designed at different design stages. A menu interface can be simulated in 

its design environment or in its application environment. When a menu interface is 

simulated in its design environment, it can be partially or wholly simulated from its Lean 

Cuisine description created in the Elc editing window; any invalid link relationship 

between a parent tree and a subtree can be dynamically modified by the Sic system 

during the simulation. When a menu interface is simulated in its application environment, 

it is wholly simulated based on its Lean Cuisine graphical specification file, and it can 

give the evaluators a real feel of how the menu-based user interface works. 

5.4. Interface Simulation in Its Design Environment 

As discussed in section 4. 8, Sic can be embedded in the Elc system to provide a user 

interface simulation environment in which a user interface can be directly simulated from 

its Lean Cuisine visual specification created in a design window of Elc. The details of 

interface simulation in the Elc design environment will be discussed in the following 

sections. 

5.4.1. Change the Mode of Elc 

During the design, the designer can easily change the mode of the Elc system from the 

design mode to the simulation mode when the precondition for interface simulation has 

been satisfied, or change the mode of the Elc system from the simulation mode, to the 

design mode without precondition. The precondition for interface simulation is that a 

Lean Cuisine tree which represents a menu-bar must be selected (so it is the currently 

selected Lean Cuisine tree) before selecting the SIMULATION button which will change 

the Elc system from the design mode to the simulation mode. If the precondition for 

interface simulation has not been satisfied when the SIMULATION button is selected, a 

alert box which gives prompt message will be displayed. This alert box is dismissed when 

the designer selects the OK button from the alert box, in this case, the mode of the Elc 

system is still in design mode. If the precondition for interface simulation has been 

satisfied when the SIMULATION button is selected, the mode of the Elc system will be 

changed from the design mode to the simulation mode, and a window which simulates 
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the part or the whole of the menu interface designed in the Elc window appears. Figure 

5 .1 shows the design mode and the simulation mode of the Elc system. 
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Figure 5.la. A design window ofElc in design mode. 
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Figure 5.lb. A design window ofElc in simulation mode. 
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In the simulation mode, the Elc design window which displays the Lean Cuisine graphical 

specification of a menu interface provides a graphical reference for menu interface 

simulation, but its menu buttons and command buttons are grayed ( disabled) except the 

command button HELP and the command button GO TO DESIGN, so the Lean Cuisine 

graphical specification displayed in the Elc design window cannot be directly modified by 

the designer during simulation. If the design should be modified according to the 

simulation result, the menu buttons and command buttons of the Elc system can be 

enabled by selecting the GO TO DESIGN button; the selection of the GO TO DESIGN 

button will unconditionally terminate the simulation procedure, close the simulation 

window and reset the design mode of the Elc system. 

The command button SIMULATION is often used to change the mode of Elc from the 

design mode to the simulation mode and the command button GO TO DESIGN is used 

to change the mode of Elc from the simulation mode to the design mode. To avoid 

confusing, the Elc system has been developed to provide the enabled command button 

SIMULATION in the design mode and the grayed (disabled) command button 

SIMULATION in the simulation mode, so the command button SIMULATION can only 

be selected when the Elc system is in the design mode; the command button GO TO 

DESIGN is dynamically created by the Elc system when the Elc system changes its mode 

from the design mode to the simulation mode and destroyed by the Elc system when the 

command button GO TO DESIGN has been selected and the mode of Elc will be 

changed from the simulation mode to the design mode, so the command button GO TO 

DESIGN can only be selected when the Elc system is in the simulation mode. By using 

these command buttons, the mode of the Elc system can be easily changed and a menu 

interface can be easily created in the design-simulation-modification-simulation way in 

the Elc graphical editor. 

5.4.2. Partial or Whole Simulation of a Menu System 

When a menu interface is simulated in its design environment, according to the designer's 

decision, it can be partially or wholly simulated from its Lean Cuisine description created 

in ~he Elc editing window. Before selecting the SIMULATION button to use the Sic tool, 

a Lean Cuisine tree which describes a menu-bar must be selected from the design 

window of Elc. If it is the root of the Lean Cuisine trees, the whole menu system will be 

simulated in the simulation window (whole simulation). If it is a subtree or an isolated 

tree, only this tree and its subtrees can be simulated in the simulation window (partial 

simulation). Partial simulation of a menu system is very useful during interface design; it 

gives the designer a chance to design many different specification for a same menu 
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system in a same design window of Elc, and select the better one by simulating them one 

by one. The examples of partial simulation and whole simulation based on the current 

selection are shown in Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3. 
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Figure 5.2. An example of partial simulation based on the current selection. 
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Figure 5.3. An example of whole simulation based on the current selection. 
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5.4.3. Modifying Invalid Menu Structures During Simulation. 

An invalid link relationship between a parent tree and a subtree can be dynamically 

modified by the Slc system during interface simulation. Several rules are used by the Slc 

system to check up whether the link relationship between every subtree and its parent 

tree is valid before simulating a menu-based user interface. For example, suppose that a 

subtree describes menu-bar items, and if its parent tree is a menu-bar tree, the link 

relationship between them is valid when a parent tree's meneme which is directly linked 

to this subtree is a virtual meneme. However if its parent tree is a menu tree, the link 

relationship between them is valid when a parent tree's meneme which is directly linked 

to this subtree is a real meneme. In case a subtree is a menu tree, if its parent tree is a 

menu-bar tree, the link relationship between them is valid when a parent tree's meneme 

which is directly linked to this subtree is a real meneme; if its parent tree is a menu tree, 

the link relationship between them is always valid. Some examples of the invalid link 

between a parent tree and a subtree are shown in Figure 5 .4. 
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Figure 5.4. Some examples of the invalid link between a parent tree and a subtree. 
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If an invalid tree link is found by the Slc system, a alert box which includes prompt 

message and command buttons will be displayed. This alert box is dismissed when the 

designer selects the GO TO DESIGN button from.the alert box, and wants to modify the 

invalid tree link in the Elc design mode. The mode change is same as the change after the 

GO TO DESIGN button is selected from the menu-bar: The simulation procedure will be 

unconditionally terminated, the simulation window will be closed and the design mode of 

the Elc system will be reset. Figure 5.5 shows an invalid tree link is found by the Slc 

system during simulation. 
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Figure 5.5. An invalid tree link is found by the Sic system. 

The type of a Lean Cuisine tree ( or the type of a meneme ) which causes invalid link 

between a parent tree and a subtree can be dynamically modified in the Elc simulation 

mode. If the command button MODIFY is selected from above alert box, the type of the 

Lean Cuisine tree ( or the type of the meneme ) will be changed into a suitable type based 

on the rules created in the Slc system so the invalid link becomes valid and Sic can 

simulate the presentation components of the menu-based user interface from these Lean 

Cuisine tree description. In this case, the mode of the Elc system is still in the simulation 
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mode but the modified result will be displayed in the Elc design window. Figure 5.6 

shows the result after dynamic modification. 
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Figure 5.6. The valid LC description and its simulation window after dynamic 

modification. 

5.4.4. Testing the Interface 

In the simulation window, the designer can test the menus and get a feel for the way the 

menu interface works in use. When the designer selects a menu button, a menu item, or a 

command button from the simulation window, the selected item is highlighted and the 

feedback message is displayed in the default Console window if Elc was started from the 

File Manager or in the command window (the Command Tool window or the Console 

window) if Elc was started from the command line of this window. An example of the 

test of an interface is shown in Figure 5. 7. 
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Figure 5.7. Testing the menu system of an interface in the simulation window. Front: 

the simulation window of the interface; back: the Elc design window which is in the 

simulation mode contains the Lean Cuisine visual specification of the interface; middle: 

the command window which is used to display the feedback message when testing the 

interface. 
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5.5. Interface Simulation in Its Application Environment 

Sic can also be used out of the Elc system, in this case, Sic is an independent simulation 

tool. Based on the Lean Cuisine graphical specification file which was saved from the Elc 

design window, the Slc system uses the le_ run_ time kernel to generate a user interface 

prototype and dynamically create and delete menu structures according to its Lean 

Cuisine specification and user's selection. Before creating presentation components of a 

user interface, the Slc system searches the root of the Lean Cuisine trees and checks up 

whether it describes a menu-bar. If the search is successful, the Slc tool simulates the 

menu-based user interface based on the root of the Lean Cuisine tree and its subtrees, or 

the error message will be displayed in the command window. In the simulation window, 

the menu buttons, menu items, or command buttons can be tested by the interface 

evaluators ( end users, application program developers or interface designers), the 

selected item is highlighted and the feedback message is displayed in the command 

window from which Slc was started. Figure 5.8 shows an example of direct simulation of 

an interface in its application environment. 
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Figure 5.8. The direct simulation of an interface in its application environment. 
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When Sic is independently used to simulate a menu-based user interface from its Lean 

Cuisine graphical specification file, it can give evaluators a real feel of how this menu

based user interface works. Besides the simulation and test of the menu system, keyboard 
' inputs and mouse actions can be handled by the Sic tool. A keyboard event takes place 

when a key is pressed or released. Sic will display the message (the ASCII and decimal 

code of a key which is pressed or released and the current mouse position) on the 

simulation window when the keyboard events take place. Mouse events take place when 

a button (left, middle, right) of the mouse is pressed or released, the mouse pointer 

moves or the mouse pointer moves while SELECT (left button), ADJUST (middle 

button), or MENU (right button) is held down. Sic will display the message (the event 

type and the current mouse position) on the simulation window when the mouse events 

take place. Sic cannot perform its partial simulation and dynamic modification functions 

when it is independently used. 

Generally speaking, the interface designer does not need to run the Sic system out of the 

Elc graphical editor because the Ste system embedded in Elc provides a complete user 

interface simulation and modification environment and covers all simulation functions, 

except keyboard events and mouse events simulation, which Sic provides when it is run 

independently. But when Sic is used out of the Elc system, it provides a simulated 

application environment where the user interface works. It is convenient for application 

program developers who want to understand the user interface structure before 

developing and linking the application to it and is convenient for end users who want to 

evaluate the user interface in a real application environment. 

5.6. Functions of the Le run time Kernel 

Sic uses the le_ run_ time kernel to create and manage menu system based on Lean 

Cuisine graphical specification by direct mapping process. At the beginning, the basic 

menu .system is created by lc_run_time kernel according to the LC specification of the 

default mode of a menu system, and names of LC trees which correspond to current 

menu-bar items are stored in the list of active LC trees. Then, when the mode of the 

menu system is changed based on a menu item selection, the lc_run_time kernel will 

modify the list of active LC trees, delete menu-bar items from the menu-bar and add new 

menu-bar items to menu-bar according to the LC specification of the current mode of a 

menu system. When menu-bar items are dynamically deleted from the menu-bar 

according to a mode change, their menus and submenus will be automatically deleted, 

and when new menu-bar items are dynamically added to menu-bar, their menus and 
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submenus are dynamically created from their Lean Cuisine graphical specification at the 

same time. If a selected menu item corresponds to one of the terminal (leaf) menemes of 

Lean Cuisine trees, in order to respond the menu item selection, the le_ run _time kernel 

will display the feedback message in the message window by calling a pseudo-application 

procedure during interface simulation. In fact, when a selected menu item corresponds to 

a real non-terminal meneme, the le run time kernel will also display the feedback 

message in the message window. 

5.7. Summary 

Based on the Lean Cuisine visual specification of a menu system, a very effective and 

reliable interface testing tool, Sic, has been developed and can be used in the Lean 

Cuisine menu interface development environment to support quick and convenient user 

interface simulation. A menu interface can be simulated in its design environment or in its 

application environment. From its design environment, a menu interface can be partially 

or wholly simulated based on its Lean Cuisine description, and any invalid link 

relationship between a parent tree and a subtree can be dynamically modified by the Sle 

system during the simulation. When a menu interface is simulated in its application 

environment, it is wholly simulated based on its Lean Cuisine graphical specification file, 

and it can give evaluators a real feel of how the menu-based user interface works. 



Chapter 6 

The User Interface Generator 

6.1. Overview of Glc 

In the integrated interface development environment based on the Lean Cuisine graphical 

notation, Glc is the user interface generator, a software tool used to generate basic 

interface source code files for a user interface from its Lean Cuisine graphical 

specification file . By using Glc, a user interface can be automatically generated without 

the need for any programming. 

6.2. Using Glc to Generate Interface Source Code Files 

Suppose that a user interface called Test has been created in an Elc editing window by 

using the Lean Cuisine graphical notation, and based on its Lean Cuisine graphical 

specification, the Test user interface has been simulated in both the design environment 

and the application environment, and the Lean Cuisine graphical specification of the Test 

user interface has been saved from the Elc design window as a Lean Cuisine graphical 

specification file, Test.le. To generate the Test user interface source code files, in a 

command window, the Glc command is followed by the name of the Lean Cuisine 

graphical specification file of Test user interface, Test.le. 

>Glc Test.le 

Based on the Lean Cuisine graphical specification file Test.le, the Glc tool generates the 

following four interface source code files and a Makefile which can be used with the 

m~ke command to compile these interface source code files. 

Test main.c 

Test_link _app.c 

Test_app.c 

Test_app.h 

Makefile 
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During the generation of interface source code, the Glc command names four generated 

source code files after the original Lean Cuisine graphical specification file name, Test.le, 

stripping off the .le extension and adding new extensions to identify each file . 

Now an executable file of the Test user interface can be generated based on above four 

source code files and Makefile. To do this, the interface designer simply enters the 

command "make" in the command window, the compiler goes to work and uses the 

Makefile parameters for the compile. When it finishes it leaves an executable file named 

"Test" according to the default file name setting in above Makefile. The real Test user 

interface can now be run by entering "Test" in the command window and its menu 

system can be tested. Selected menu items will be highlighted, the feedback messages 

will be displayed in the command window, and keyboard events and mouse events will be 

also handled. 

6.3. Files Generated by Glc 

As shown in above example, based on a Lean Cuisine graphical specification file, four 

interface source code files and a Makefile are generated by Glc. The four source code 

filename extensions, _main.c, _link_app.c, _app.c, and _app.h, are used in the integrated 

interface development environment based on Lean Cuisine graphical notation to identify 

different interface source code file. 

The main.c file 
The _main.c file includes a main() procedure which is created by Glc and contains basic 

user interface elements (window, scroll-bar etc), calls used to load the Lean Cuisine 

graphical specification file and run the lc_run_time kernel which is used to create and 

manage the menu system, and calls used to initialize XView and start the main loop. 

The _link_app.c file 
The _link_app.c is the link socket between a user interface and its application programs. 

It includes the event handling procedures used to receive events and call application 

procedures when the events occur. The original application procedures generated by the 

Glc tool are included in the _app.c file. 

The _app.c file 
The _app.c file includes the original application procedures generated by the Glc tool and 

each of these procedures is designed to respond an event and display the feedback 
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message in a command window when the event occurs. Application programmers will 

develop real application procedures based on these original application procedures. 

The _app.h file 

The _app.h file includes declarations of all application procedures generated by the Glc 

tool. 

The Makefile 

The Makefile is generated by Glc to control the source code compile. It is used with the 

make command to compile and link the source code files. An executable file of a user 

interface can be easily generated according to the instructions in the Makefile and named 

according to the default file name setting in the Makefile. 

6.4. The Development of Real Application Procedures 

The real application procedures will be developed on the basis of the original application 

procedures generated by Glc. During the course of the development of the real 

application, the new executable file of the user interface can always be generated by 

using "make" command after linking some of the real application procedures to the user 

interface. The new linked application procedures can be tested and modified based on the 

working model of the user interface. 

Besides the development of the real application routines which respond to menu 

selections, other very important application routines, which are invoked by keyboard 

events, mouse motion events and mouse button events, will be also developed according 

to the requirements of the real application. 

6.5. Summary 

By using Glc, the basic interface source code files of a user interface can be automatically 

generated from its Lean Cuisine graphical specification file. A working model of a user 

interface can be easily and quickly created without programming. 

The combination of the three software tools, Elc, Slc, and Glc, forms an integrated 

interface development environment which makes user interface development much easier 
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and quicker from design and simulation to implementation. The integrated interface 

development environment based on Lean Cuisine graphical notation is shown Figure 6.1. 

Graphical User Interfaces 

Elc 

Slc 

Glc 
XView Toolkit 

Xlib 
Operating System 

Figure 6.1. The integrated interface development environment based on Lean Cuisine. 



Chapter 7 

Detailed Examples of Application Development 

7.1. Development of TaP Interactive Application 

7.1.1. About TaP 

TaP is a simple interactive application which provides a basic text-processing capability 

together with a painting facility. It has been used to demonstrate a methodology for 

menu-based user interface design using the Lean Cuisine notation [Apperley, 88]. 

0 

NOTE: \ indicates no or limited inheritance 

Mode O (root): (a) 
(b) 

new, open, close, save, print 
copy, cut. paste, clear 

(C) text, paint 

Mode 1 (file): (d) tile operation sub-dialogues 

Mode 2 (tex1): (e) on.screen editing 
(f) adjust margins 
(g) select style and size 

Mode 2.1: (h) enter text, select tex1 
Mode 2.2: (~ margin adjust sub-dialogues 
Mode 2.3: (i) style and size sub-dialogues 

Mode 3 (paint): (k) on-screen editing 
(Q select tool and/or properties 

Mode3.1: (m) use current tool 
Mode 3.2: (n) tool and property sub-dialogues 

Figure 7.1.1. The fully refined mode-tree of TaP and a summary of the facilities available 

in each mode [Apperley, 88]. 
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The general specification of TaP can be found from [Apperley, 88). Figure 7.1.1 shows 

the fully refined mode-tree of TaP and a summary of the facilities available in each mode, 

and Figure 7.1.2 shows the complete Lean Cuisine description for TaP [Apperley, 88). 
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Figure 7.1.2. The complete Lean Cuisine description for TaP [Apperiey, 88]. 
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7.1.2. Using Ek to Create the LC Graphical Specification of TaP 

The Lean Cuisine graphical description shown in Figure 7.1.2 can be interactively 

created in an Elc editing window. Each Lean Cuisine tree will be created according to its 

type and meneme number. Then the meneme names and meneme modifiers will be added 

to the menemes. In order to avoid Lean Cuisine trees overlapping when linking all Lean 

Cuisine trees to form the graphical specification of the menu system of TaP, the 

geometric shapes of some Lean Cuisine trees will be adjusted. At the different design 

stages, the design result can be simulated based on the Lean Cuisine graphical 

description. The following paragraphs give the details of the design and the simulation of 

the TaP user interface at the different stages. 

The Design of the Basic Menu-bar 

According to the design steps described in [Apperley, 88], a menu-bar which contains 

the basic items File, Edit and Plane will be designed first, Figure 7.1.3 shows the LC 

description of the basic menu-bar. 

r~ Lean Cuisine Graphical Editor 7 

~ ( MenuBar "') ( MenuTy pe ,;r) ( Meneme v ) ( TREE t>)( SIMULATION)~ 
CJ 

Tap ~ I 
I I 

{Cmd} Plane A 

-File 

-Edit 

CJ 

D[ITTI] D -

Figure 7.1.3. The LC description of the basic menu-bar. 

Based on the LC description shown in Figure 7. 1. 3, an interface which contains the basic 

menu-bar can be simulated and tested in the simulation environment provided by the Elc 
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system. The direct simulation of the basic menu-bar from its Lean Cuisine description is 

shown in Figure 7. 1. 4. 

Lean Cuisine Graphical Editor 

Tap 

f 
I 

I 
{Cmd} Planeh 

File 
Tap 

Edit 

C 

menu button Edit se 1 ected ... 
menu button Plane selected .. . 
menu button File selected .. . 
menu button Edit selected .. . 
menu but ton Plane selected .. . 
menu button Fi 1 e se 1 ected .. . 
menu button Edit selected .. . 
menu button Plane selected .. . 
menu button Fi 1 e se 1 ected .. . 
menu button Edit selected .. . 
menu button Plane se 1 ected .. . 
menu button Fi 1 e se 1 ected .. . 
menu button Edit selected .. . 

Figure 7.1.4. The direct simulation of the basic menu-bar from its Lean Cuisine 

description. Front: the simulation window of the TaP interface which contains the basic 

menu-bar; back: the Elc design window which is in the simulation mode contains the 

Lean Cuisine visual specification of the basic menu-bar of TaP; middle: the command 

window which is used to display the feedback message when testing the interface. 

Each of these menu-bar items has an appropriate pull-down menu. The LC trees which 

represent these pull-down menus are then created. When linking these Lean Cuisine trees 
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to menu-bar items, the geometric shapes of Lean Cuisine trees which represent the basic 

menu-bar have been adjusted to avoid some Lean Cuisine trees overlapping. Figure 7.1.5 

shows the LC description of the basic menu-bar an~ its pull-down menus. 

rl1) Lean Cuisine Graphical Editor 
.., 

~(MenuBar ") (MenuType v)(Meneme 11) (TREE 11)(s1MULATION)® 
CJ 

Tap ~ I 
I I 

{Cmd} Plane 11 
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- c lose 

-save 

-Print 

-Edit 

-Copy 

-Cut 

-Paste 

-Clear 

CJ 

D[ITE D ., 

Figure 7.1.5. The LC description of the basic menu-bar and its pull-down menus. 

Based on the LC description shown in Figure 7.1.5, the basic menu-bar and its pull-down 

menus can be simulated and tested in the Elc simulation environment, Figure 7.1.6 shows 

the direct simulation of the basic menu-bar and its pull-down menus from its Lean 

Cuisine description. 
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Lean Cuisine Graphical Editor 

Plane A 

t'"" Paint 

Tap 

Text .. 

Figure 7.1.6. The direct simulation of the basic menu-bar and its pull-down menus from 

its Lean Cuisine description. Front: the simulation window of the TaP interface which 

contains the basic menu-bar and pull-down menus; back: the Elc design window which 

is in the simulation mode contains the Lean Cuisine visual specification of the basic 

menu-bar and its pull-down menus; middle: the command window which is used to 

display the feedback message when testing the interface. 
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The Design of the Text Sub-mode Facilities 

Figure 7 .1. 7 shows that the Lean Cuisine description of the Text sub-mode facilities of 

TaP has been created in an Elc editing window an~ some LC trees have been adjusted to 

avoid Lean Cuisine trees overlapping. 

Lean Cuisine Graphical Editor 7 
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Figure 7.1.7. The Lean Cuisine description of the basic menu-bar with its pull-down 

menus and the Text sub-mode facilities of TaP created in an Elc editing window. 

Based on the Lean Cuisine description shown in Figure 7. 1. 7, the TaP interface can be 

simulated and tested in the Elc simulation environment and is shown in Figure 7.1.8. 
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10 

12* 

14 

18 

Figure 7.1.8. Elc simulation environment showing the direct simulation of the Text mode 

of TaP from its Lean Cuisine description of Figure 7.1. 7. 
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In the simulation window (the front window shown in Figure 7.1.8), two menu-bar items 

Margin and Style have been added to the menu-bar because the default mode of TaP is 

the Text sub-mode. The pull-down menu items can be selected and tested. The selected 

menu item is highlighted and the feedback message is displayed in the feedback message 

window (the middle window shown in Figure 7.1 .8) which is a default Console window 

if Elc was started from the File Manager or is a command window (a Command Tool 

window or a Console window) ifElc was started from the command line of this window. 

When testing the interface in the simulation window, the Paint sub-mode can be set by 

selecting the menu item Paint from the pull-down menu Plane . When the menu item 

Paint is selected, the menu-bar items Margin and Style will be deleted from the menu-bar 

and TaP is in the Paint sub-mode, but no new menu-bar items will be added to the menu

bar for the Paint sub-mode of TaP because the Lean Cuisine description of these menu

bar items of the Paint sub-mode has not been created in the Elc design window (the back 

window shown in Figure 7.1.8). 

The Design of the Paint Sub-mode Facilities 

The Lean Cuisine description of the Paint sub-mode facilities of TaP is then created in an 

Elc editing window and when linking these Lean Cuisine trees, the geometric shapes of 

the Lean Cuisine trees have been adjusted to avoid Lean Cuisine trees overlapping. 

Figure 7.1.9 shows the Lean Cuisine description of TaP after adding the Paint sub-mode 

facilities to it. 

Based on the Lean Cuisine description created in the Elc editing window shown in Figure 

7.1.9, the TaP interface can be simulated and tested in the simulation environment 

provided by the Elc system, the direct simulation of the TaP menu-based interface from 

its Lean Cuisine description is shown in Figure 7 .1.10. 

In the simulation window (the front window shown in Figure 7.1.10) of the TaP menu 

system, the default mode of TaP is the Text mode. When testing the interface in the 

simulation window, the Paint sub-mode of TaP can be set by selecting the menu item 

Paint from the pull-down menu Plane; three menu-bar items Tool, Line and Area have 

been added to the menu-bar after the Paint sub-mode has been set. The pull-down menu 

items can be selected and tested. The selected menu item is highlighted, and the feedback 

message is displayed in the feedback message window (the back window shown in 

Figure 7.1. 10). 
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Figure 7.1.9. The Lean Cuisine description of TaP after adding the Paint sub-mode 

facilities . 
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Figure 7.1.10. Elc simulation environment showing the direct simulation of the Paint 

sub-mode of the TaP menu system from its Lean Cuisine description of Figure 7.1.9. 
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The Dynamic Simulation of the Menu-bar of TaP 

Figure 7. 1. 9 shows an Elc editing window which contains the complete Lean Cuisine 

graphical specification of TaP. Based on this complete Lean Cuisine graphical 

specification, the mode ofTaP can be dynamically simulated. The TaP application system 

must always be in one of the two modes, the Text sub-mode or the Paint sub-mode. 

According to the complete Lean Cuisine description for TaP [Apperley, 88) shown in 

Figure 7.1.2 and Figure 7.1.9, the default mode of TaP is the Text sub-mode, so when 

the TaP application is started, two menu-bar items Margin and Style will be added to the 

menu-bar for the default Text sub-mode (Figure 7 .1.11 ). When the Paint sub-mode is 

set, the menu-bar items Margin and Style will be deleted from the menu-bar before three 

new menu-bar items Tool, Line and Area are added to the menu-bar (Figure 7.1.12); 

similarly, when the Text sub-mode is reset, the menu-bar items Tool, Line and Area will 

be deleted from the menu-bar before the new menu-bar items Margin and Style are 

added to the menu-bar. 

In the simulation environment provided by the Elc system, based on the Lean Cuisine 

description, it is very easy to add or delete menu-bar items and the pull-down menus 

dynamically in the simulation window of a user interface. This dynamic simulation 

technique used in the Lean Cuisine menu-based interface development environment has 

not been found in other visual programming tools. Figure 7 .1. 11 and Figure 7. 1.12 show 

the dynamic simulation of the menu-bar of TaP according to the user's selection. 

In Figure 7. 1. 11 , the current mode of the simulation window ( the front window) of the 

TaP user interface is the Text sub-mode. The Lean Cuisine description (the basic menu

bar and the Text sub-mode facilities of TaP) for the current mode is shown in the Elc 

design window {the middle window, Elc is in simulation mode) . When the user selects 

the menu item Paint from the menu Plane in the simulation window of TaP, the menu

bar for the Paint sub-mode of TaP will appear in the simulation window {the front 

window shown in Figure 7.1.12). 

In Figure 7. 1. 12, the current mode of the simulation window ( the front window) of the 

TaP user interface is the Paint sub-mode. The Lean Cuisine description {the basic menu

bar and the Paint sub-mode facilities of TaP) for the current mode is shown in the Elc 

design window (the middle window, Elc is in simulation mode). When the user selects 

the menu item Text from the menu Plane in the simulation window of TaP, the menu-bar 

for the Text sub-mode of TaP will appear in the simulation window (the front window 

shown in Figure 7.1. 11 ). 
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Figure 7.1.11. The dynamic simulation of the menu-bar of TaP according to the user's 

selection. The current mode of the simulation window (the front window) of TaP is the 

Text sub-mode, the menu-bar for the Paint sub-mode ofTaP (shown in the front window 

of Figure 7 .1.12) will appear when the user selects the menu item Paint from the menu 

Plane in the simulation window of TaP. 
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Figure 7.1.12. The dynamic simulation of the menu-bar of TaP according to the user's 

selection. The current mode of the simulation window (the front window) of TaP is the 

Paint sub-mode, the menu-bar for the Text sub-mode of TaP (shown in the front window 

of Figure 7 .1 .11) will appear when the user selects the menu item Text from the menu 

Plane in the simulation window of TaP. 
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An Alternative Design Step of TaP 

Alternately, the menu-bar of the TaP application can be simulated based on its basic Lean 

Cuisine description at an early design stage. Figure 7. 1. 13 shows the alternative design of 

the Lean Cuisine description for the menu-bar ofTaP. 
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Figure 7.1.13. An alternative design step for TaP. 

The basic Lean Cuisine description shown in Figure 7.1.13 is very simple because the 

Lean Cuisine description of all pull-down menus, except those used to link submenu

bars, are not created in this Elc design window, so it is very easy to modify. This 

alternative design step is suitable for frequent refinement of the menu-bar before linking 

all pull-down menus to those menu-bar items. Based on the basic Lean Cuisine 

description shown in Figure 7.1.13, the TaP interface can be simulated and in the 

simulation window (the front window shown in Figure 7.1.14 and Figure 7.1.15), the 

Text sub-mode and the Paint sub-mode of the menu-bar can be activated according to 

the user's selection. The dynamic simulation of the menu-bar of TaP according to the 
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user's selection is similar to the procedures shown in Figure 7 .1. 11 and Figure 7. 1. 12 but 

the pull-down menus are not available to be tested at the moment. 
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Figure 7.1.14. The dynamic simulation of the menu-bar of TaP according to the user's 

selection (the current mode is the Text sub-mode). 
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Figure 7.1.15. The dynamic simulation of the menu-bar of TaP according to the user's 

selection (the current mode is the Paint sub-mode). 

In Figure 7.1.14, the Text sub-mode of TaP shown in the front window (the simulation 

window of TaP) will be changed to the Paint sub-mode of TaP (shown in the front 

window of Figure 7 .1.15) when the user selects the menu item Paint from the menu 
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Plane in the simulation window of TaP. Also in Figure 7.1.15, the Paint sub-mode of 

TaP shown in the simulation window of TaP (the front window) will be changed to the 

Text sub-mode of TaP (shown in the front window of Figure 7.1.14) when the user 

selects the menu item Text from the menu Plane in the simulation window of TaP. 

7.1.3. The Direct Simulation Based on the LC Graphical Specification File 

The TaP user interface was simulated during the course of design by changing the mode 

of the Elc system from the design mode to the simulation mode. It can also be directly 

simulated in its application environment. The direct simulation is based on its Lean 

Cuisine graphical specification file which was saved from the Elc design window. To 

simulate the TaP user interface from its Lean Cuisine graphical specification file, in a 

command window, simply type the Sic command followed by the name of the Lean 

Cuisine graphical specification file : 

>Sic TaP.lc 

cmdtool -/usr/local/bin/tcsh 

> pwd 
/ home/students/ JGu/ thesis 
> Slc TaP. lc 

• 
Tap 

( File 'i7) ( Edit 'i7) ( Plane 'i7) ( Margin 'i7) ( st~ile 'i7 ) 

Figure 7.1.16. The direct simulation of TaP in its application environment. Front: the 

simulation window of TaP; back: the command window used to display the feedback 

message. 
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Here TaP.lc is the name of the Lean Cuisine graphical specification file saved from the 

Elc design window for the TaP user interface. Figure 7 .1.16 shows the direct simulation 

of the TaP user interface in its application environment, the simulation window of TaP is 

in the Text sub-mode. 

In the simulation window (the front window shown in Figure 7.1.17), the TaP user 

interface can be tested, the selected menu item is highlighted and the feedback message is 

displayed in the command window (the back window shown in Figure 7.1.17). 

cmdtool - /usr/local/bin/tcsh 

> pwd 
/home/students/JGu/thesis 
> Slc TaP. lc 
No application link to button Edit 
Menu Item: Cut selected 
No application link to this selected meneme Cut 
No application link to button Style 
Menu Item: 14 selected 
No appli cation link to this selected meneme 14 
No appli cation link to button Plane 

• 
Tap 

(File v') (Edit v') •i@OM (Margin v") (st~1le v") 
Text ... 

Figure 7.1.17. The simulation and test of the menu system of TaP in the application 

environment. Front: the simulation window ofTaP; back: the command window used to 

display the feedback message. 

In Figure 7.1.17, the current mode of the simulation window of TaP is the Text mode, 

the mode of the simulation window of TaP will be changed to the Paint mode according 

to the current menu selection: select the menu item Paint from the menu Plane. After the 

menu selection, in the simulation window of TaP, the menu-bar items (Margin, Style) of 

the Text mode will be destroyed and the menu-bar items (Tool, Line, Area) will be 
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added. The Paint mode of the simulation window of TaP is shown in Figure 7.1.18, the 

feedback message displayed in the command window (the back window shown in Figure 

7 .1. 18) also shows this mode change. 

cmdtool -/usr/local/bin/tcsh 

> pwd 
/home/students/JGu/thesis 
> Sl c TaP. l c 
Ho application link to button Edit 
Menu Item: Cut selected 
lfo app 1 i cation 1 ink to this selected meneme Cut 
Ho application link to button Style 
Menu Item: 14 selected 
lfo application link to this selected meneme 14 
lfo application link to button Plane 
Menu Item: Paint selected.create submenubar for Paint 
llo application link to this selected meneme Paint 

• 
Tap 

__ ( File 'i7) ( Edit 'i7) ( Plane fJ) ( Tool 'i7) ( Line 'i7) ( Area 'i7) 

:=;-;:::::;:=:;:::=;c:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:..----;::oc::::J I•! 1 •1-

Figure 7.1.18. The Paint mode of TaP simulated in the application environment. Front: 

the simulation window of TaP; back: the command window used to display the fee_dback 

message. 

When the TaP interface is directly simulated in its application environment based on its 

Lean Cuisine graphical specification file, besides the simulation and test of its menu 

system, the keyboard input and mouse actions can be handled by the Sic tool. A 

keyboard event takes place when a key is pressed or released; Sic will display the 

message (the ASCII and decimal code of a key which is pressed or released and the 

current mouse position) on the simulation window when the keyboard event takes place, 

Figure 7 .1. 19 shows how Sic handles the keyboard input in the simulation window of 

TaP. A mouse event takes place when a button (left, middle right) of the mouse is 

pressed or released, the mouse pointer moves, or the mouse pointer moves while 
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SELECT (left button), ADJUST (middle button), or MENU (right button) is held down, 

Sic will display the message (the event type and the current mouse position) on the 

simulation window when the mouse event takes place. Figure 7.1.20 shows how Sic 

handles the mouse event in the simulation window ofTaP. 

r@) Tap 7 

( Fi I e v) ( E di t v) ( PI an e ,;r) ( M arg in v) ( Sty I e v) 
c:::i 

Key board: key 'm' (109) re leased at 273, 19 ~ 
c:::i 

~l • I I• I D J 

Figure 7.1.19. A keyboard input in the simulation window ofTaP 

@1 Tap 

(File v) (Edit v) (Plane~) (Tool v') ( Line v) (Area v) 

Button: Select (Left) re leased at 210,58 

:=;-;::14::::;l;::::::::;l=•::::;l:::::::::::11:m1:m;:1rn:1111:m1:1m:m1:1m:m,:m1:m1:1m:1rn:,m:1m:m,:11:;c:1m:m,:;m:1m:m;:1m:em:1m:1m:1m:m1:m1:m,:1m:1m:1,m:m1:1m:1m:mo:...m1~00: 0 c:::J 

Figure 7.1.20. A mouse event in the simulation window ofTaP. 

As discussed in section 5.5, it is not necessary to run the Sic system in TaP application 

environment for simulating the TaP user interface because the Sic system embedded in 

Elc provides a complete user interface simulation and modification environment and 

covers all simulation functions, except keyboard events and mouse events simulation, 

which Sic provides when it is run independently. But when Sic is used out of the Elc 

system, it simulates TaP in its application environment where the TaP interface will work 

and gives the evaluators a real feel of how the TaP user interface works. 
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7.1.4. Using Gk to Generate TaP User Interface Source Code Files 

So far the Lean Cuisine graphical specification for the TaP user interface has been 

created in an Elc editing window, and based on its Lean Cuisine graphical specification 

the TaP user interface has been simulated in both the design environment and the 

application environment. The next step is to generate the TaP user interface source code 

files by using the Glc command followed by the name of its Lean Cuisine graphical 

specification file, TaP.lc. In a command window, enter the command: 

>Gk TaP.lc 

The Glc tool generates four source code files and a Makefile which can be used with the 

make command to compile the source code files . As discussed in section 6.3, The Glc 

command names its four generated source code files after the original Lean Cuisine 

graphical specification file name, stripping off the .le extension and adding new 

extensions to identify each file. In this example, the command "Glc TaP.lc" generates the 

following files : 

TaP main.c 

TaP _link_app.c 

TaP_app.c 

TaP_app.h 

Makefile 

Based on above four source code files and Makefile, an executable file for the TaP user 

interface can be generated. To do this, simply enter command "make" in the command 

window. The compiler goes to work and uses the Makefile parameters for the compile, 

when it finishes it leaves an executable file named "TaP" according to the default file 

name setting in above Makefile. The real TaP user interface can now be run by entering 

"TaP" in the command window (the back window shown in Figure 7 .1.21 ), the TaP user 

interface ( the front window shown in Figure 7 .1. 21) has the same appearance as is 

shown in Figure 7 .1.16 but it is a real working model generated from the interface source 

code. 

Based on this real working model of TaP, The mode of the TaP user interface can be 

changed, the menu system can be tested, the selected item will be highlighted and the 

feedback messages will be displayed in the command window, and the keyboard events 

and mouse events will be handled. 



cmdtool -/usr/local/bin/tcsh 

> pwd 
/home/students/JGu/thesis 
> TaP 
!lo application link to button Style 
Menu Item: Bold selected 
Call application for selected meneme Bold 

• 
Tap 

Button: Select (Left) re leased at 343,126 
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Figure 7.1.21. The TaP user interface (real working model) generated from the interface 

source code. Front: the Text mode of the TaP user interface, back: the command 

window used to run the TaP real working model and display the feedback message. 

7.1.5. Link Application to TaP User Interface 

The semantic links with the application routines are described in [Apperley, 88] and this 

semantic description is shown in Table 7.1 . 

Meneme Type Action I 
TaP NT Invokes an initialisation TaPlnlt routine in the 

application. 
(Cmdl V No application action 

File NT No application action; provides access to file operation 
menu . 

New T Invokes svstem newfile routine. 
Open T Invokes system openflle routine. 
Close T Invokes svstem closeflle routine . 
Save T Invokes system saveflle routine. 
Print T Invokes svstem crlntflle routine. 

Table 7.la. The application links [Apperley, 88]. 
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!Meneme 'flee Action I 
Edit NT No application action; provides access to edit 

operation menu. 
Copy T Invokes application routine copy, to copy current 

selection to clipboard. 
Cut T Invokes application routine cut, to cut current 

selection and copy it to clipboard. 
Paste T Invokes application routine paste, to paste clipboard 

into current selection. 
Clear T Invokes application routine clear, to cut current 

selection without saving it in the clipboard. 
Plane NT No application action; provides access to text/paint 

menu. 
Text NT Invokes application routine setplane to indicate to 

application that edit plane has been redefined. 
Margin NT No application action. 

Adjust T Invokes application routine margin to indicate to 
application that margin adjust operation is to be carried 
out on-screen. System enters modal sub-dialoque. 

/Edit} V No application action. 
Style NT No application action; provides access to style menu. 

(Shape} V No application action. 
Plain T Invokes application routine Tshape to indicate to 

application that a change of text shape has been 
made. 

(Fancy} V No application action. 
Bold T Invokes ·application routine Tshape to indicate to 

application that a change of text shape has been 
made . 

Italic T Invokes application routine Tshape to indicate to 
application that a change of text shape has been 
made. 

(Size} V No application action. 
size n T (four menemes) Each of these menemes should 

invoke Tslze to indicate to the application that a 
chanqe of text size has been made. 

Paint NT Invokes application routine setplane to indicate to 
application that edit plane has been redefined. 

Tool NT No application action; provides access to tool menu. 
tool n T (seven menemes) Each of these menemes should ' 

invoke tool to indicate to the application that a 
chanqe of tool has been made. 

Line NT No application action; provides access to line menu. 
(Width) V No application action. 

width n T (four menemes) Each of these menemes should 
invoke llnewldth to indicate to the application that a 
chanqe of line width has been made . 

. /Pattern} V No application action. 
pattern n T (four menemes) Each of these menemes should 

invoke penpat to indicate to the application that a 
chanqe of pen pattern has been made. 

Area NT No application action; provides access to area pattern 
menu . 

arean T (four menemes) Each of these menemes should 
invoke areapat to indicate to the application that a 
chanqe of fill pattern has been made. 

Table 7.lb. The application links, continued [Apperley, 88]. 
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In Table 7.1, the application or system routines are shown in bold . Each of the terminal 

menemes invokes its application routine. No application action has been suggested for 

each of the virtual menemes and the non-termin~l menemes except the non-terminal 

meneme TaP. The semantic description, shown in Table 7.1, is a preliminary to the full 

specification of the application routines. 

The TaP _link_app.c is the link socket between the TaP user interface and its application 

programs. It includes the event handling procedures used to receive events and call 

application procedures when the events occur. The original application procedures 

generated by the Glc tool are included in the TaP _app:c file and each of these procedures 

is designed to display the feedback message in the command window when they are 

called. 

The real application procedures were developed on the basis of the original application 

procedures. During the course of the development of the real application, the new 

executable file of the TaP application was always generated by using the "make" 

command after linking some of the real application procedures to the TaP user interface. 

The new linked application procedures were tested and modified based on this working 

model of the TaP application at different stage. 

Besides the implementation of the application routines shown in Table 7.1, other very 

important application routines, which are invoked by keyboard events, mouse motion 

events and mouse button events, are also developed according to the requirements of the 

real TaP application. 

7.1.6. TaP in Use 

Now the "complete" TaP application can show its basic text-processing capability and its 

painting function. When the TaP application is started, its default mode is the Text mode. 

The menu-bar items are File, Edit, Plane, Margins and Style and the default text shape is 

plain and the default text size is 12, the other shapes ( bold, italic, and bold-italic ) and 

sizes ( 10, 14, and 18) can be set by selecting the menus. Figure 7.1.22 shows that in a 

TaP application window, the characters have the possible shape combinations and 

different sizes. 
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Tap '7 

The default shape is Plain, and the default size is 12; 

Tb.oizds 10. 

Now the size is 18 and the shape is Bold. 

ThB shape is Bobl and Italic. 

Thesittis 14 

The size is 18 and the shape is Plain 
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1... Current font: -*-times-medium-r-*-*-°'- 180-*- *-*-~-*-* -' 

Figure 7.1.22. The text with possible shape combinations and different sizes. 

When changing the mode of a TaP application from the Text mode to the Paint mode, 

the menu-bar items Margins and Style are deleted from the menu-bar and the menu-bar 

items Tool, Line, and Area are added to the menu-bar. 

In the Paint mode, the available tools are line, arc, rectangle and.fill, the default setting 

of the tool is line; four line widths and three line styles are provided for the line, arc and 

rectangle tools; and four fill styles are provided for the fill tool. The lines, ellipses and 

rectangles displayed in a TaP application show the available line widths, line styles, and 

fill styles, as shown in Figure 7.1.23. 
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Figure 7.1.23. The examples show the available line widths, line styles, and fill styles 

used in a TaP application. 

It is possible to create text and drawing alternately in a TaP application window. Based 

on the mode exchange, new graphics can be added to existing text and new text can be 

added to existing graphics. Figure 7.1.24 shows a TaP application window which 

includes both text created in the text mode and drawing created in the painting mode. 
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Figure 7.1.24. A TaP application window including both text and drawing. 



7.2. Development of the ELC Lean Cuisine Graphical Editor 

7.2.1. About ELC 

The ELC system is a window based Lean Cuisine graphical editor which will have the 

same functions as the Elc graphical editor has and it will be developed in the menu 

interface development environment [Chapter 4, 5, 6] based on the Lean Cuisine visual 

notation [Apperley & Spence, 89]. Three supporting tools, Elc, Sic and Glc, will be used 

during the ELC development. First, the Lean Cuisine graphical dialogue specification for 

the ELC user interface will be created in an Elc design window; second, based on the 

Lean Cuisine graphical dialogue specification, the menu interface of ELC will be 

simulated in both the design environment and the application environment by using the 

Slc tool; third, by using the Glc tool, the source code files of the ELC user interface will 

be generated from its Lean Cuisine graphical specification file. 

Because the ELC system will have the same functions as the Elc graphical editor has, so 

the application programs which have been developed for the Etc graphical editor will be 

linked to the ELC user interface. The user interface of the ELC graphical editor will be 

similar to that of the Etc system, the Elc user interface was created by programming but 

the ELC user interface will be generated from its Lean Cuisine graphical specification. 

The aim of the development of ELC is to try out another example of software 

development in the menu interface development environment based on the Lean Cuisine 

visual notation. 

7 .2.2. The Lean Cuisine Description of the Ek System 

As mentioned above, the ELC graphical editor will have the same functions as the Elc 

graphical editor has, and the ELC system will use the same menu system as the Etc 

system. Based on the details of the Etc graphical editor discussed in Chapter 4, the Lean 

Cuisine description of the Etc system will be given in the following paragraphs. 

The Mode of Ek 

The Elc graphical editor has two modes, the design mode and the simulation mode. The 

design and the simulation of a user interface cannot be carried out at a time in the Elc 

system, so the commands used in the design mode of the Etc system and the commands 
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used in the simulation mode of the Elc system are mutually exclusive commands. The 

Lean Cuisine description of the mode of Elc is shown in Figure 7 .2.1, the default mode 

of the Elc system is the design mode. 

Lean Cuisine Graphical Editor 

Figure 7.2.1. The Lean Cuisine description of the mode of the Elc system. 

The Design Mode of Elc 

In the Elc system, the menus and commands which are available in the design mode are 

FILE, MenuBar, MenuType, Meneme, TKEE, SIMULATION and HELP. Figure 7.2.2 

shows the menu-bar, the menu buttons and their submenus, and the command buttons of 

the Elc system which is in the design mode. 

LHn CuisiH Graphical Editor 

(}1Ify) ( Menu Ber <v) ( MenuType ~) ( Meneme ~) ( TREE ~)(SIM ULATION){]gD 

Figure 7.2.2a. The menu-bar of the design mode ofElc. 

( FILE 1J ) ( MenuBar !J ) ( MenuType ~) ( Meneme 1J ( TREE u) 

( Load ) (HORIZONTAL) ( EXCLUSIVE ) ( UNDO ) ( UNDO ) 
Save VERTICLE COMPATIBLE TEXT MODIFY 

Save As ADD LINK 

Qu it DELETE AUTO LIN K 

UNLINK 

UNLINK ALL 

DELETE 

DELETE AL L 

Figure 7.2.2b. The menu buttons and pull-down menus in the design mode ofElc. 
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(SI tv1 U LATIO N) c:::enD 

Figure 7 .2.2c. The command buttons in, the design mode of Elc. 

On the supposition that the ELC graphical editor will have the same functions as the Elc 

graphical editor has, the same menus and commands shown in Figure 7.2.2 will be used 

in the design mode of the ELC system, the following paragraphs show how to create the 

Lean Cuisine description of these menus and commands ofElc. 

The commands in the MenuBar menu and the MenuType menu are used to select the 

type of a Lean Cuisine tree which will be created, only one LC tree, which may be the 

description of a part of a menu-bar or a menu, can be created at a time, so the commands 

in the MenuBar menu and the MenuType menu form two mutually exclusive command 

sets, and the MenuBar menu and the MenuType menu are mutually exclusive menus. 

Figure 7.2.3 shows the Lean Cuisine description of the MenuBar menu and the 

MenuType menu. 

£LC Tree T:,,1peJ 

Men uBar 

L-- HORIZONTAL 

L vERTICLE 

MenuType 

L- EXCLUSIVE 

L COMPATIBLE 

Figure 7.2.3. The LC description oftheMenuBar menu and theMenuType menu. 

The commands in the Meneme menu are used to perform meneme operations on the 

currently selected Lean Cuisine tree, and the commands in the TREE menu are used to 

perform tree operations on the currently selected Lean Cuisine tree. Of the Meneme and 

TREE commands, only one can be carried out at a time, so the commands in the Meneme 

menu and the commands in the TREE menu form two mutually exclusive command sets, 

and the Meneme menu and the TREE menu must be mutually exclusive menus. Figure 

7.2.4 shows the Lean Cuisine description oftheMeneme menu and the TREE menu. 
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Figure 7.2.4. The Lean Cuisine description of the Meneme menu and the TREE menu. 

Figure 7.2.3 and Figure 7.2.4 can be combined into a single LC diagram (Figure 7.2.5) 

which is the Lean Cuisine description of the {Design Commands} of the Elc system. 

{Des lgn c o mmancis:} 

He Tree Type} 

( HORIZONTAL t MenuB:ar-

c= VERTICLE 

MenuT~• pe 

l__ E~C LU S IVE c= COMPATIBLE 

{O pera..t ions} 

Menerne, 

TREE 

UNDO 
TEXT 

ADD 

DELETE 

UNDO 

MODIFY 

LINK 
AUTO LINK 

UN LINK 

UN LINI< ALL 

DELETE 

DELETE ALL 

Figure 7.2.5. The LC description of the {Design Commands} of the Elc system. 
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In Figure 7.2.5, the commands used to select the type of a Lean Cuisine tree and the 

commands used to perform operations on the currently selected Lean Cuisine tree are 

mutually exclusive. 

The commands in the FILE menu are mutually exclusive, however, these commands are 

mutually compatible with the design commands shown in Figure 7.2.5. Figure 7.2.6 

shows the Lean Cuisine description of the {Basic Commands} of the Elc system. 

I 
FILE 
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I 
I 
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L_ EXCLUSIVE c= COMPATIBLE 
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F'IDD 

DELETE 
TREE 

UNDO 

MODIFY 

LINK 
P,UTO LINK 

UN Llt-lK 

UN UNI< ALL 

DELETE 

DELETE ALL 

Figure 7.2.6. The Lean Cuisine description of the {Basic Commands} of the Elc system. 

The command SIMULATION is used to set the simulation mode of the Elc system and is 

mutually exclusive with the {Basic Commands} shown in Figure 7.2.6, both the {Basic 

Commands} and the command SIMULATION are mutually compatible with the HELP 

command, Figure 7.2.7 shows the Lean Cuisine description of the commands available in 

the design mode of Elc. 
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Figure 7.2.7. The LC description of the commands for the design mode ofElc. 

The Simulation Mode of Elc 
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In the simulation mode of Elc, only the command HELP and the command GO TO 

DESIGN are available (Other menu buttons and command buttons are grayed.), they are 

mutually compatible. Figure 7.2.8 shows the menu-bar of the Elc system which is in the 

simulation mode and Figure 7.2.9 shows the Lean Cuisine description of the commands 

available in the simulation mode of Elc. 

Leu Caisi~e <:ra,laical Ellibor 

M9nu_Spst9rn 

I I I 
HELP 

Figure 7 .2.8. The menu-bar of the simulation mode of the Elc system. 
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{Simulation Mode} 

HELP GO TO DESIGN 

Figure 7.2.9. The LC description of the commands for the simulation mode ofElc. 

Finally, a complete Lean Cuisine description of the Elc system has been created by 

combining above Lean Cuisine diagrams into a single diagram which is shown in Figure 

7.2.10. 
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Figure 7.2.10. The complete Lean Cuisine description of the Elc system. 
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7.2.3. Using Elc to Create the Lean Cuisine Description of ELC 

On the supposition that the ELC graphical editor will have the same functions as the Elc 

graphical editor has, the ELC system will use the same menu system as the Elc system, 

so the complete Lean Cuisine description shown in Figure 7.2.10 for the menu system of 

Elc can also be used as the Lean Cuisine description of the menu system ofELC. 

In order to develop the ELC system in the Lean Cuisine menu interface development 

environment, the first step is to create its Lean Cuisine description in an Elc editing 

window for its menu system, the Lean Cuisine description shown in Figure 7.2.10 can be 

available for reference, in an Elc editing window, each Lean Cuisine tree will be 

interactively created according to its type and meneme number, the meneme names and 

meneme modifiers will be added to the menemes. In order to make a distinction between 

the Elc graphical editor and the ELC system, each blank character in meneme names 

shown in Figure 7.2.10 will be replaced by the symbol'_', for example, the meneme name 

'Lean Cuisine Graphical Editor' will be replaced by the new meneme name 

'Lean_ Cuisine_ Graphical_ Editor' . The positions of some Lean Cuisine trees will be 

changed and the geometric shapes of some Lean Cuisine trees will be adjusted when 

linking Lean Cuisine trees to form the graphical specification of the menu system of 

ELC. At the different design stages, the design result will be simulated based on the Lean 

Cuisine graphical description created in an Elc editing window. The following paragraphs 

give the details of the design and the simulation of the ELC user interface at the different 

stages. 

The Design of the Menu-bar 

In a design window of the Elc system, according to the Lean Cuisine description shown 

in Figure 7.2.10, the Lean Cuisine description of the menu-bar of the ELC system has 

been created and is shown in Figure 7.2.11 . 
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Figure 7.2.11. The LC description of the menu-bar of the ELC system. 

From the above editing window of Elc, based on the current selection, the menu-bar of 

the ELC user interface can be partially or wholly simulated. Figure 7.2.12 shows the 

direct simulation of the menu-bar of the ELC menu interface from its Lean Cuisine 

description. 
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Figure 7.2.12. The direct simulation of the menu-bar of the ELC menu interface from its 

Lean Cuisine description. Front: the simulation window of ELC; back: the Elc design 

window which is in the simulation mode contains the Lean Cuisine visual specification of 

the menu-bar of ELC; middle: the command window which is used to display the 

feedback message when testing the interface. 

The Design of the Pull-down Menus 

After the direct simulation of the menu-bar, the Lean Cuisine description of all pull-down 

menus are then created and linked to menu-bar items to form complete Lean Cuisine 

description of the ELC system, when linking these Lean Cuisine trees to menu-bar items, 

the geometric shapes of Lean Cuisine trees which represent the menu-bar have been 
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adjusted to avoid some Lean Cuisine trees overlapping. Figure 7.2 .13 shows the 

complete Lean Cuisine description ofELC. 
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Figure 7.2.13. The complete Lean Cuisine description ofELC. 

Based on the Lean Cuisine graphical specification shown in Figure 7.2.13 , the ELC menu 

interface can be partially or wholly simulated from the editing window of Elc. Figure 

7.2.14 shows the direct simulation of the design mode of the ELC menu interface from 

its Lean Cuisine description created in the editing window ofElc. 
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Figure 7.2.14. The direct simulation of the design mode of the ELC menu interface from 

its Lean Cuisine description created in an editing window of Elc. Front: the simulation 

window of ELC which is in design mode; back: the Elc design window which is in the 

simulation mode contains the Lean Cuisine visual specification of ELC; middle: the 

command window which is used to display the feedback message when testing the 

interface. 
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7 .2.4. The Direct Simulation Based on the LC Graphical Specification File 

The direct simulation of the ELC system in its application environment is based on its 

Lean Cuisine graphical specification file, ELC.lc, which was saved from the Elc editing 

window shown in Figure 7.2.13. To simulate the ELC user interface from its Lean 

Cuisine graphical specification file, in a command window, simply type the Slc command 

followed by the name of the Lean Cuisine graphical specification file ofELC: 

>Sic ELC.lc 

The simulation window of ELC is launched and can be tested. Figure 7.2.15 shows the 

direct simulation of the ELC user interface in its application environment. 

cmdtool - /usr/local/bin/tcsh 

> Slc ELC. lc 
No application link to button FILE 
Menu Item: Save selected 
No application link to this sel ected meneme Save 
Ho application link to button "1enuBar 
Menu Item: VERTICLE selected 
lio application link to this selected meneme VERTICLE 
Ho application link to button MenuBar 
Ho application link to button "1enuBar 
Ho . ' ' 

Lean_ cu is i ne_grap h ical_ Editor 

:g~:@WW?::' (MenuType ,;,) (Meneme ,;,) ~ SIMULATION ~ GO_TO_DESIGN 

(HOR IZONTAL) 
VERTICLE Ke yb _______ fO<US 

==== -------------- --_---_-_--------------------------- -- -- -- -- -- -~-- -- -- -- _- -- -- -- -- _- -- _- _--__- -- _- -- _- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- o= 

Figure 7 .2.15. The direct simulation and test of the menu system of ELC m its 

application environment. Front: the simulation window of ELC; back: the command 

window used to display the feedback message. 

In the simulation window shown in Figure 7.2.15, the ELC user interface can be tested, 

the selected item is highlighted and the feedback message is displayed in the feedback 

message window. 

The mouse events and the keyboard events can be handled when these events take place 

in the simulation window of ELC, if a key is pressed or released, a button of the mouse is 
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pressed or released, the mouse pointer moves or the mouse pointer moves while a button 

is held down, the message will be displayed on the simulation window of ELC. Figure 

7.2.16 shows how Sic handle the mouse events and the keyboard events in the simulation 

window ofELC. 

pwd 
/home/students/JGu/thesis 
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• 
@) 

cmdtool -/usr/local/bin/tcsh 
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Figure 7.2.16a. A keyboard input in the simulation window ofELC. 

/hoo-e/stu ents/JGu/thesis 
> Slc ELC. lc 

cmdtool - /usr/local/bin/tcsh 

No application link to button FILE 
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Figure 7.2.16b. A mouse event in the simulation window ofELC. 
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7.2.5. Using Glc to Generate ELC User Interface Source Code Files 

Up to now the Lean Cuisine graphical specification for the ELC user interface has been 

created in an Elc editing window, and based on its Lean Cuisine graphical specification, 

the ELC user interface has been simulated in both the design environment and the 

application environment. The next step is to generate the ELC user interface source code 

files by using the Glc command followed by the name of its Lean Cuisine graphical 

specification file, ELC.lc. In a command window, enter the command: 

>Glc ELC.lc 

The Glc command generates four source code files and a Makefile which can be used · 

with the make command to compile the source code files. As discussed in section 6.3, 

Glc names its four generated source code files after the original Lean Cuisine graphical 

specification filename, stripping off the .le extension and adding new extensions to 

identify each file. In this example, the command "Glc ELC .le" generates the following 

files: 

ELC_main.c 

ELC_link_app.c 

ELC_app.c 

ELC_app.h 

Makefile 

Based on above four source code files and Makefile, an executable file for the ELC user 

interface can be generated. To do this, simply enter command "make" in the command 

window. The compiler goes to work and uses the Makefile parameters for the compile, 

when it finishes it leaves an executable file named "ELC" according to the default 

filename setting in above Makefile. The real ELC user interface can now be run by 

entering "ELC" in the command window (the back window shown in Figure 7.2.17): 

>ELC 

The editing window (the front window shown in Figure 7.2.17) of ELC is launched and 

has the same appearance as is shown in Figure 7.2. 16, but it is a real working model 

generated from the interface source code. Based on this real working model of ELC, the 

menu system of ELC can be tested, the selected item is highlighted and the feedback 
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messages are displayed in the command window from which ELC was started, and the 

keyboard events and mouse events can be handled. 

pwd 
/home/students/JGu/thesis 
> ELC 

cmdtool - /usr/locaVbin/tcsh 

No application link to button FI LE 
No appli cati on link to button MenuBar 
No . . . 
Me 
Call -::===---====---====::--::;===:---:::==:---:::====:----==----:=====;:-
Me 
No 
Me 

GO_ TO_OESIGN 

Figure 7.2.17. The ELC user interface (real working model) generated from the 

interface source code. Front: the user interface of ELC; back: the command window 

used to run ELC real working model and display the feedback message. 

7.2.6. Link Application to ELC User Interface 

The ELC_link_app.c generated by the Glc tool includes the event handling procedures 

used to receive events and call application procedures when the events occur, it is the 

link socket between the ELC user interface and its application programs. The original 

application procedures generated by the Glc tool are included in the ELC_app.c and each 

of these procedures is designed to display the feedback message in the command window 

when they are called. 

The application programs developed for the Elc graphical editor will be used in the ELC 

system to perform the same functions as the Elc graphical editor has. The linking 

procedure is to replace the original application procedures generated by the Glc tool with 

the correspondent real application procedures developed for the Elc graphical editor. 

Besides the replacement of the application routines which are invoked by the menu 

selections, other original application procedures, which are invoked by keyboard events, 
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mouse motion events and mouse button events, are also replaced by the correspondent 

real application procedures developed for the Elc graphical editor. 

The ELC system has two modes: the design mode and the simulation mode. The 

command button SIMULATION will be used to change the ELC mode from the design 

mode to the simulation mode and the command button GO TO DESIGN will be used to 

change the ELC mode from the simulation mode to the design mode. When ELC is 

started, the default mode is the design mode, the button GO_ TO _DESIGN is dynamically 

created when the ELC system changes its mode from the design mode to the simulation 

mode and destroyed when the ELC system changes its mode from the simulation mode 

to the design mode. In simulation mode, all menu buttons and command buttons of ELC 

are grayed (disabled) except the HELP and GO _TO _DESIGN command buttons, so the 

Lean Cuisine graphical specification displayed in the ELC design window cannot be 

modified by the designer during the simulation. The grayed ( disabled) menu buttons and 

command buttons are enabled and appear in black instead of gray when the design mode 

is reset. 

The implementation of above mode changes of ELC is different from the implementation 

of the mode changes of TaP. When ELC is started, it invokes application routine 

ELCinit( ) to set the default mode of ELC, then the command button SIMULA TJON is 

used to invoke application routine SIMULA 11ON _proc() to set the ELC mode to the 

simulation mode and the command button GO TO DESIGN is used to invoke 

application routine GO_ TO_ DESIGN _proc( ) to reset the ELC mode to the design 

mode. This means that the behaviour of a menu interface, which is developed in the LC 

menu interface development environment and controlled by le_ run_ time kernel based on 

its Lean Cuisine description, can also be modified by the application programmers if they 

want. 

The new executable file of the ELC application can always be generated by using the 

"make" command after linking some of the real application procedures to the ELC user 

interface. The new linked application procedures can be tested and modified based on 

this executable model of the ELC application. 

7.2.7. ELC in Use 

After having linked all the application procedures which was developed for Elc to its 

menu interface, the ELC graphical editor has the same functions as the Elc graphical 

editor has. These functions are: open an existing LC graphical specification file and 
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display the Lean Cuisine description of a menu interface in an ELC editing window; 

create or modify Lean Cuisine trees and link them to form the Lean Cuisine graphical 

specification of a menu interface; simulate a menu interface from the LC graphical 

specification displayed in an ELC editing window arid test the interface in simulation 

window; save the interface and so on. Figure 7.2.18 shows the design mode of the ELC 

graphical editor and its menu system is shown in Figure 7 .2.19. 
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Figure 7.2.18. The design mode of the ELC graphical editor. 
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Figure 7.2.19. The menu buttons and pull-down menus in the design mode ofELC. 



Figure 7.2.20 shows the simulation mode of the ELC graphical editor. 
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Figure 7 .2.20. The simulation mode of the ELC graphical editor. 

7.3. Summary 
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In the Lean Cuisine [Apperley & Spence, 89] menu interface development environment 

supported by Elc, Sic and Glc three software tools, the successful development of the 

TaP application and the ELC application shows that in this menu interface development 

environment, a menu based user interface can be rapidly simulated, modified and 

implemented based on its Lean Cuisine visual specification. 

The Lean Cuisine menu interface development environment can cut down tremendously 

on the time and effort required for developing menu based user interfaces. For the TaP 

application, it only took 30 minutes to implement its interface using the three tools. Elc 

and ELC have a similar menu based interface for the same application, it took 24 . 5 hours 
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to implement the interface ofElc by using programming language but in the Lean Cuisine 

menu interface development environment, it only took 3 5 minutes to implement the 

interface of ELC by using the three supporting tools and a speedup of 4200% was 

achieved. 



Chapter 8 

Conclusions 

8.1. Review of the Integrated Interface Development Environment 

The integrated user interface development environment based on the Lean Cuisine 

graphical notation [Apperley & Spence, 89] is a combination of software tools used to 

support user interface development from initial design, rapid prototyping through to 

direct implementation. 

The Lean Cuisine Graphical Editor 

The Lean Cuisine graphical editor (Elc) provides an interactive design environment for 

graphical specifications of menu-based interfaces and shows that the Lean Cuisine 

notation described in [Apperley & Spence, 89] has been implemented in a practical 

computer environment as an interactive interface design tool, which is independent of 

the user interface implementation and suitable for both non-programming and 

programming interface designers. The computer description of the Lean Cuisine 

specification of a menu-based interface in the Elc system can be directly used by Sic to 

simulate the user interface and by Glc to generate the user interface source code files. A 

special file format is used by the Elc system to store the Lean Cuisine graphical 

specifications of user interfaces. The Lean Cuisine graphical specification file of a user 

interface is a text file which contains the attributes of all Lean Cuisine trees created in a 

design window of Elc. Because Lean Cuisine graphical specification files store user 

interfaces without reference to a specific windowing environment or programming 

language, it is possible to use the Lean Cuisine graphical specification files of user 

interfaces in other windowing environment--as long as the supporting tools, Elc, Sic, Glc 

and the lc_run_time kernel exist in that windowing environment. 

The User Interface Simulator 

The user interface simulator (Sic) is a very effective and reliable interface simulating and 

testing tool which supports quick and convenient user interface simulation. Using Sic, a 

menu interface can be simulated in its design environment or in its application 

environment. When it is used in design environment to simulate a user interface, Slc is 

embedded in the Elc system to provide a user interface simulation environment where a 
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user interface can be directly simulated from its Lean Cuisine visual specification created 

in a design window of Elc. According to the designer's decision, a menu-based interface 

can be partially or wholly simulated from a design window of Elc and invalid menu 

structures can be dynamically modified during the interface simulation. When it is used in 

application environment to simulate a user interface, Sic is an independent simulation 

tool . Based on the Lean Cuisine graphical specification file which was saved from a 

design window of Elc, the Sic system uses the le_ run_ time kernel to generate a user 

interface prototype and dynamically create, delete menu structures according to its Lean 

Cuisine specification and the user's selection. The user interface is wholly simulated 

based on its Lean Cuisine graphical specification file, and gives evaluators ( end users, 

application program developers or interface designers) a real feel of how this menu

based user interface works in its application environment. Besides the simulation and test 

of the menu system, keyboard inputs and mouse actions can be handled by the Sic tool 

when it is independently used. 

The User Interface Generator 

The user interface generator (Glc) is used to generate basic interface source code files 

for a user interface from its Lean Cuisine graphical specification file and a working 

model of a user interface can be easily and quickly implemented without programming. 

The Le run time Kernel 

The lc_run_time kernel is used by the Sic tool and real user interfaces to create and 

manage menu system based on Lean Cuisine graphical specification by direct mapping 

process. The basic menu system is created by the lc_run_time kernel according to the 

Lean Cuisine specification of the default mode of a menu system when starting Sic or a 

real interface. Then, when the mode of the menu system is changed based on a menu 

item selection, the le_ run _time kernel will dynamically delete or add menus and 

submenus according to the Lean Cuisine specification of the current mode of a menu 

system. The behaviour of a menu system can be wholly controlled by the le_ run_ time 

kernel based on its Lean Cuisine specification. The more important function of the 

le_ run_ time kernel is that it ensures a true separation of concerns between the 

application and the user interface. For example, during interface simulation, when a 

selected menu item corresponds to one of the terminal (leaf) menemes of Lean Cuisine 

trees, the le_ run_ time kernel calls a pseudo-application procedure to display the 

feedback message in a command window; while running a real interface, in order to 

respond a menu item selection, it invokes an application procedure by sending an event 

to the link socket L link _app.c which includes the event handling procedures used to 
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receive events and call application procedures when the events occur.) between a user 

interface and its application programs. 

8.2. Conclusions 

The integrated user interface development environment based on the Lean Cuisine 

graphical notation [Apperley & Spence, 89] successfully achieves the goals listed in 

section 1.3, and provides software tools to support user interface development from 

initial design, rapid prototyping through to direct implementation. It can make menu

based user interface development much easier and quicker than other existing user 

interface development tools, and is suitable for both non-programming interface 

designers and application developers. 

The integrated user interface development environment based on the Lean Cuisine 

graphical notation can cut down tremendously on the time and effort required for 

developing menu based user interfaces. The successful development of the TaP 

application and the ELC application in the integrated user interface development 

environment supported by Elc, Sic and Glc shows that in the menu interface 

development environment based on Lean Cuisine graphical notation, the graphical 

specification of a menu based user interface can be easily created and modified, and 

based on the Lean Cuisine graphical specification, the interface can be rapidly simulated, 

and direct implemented. For the TaP application, based on the original Lean Cuisine 

description [Apperley, 88], it took 30 minutes to design and implement Tap interface 

using the three tools. Elc and ELC have a similar menu based interface for the same 

application, it took 24.5 hours to implement the interface of Elc by using programming 

language but in the Lean Cuisine menu interface development environment, it only took 

3 5 minutes to create and implement the interface of ELC by using the three supporting 

tools and a speedup of 4200% (a factor of 42 times faster) was achieved. 

The integrated user interface development environment supports multi-platform 

development of user interfaces and interface portability. Many different graphical 

interface development environments discussed in section 3 .3 are suitable for using the 

integrated user interface development environment to develop user interfaces based on 

Lean Cuisine graphical notation. With the supporting tools, Elc, Sic and Gk, and the 

lc_run_time kernel available in different windowing environments, it could be possible to 

design, modify, and simulate a user interface in a windowing environment, and then 

redesign, modify, and simulate the user interface in other windowing environments. 
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Based on the Lean Cuisine graphical specification file of a user interface, the interface 

source code for different windowing environments and programming languages could be 

easily generated by using the available code generators. 

In addition to the contributions discussed above, the integrated user interface 

development environment based on the Lean Cuisine graphical notation [ Apperley & 

Spence, 89] successfully integrates a graphical notation, the visual programming 

technique with an existing programming toolkit and offers advantages over other User 

Interface Programming Toolkits, language-based UIMSs and current Visual 

Programming Tools. It supports three main phases (design, prototyping and 

implementation) of the graphical user interface development lifecycle. This approach has 

not been found in previous user interface development tools and user interface 

management systems. 
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Appendix I 

A Summary of the Lean Cuisine Notation [Apperley, 88] 

1. Menu l)efinitions: 

A menu is a set of selectable representations of actions, parameters, objects (which 
may be other menus), states, and other attributes, in which selections may be 
logically related and/or constrained. 

A meneme is defined as an individual selectable representation (of an action, 
parameter, object, menu, or other attribute) within a menu, the minimum or basic 
unit of information in the two-way dialogue between the user and the application. 

A meneme has just two possible states, selected and not selected, and the state may 
be changed either by direct excitation, or by indirect modification. 

2. Menu Sub-Group Structures: 

Within a menu, menemes are clustered into syntactic sub-groups that are either 
mutually exclusive (1-from-N) or mutually compatible (M-from-N). In the 
Lean Cuisine notation these structures are represented diagrammatically as follows: 

A A 

I 
B C D 

-. (a) 

B 

C 

D 
(b) 

(a) The tree diagram for a mutually compatible group, and 
(b) that for a mutually exclusive group. 

3 . Lean Cuisine Definitions: 

Menernes may be terminal (leaf) menemes, in which case they represent specific 
actions or parameters, or they may be non-terminal menemes, in which case they 
are themselves headers to other menus. 

Virtual menemes are used to partition a single menu into constituent syntactic sub
groups. They correspond to nodes in the Lean Cuisine tree, but are not presented to, 
nor directly accessible to, the user. 

The menu corresponding to a real non-terminal meneme in a Lean Cuisine diagram 
consists of all of the real rnenemes with which the target meneme is co~ected by 
downward directed branches, either directly or via vinual menemes. If there is a 
sequence associated with the menemes, it is as scanned from left to right and from 
top to bottom. 
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4 . Menu and :Meneme Modifiers: 

A menu or sub-group header may be tagged as a required-choice group; this 
places the additional constraint on the relationships between the menemes of that 
group, that a valid selection is always required. An initial default choice must be 
shown under these circumstances. 

An initial default choice indicates a meneme that is to be initially in the selected 
state. It may subsequently be deselected, directly or indirectly, according to the 
constraints and interrelationships that apply. 

A dynamic default is a default which talces on the value of the last user selection 
from that group. It may have an initial assignment, or it may be initially unassigned, 
in which case the first user choice from that group becomes its first value (see figure 
below). 

A 

• 
B 

C 

D 
(a) 

A 

(b) 

B 

C 

D 

• 

(a) An unassigned dynamic default applying to the sub-group BCD, and 
(b) a dynamic default applying to the same group, but initially assigned to C. 

Menemes may be bistable, select-only, deselect-only, monostable or passive. The 
type is normally determined by the sub-group constraints. However, the default 
type may be explicitly overridden by specifying one of the other types (see special 
characters). 

5. Special Characters: 

The following special characters are used in the Lean Cuisine diagrammatic notation : 

{ } 

§ 

* 

• 

i 

.l 

Virtual meneme; the menerne name appears between braces. 

Required choice; normally associated with a menu or sub-group header. 

Default choice (fixed); normally associated with a meneme. 

Dynamic default; may be associated with a mencme (assigned) or a group 
(unassigned) 

Bistable meneme; used to explicitly override the default type. 

Select-only meneme; used to explicitly override the default type. 

Deselect-only meneme; used to explicitly override the default type. 

Monostable menerne; used to explicitly override the default type . 

Passive meneme; used to explicitly override the default type. 



Appendix II Program Listing 

1. Elc.c ......•.....•.......................................................•.............................• 135 
2. Slc.c ...... -.•..•.......•....•.......................•.............••.•........•...•...•.....•..•...•.•... 168 
3.Glc.c •...•.....••.•.•.••...••........•...•.....•....•....•...••......•••.•........•....•..•..•••.....•.• 180 
4. Rtk.c ..................••....................................•.•....................................•.. 186 



t•• Elc.c -- TI1e Lean Cuisine Graphical editor ••t 
#include stdio.h 
I/ include ·-X l 1/X.h" 
// include -:x i 1 f.\lib.h .., 
#include <xview/>.'View.h" 
// include ·,xview/canvas.h' 
#include ~ xview/scrollbar.h> 
// include •,>.'View/rectlist.h> 
# include <>.'View/KV xrect.h , 
#include <xview/pane l.h" 
#include .-:»'View/openmenu.h> 
// include <xview/icon load.h> 
// include ' >.'View/svrimage.h .., 
#include <x-view/notice.h ' 
llinclude ,·matl1.h ' 

#define I-l _ widtl1 80 
#define H_higJ1t 40 
I/define V _ width 30 
fldefine V _hight 60 
I/define Tree xo 150 
#define Tree yo 150 

Frame frame. frame_s: 
Frame subframe_ I .subframe_ 2.subframe _ f.subfi-ame _ L 
Pane l pancl.subpanel.subpanel_ 1.subpanel_ 2.suhpanel _f.subpanel_t: 
Panel panel_s; 
Panel_itempancl_lile_name_item . panel_trec_modify_ item : 
Panel_itempanel _meneme _num_item. panel_menemc _text _item : 
Cnnva~ cnnvfls~ canvas_ s: 

char msgfl 281: 
char Text string (1000)150): 

int xxO.xx 1: 
int yyO.yy l: 
int i. t_x. t_y: 
int 
int 
int 
int 
int 
int 

suh _menuhar _ptr: 
sub_menubar_data[40)[2]: 
active _suhmenubar _ptr; 
active_ suhmenubar _ tree[ 10 ]: 
LC_ Tree[l 00)(81, H_and_ W(l 00)[31[20].Max_Min_Box[ I 00][4_1: 
draw tree ptr=- l.,<>_ld_d_ra1\l_lr~_;_ 

int 
int 
int 
int 
int 
int 
int 

void 

tcxt _ptr=-1 .old _text _ptr; 
pick_trec=O: 
select _ptr=-100. old _select ptr: 
pick _hight.pick __ widtl1: 
<..Teate_t)pe.file _type: 
simulating_ptr: 
design state= I : 

events(). canvas _rcpaint._proc(). init_ split(), join _split(): 

main(argc, argv) 
int argc: 
char • argv[l : 
{ 

Xv_Window 
Rect 
Menu 

view: 
•rect: 

file menu.menubar_ menu.mcnutypc _menu.mencme _ operate _menu.tree_ operate _menu: 
int fil e selected(): 
int mei;uhar _selected(): 
int menut ype _ selected(): 
int mcneme _operate_ menu selected(): 
int tree_ operate_ selected(): 
int s imulation __ selected(): 
int go_to_design_selected(): 
int help_selected(): 
int inputed(): 
int treat fil e hy name(): 
int creat~_tr~e_by_menume_number(): 
int add_ te>.t _ to _selected _mcnumc(): 
int modify_tree_hy_scale(): 
int whid1 line selected(): 
int Draw -Verticle tree(): 
int Draw - Horizont.,I tree(); 
int Creati Verticle i;:ee(); 
int Create)lorizontal_trce(): 
int link _subtree_ to__I-loriw ntal_ tree _hrand1(): 
int link _subtree_to_ Verticle_tree_hranch(); 
int text rect _ width(): 

extern double 
ext ern double 

void 
void 

sin(/• double x • /): 
cos(i• double x •t ); 

menu bar _menu _proc(): 
file menu prog_): ..... 

w 
u, 



void 
void 
void 

menutype _menu yroc(): 
meneme _ operate _menu_proc(): 
tree_ opernte _ _proc(): 

xv_init(XV _INlT_ARGC_PTR_ARGV, &argc. argv. NULL): 

/* Create a frame that's 600 wide by 800 high -- give it a titlehar */ 

frame = (Frame )xv_ create(XV _ NULL. FRAME. 
XV_ WIDTH, 800. 
XV _HEIGHT, 600. 
/*FRM1E_LABEL. argvf0],*/ 
FRAfvlE _ LABEL. "Lean Cuisine Graphical Editor", 
NULL): 

panel = (Panel)xv_create(frame, PANEL. 
PANEL_LAYOllT. PANEL_HORIZONTAL, 
)(V_X, 0. 
XV_Y.0, 
!*XV_ WIDTH, 400, */ 
XV_ WIDTI-I, WIN_ EXTEND_ TO_ EDGE. 
XV _HEIGHT, 25, 
WIN_BORDER. FALSE. 
NULL): 

snbframe_f = (Frame)xv _create(frame. FRAME_ CMD, 
).."V _ WIDTH. 400. 
XV _HEIGHT. 65. 
FRAME_LABEL. "lnput._Popup_ Window". 
FRAME_SHOW_FOOTER, TRUE. 
NULL); 

subpm1el_f = (Panel)>--v _get.(suhframe_f, FRAME_ CMD_PANEL, 
PANEL_LAYOl JT, PANEL_ VERTICAL. 
NULL): 

panel _fil e _name_ item = (Panel_ item )xv_ create( subpanel _ f. PANEL_ TEXT. 
xv_x. 24. 
XV_Y.J0. 
PANEL_LABEL_STRING, "File Name:". 
PANEL _LAYOUT, PANEL_ HORIZONTAL. 
PANEL_ V ALUE_DISPLAY _LENGTH, 20. 
PANEL_NOTIFY _PROC. treat_file_by_name. 
NULL); 

subframe _t = (Frame )xv_ create(frame, FRAME_ CMD. 
XV_ WIDTH, 400, 
XV _HEIGHT, 65. 
FRAME_LABEL, "Input_Popup_ Window", 
FRAME_SHOW_FOOTER, TRUE. 
NULL): 

suhpanel_ t = (Panel)>--v _get( subframe_ t. FRAME_ CMD _PANEL , 
PANEL_LAYOUT. PANEL_ VERTICAL, 
NULL); 

panel_ tree _modify_ item = (Panel_ item )xv_ create( subpanel_ t, PANEL_ TEXT, 
xv_x. 24. 
XV_Y. 30. 
PANEL_LABEL_STRING, "Modify scale:", 
PANEL LAYOUT, PANEL HORIZONTAL, 
PANEL= VALUE_ DISPLAY_ LENGTH, 20, 
PANEL_NOTIFY _PROC. modify_tree_by_scale. 
NULL); 

subframe_ I = (Frame)xv _ create(frame, FRNvlE _ CMD. 
XV_ WIDTH, 400. 
XV _HEIGHT, 65. 
FRAME_LABEL, "Input_Popup_ Window". 
FRM1E_SHOW _FOOTER, TRUE. 
NULL); 

subpanel_ l = (Panel)>-'V _get(subframe_ l , FRAME_CMD_PANEL , 
PANEL_ LAYOUT, PANEL_ VERTICAL, 
NULL): 

panel_meneme_num_item = (Panel_item)xv_create(subpanel_ l, PANEL_TEXT, 
xv __ x, 24. 
XV_Y. 30. 
PANEL_LABEL_STRING, "Input Menume Number:". 
PANEL_LAYOUT, PANEL_HORIZONTAL, 
PANEL_ VALUE_DISPLAY _LENGTH. 20. 
PANEL _NOTIFY_ PROC, create_ tree_ by_ menume _ number, 
NULL): 

subframe_2 = (Frame)xv_create(frame, FRAME_CMD. 
XV_ WIDTH, 400. 
XV _HEIGHT, 65, 
FRAME_LABEL. "Text_lnput_ Window", 
FRAME SHOW FOOTER. TRUE, -(.;J 
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NULL); 

subpanel_ 2 = (Panel)xv _get(subframe _2, FRAME_ CMD _PANEL. 
PANEL_LAYOUT, PANEL_ VERTICAL. 
NULL): 

panel_meneme_tei,.t_item = (Panel_item)l\'V _create(suhpane1_2, PANEL_ TEXT. 
xv_x. 24. 
XV_Y, 30. 
PANEL_LABEL_STR!NG, "Input Meneme Te,,.t:''. 
PANEL_LAYOUT, PANEL_HORIZONTAL. 
PANEL_ V ALUE_DISPLAY _LENGTH, 20, 
PANEL_NOTIFY _pROC. add_te>,.t_to_selected_menume. 
NULL): 

/* (void) xv_ C-Teate(subpanel, PANEL_ BUTTON. 
PANEL_LABEL_STRING, "Input OK", 
PANEL_ NOTIFY_ PROC. inputed. 
NULL):*/ 

/* Create the menu _before_ tl1e panel button */ 
fil e_menu = (Menu)xv_create(NULL. MENU, 

MENU_NOTIFY _PROC, file_menu_proc, 
MENU_STRINGS. "Load". "Save". "Save A~"."Quit", NULL. 
NULL): 

(void) >,.'V_create(panel. PANEL_BUTTON. 
XV_X.4. 
XV_Y, 4. 
)(V _ WIDTH, IO, 
XV _HEIGHT, 10. 
PANEL LABEL STRING, 
PANEL) AJTIFY _pROC. 
PANEL _ITE\1_ MENU, 
NULL): 

/* Create the menu _before_ tl1e panel button */ 
m,mubar_menu = (Menu)x'V_create(NULL, lv!ENU. 

"FILE", 
file _selected. 

file _menu. /* attach menu to button */ 

MENU_ NOTIFY_ PROC, menu bar_ menu _proc. 
MENll_STRINGS. "HORIZONTAL", "VERTICLE",NULL. 
NULL): 

(void) x"V _ create(panel. PANEL_ BllTTON, 
xv_x, 64. 
XV_Y. 4. 

XV_ WIDTH, JO. 
XV_HEIGHT. 10. 
PANEL_LABEL_STRING. 
PANEL_NOTIFY _PROC, 
PANEL_ITEM_MENU. 
NULL): 

"Menu Bar", 
menubar _ selected, 

menu bar _menu,/* attad1 menu to button */ 

/* Create tl1 e menu _before_ the panel button*/ 
menutype _menu = (Menu)xv _ create(NULL. MENlT. 

MENU_NOTIFY _PROC. menutype_menu_proc, 
MENU_STR!NGS, "CHOICE". "EXCLUSIVE". "COMPATIBLE",NULL. 
Nl JLL): 

(void) >."V _<-Teate(panel. PANEL_BUTTON. 
xv _x. 160. 
XV_Y. 4, 
XV_ WIDTH. 10. 
XV _HEIGHT, I 0, 
PANEL_ LABEL_ STRING. 
PANEL_NOTIFY _PROC, 
PANEL_ITEM_MENU. 
NULL): 

/* Create the menu _before_ the panel button */ 

"Menu Type", 
menutype _ selected, 

menutype_menu. /* attach menu to butt.on*/ 

meneme _ operate _menu = ( Menu )xv_ create(NULL. l\1ENU. 
MENU_NOTIFY _PROC. meneme_operate_menu_proc, 
MENU_STRINGS. "UNOO","TEXT". "ADD". "DELETE",1'1-TLL, 
NULL): 

(void) w _create(panel, PANEL_BUTTON, 
xv_x. 262. 
XV_Y, 4, 
XV_ WIDTH. l 0. 
XV_HEJGHT, 10, 
PANEL_ LABEL_ STRING. 
PANEL_NOTIFY _PROC. 
PANEL_ITEM_MENU. 
NlJLL): 

"Menetne", 
meneme _ operate _menu_ selected, 

meneme_operate_menu. /* attach menu to button*/ 

/* Create tl1c menu _before_ the panel button * / 
tree_operate_menu = (Menu)xv_create(NULL, MENU, 
MENU_ NOTIFY_ PROC, tree_ operate _proc. 

MENU_STRINGS, "UNDO","MODIFY". "LINK"."AUTO 
LINK","UJL!NK","UNLINK 

- - · -

...... 
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NllLL): 

(void) xv_ create(panel. PANEL_ Blm'ON. 
xv_x. 356. 
XV_Y, 4, 
XV_Wlf)TH, 10. 
XV_ HEIGHT. 10. 
PANEL_LABEL_ STRING. 
PANEL_NOTIFY _PROC. 
Pi\NEL_ITEM_MENlf, 
NULL): 

(void) xv_create(panel. l'ANEL_DlITTON. 
xv_x. 420. 
XV_Y.4. 
XV_ WIDTH. I 0. 
XV_HEIGHT. 10. 

ALL"."DELETE"."DELETE ALL".NlJLL 

"TREE", 
tree_ operate_ sclec-1.ed. 

tree_operate_menu. ; • attnd1 menu to button*/ 

I' ANEL _ LABEL_ STRING, "SIMULATION". 
PANEL NOTIFY _PROC. simulation_selectcd, 
XV_SHOW. TRUE. 
Nl lLL): 

(void) l\'V _ create(panel. PANEL_ BUTfON. 
xv_x. 516. 
XV_Y. 4. 
XV_ WIDTH. 10, 
XV_HEIGHT. 10. 
P ANEL_LABEL _ STRING. 
PANEL NOTIFY _PROC. 
Nlll .L): 

(void) l\'V_crent.:(panel. PANEL_BlJn·oN. 
xv_x. 566. 
XV_Y,4. 

"HELP". 
help_ selected, 

PANEL_LABEL_STRTNG. "GO TO DESIGN". 
PANEL_NOTJFY _PROC. go_to_design_selected. 
XV_SHOW. FALSE. 
NULL): 

cmwas = (Canvas)w _create(frame. CANVAS. 
xv _x, o. 
XV_Y. 25. 
CANVAS_ WIDTH, 1600. 
CANVAS HEIGHT, 1500. 

CANVAS_ AIITO _ SHRINK, FALSE. 
CANVAS_AlHO_EXPAND. FALSE. 
t• CANVAS_REPAINT _PROC. repaint_proc,*/ 
CANVAS_REPAJNT _PROC. canvas_ repaint_proc. 
CANVAS_X_PAINT __ WTNDOW. TRUE. 
NllLL): 

/* Install the callback for events on the first (and only. so far) 
paint window. We'll use the default events provided by the canvas. 
•1 
/* >-.'V _set( canvas _paint_ window( canvas), 
WIN_EVENT_pROC, events, 
WIN_CONSUME_EVENTS. ACTION_SELECT, ACTION_ADJUST. NULL, 
NULL);*/ 

xv_ set( canvas _pa int_ window( canvas), 

I* 

WIN_ CONSUNIE _ EVENTS. 
WIN _NO _EVENTS. 
WlN_ASCII_EVENTS, KBD_USE, KBD_DONE. 
LOC _ DRAG. /*LOC _ WTNENTER, LOC _ WTNEXIT. */ WIN _MOUSE_ BUTTONS, 
NULL, 
WJN_EVENT_PROC. events, 
NULL): 

• l11ere's only one viewport since multi-views cannot be created 
• when creating a canvas. Install "init" and "destroy" callbacks 
• in the canvas object. See the corre~'J)onding routines for specifi cs. 
•1 
xv _set(canvas, 

I* 

OPENWTN_SPLIT. 
OPENWTN SPLIT TN!T PROC. init split, 
OPENWIN = SPLIT= DESTROY_ PROC~join _ split. 
NULL 
NllLL): 

• /\Uad1 scrollbars to the canvas. 
* I 
l\'V_create(canvas, SCROLLBAR. 

SCROLLBAR_SPLITf ABLE, TRUE. 
SCROLLBAR_DIRECT!ON, SCROLLBAR_ VERTICAL, 
NULL): 

>-.v_ create(canvas, SCROLLBAR, -w 
00 



SCROLLBAR SPLITT ABLE, TRUE. 
SCROLLB/\R_DJRECTION. SCROLLBAR HORI7.ONTAL. 
NllJJ,): 

frame _s = (Frame)xv _ <-Teate(frmne. FRAME. 
XV_ WIDTH. 800. 
XV _HEIGHT. 450, 
FRA!\,fE _LABEL. argv[ 1 ]? argvfl l : "Menu interface simulation". 
FRAME_SHOW _ _FOOTER. TRUE. 
Nl lLL): 

panel_s = (Panel):-;v_ creatc(fi-ame_s. PANEL. 
PANEL_LAYOlIT. PANEL_HORIZONTAL. 
xv_x.o. 
XV_Y.0. 
;•xv_ WIDTH, 400.*/ 
xv_ WIDTH, WIN __ EXTEND_TO_EDGE. 
XV _ HEIGHT. 25. 
WIN_BORDER. FALSE. 
NULL): 

canvas_s = (Canvas)xv_create(frmne_s, CANVAS. 
FRAME_LABEL. argv[0). 
XV_ WIDTH, 1600. 
XV _HEIGHT. !WO. 
Nl_lLL): 

/* window_fit(pm1e l): window ftt(frame):•1 

·xv _main_loop(frame): 
exit(0): 
} 

void 
canvas_rcpaint_proc(cmwas. paint_window, dpy. >.win. xrects) 
Canvas canvas: t• unused • i 
Xv_ Window paint window: /* unused*/ 
Display *dpy: 
Window >.win; 
Xv_>.Tectlist *>.Teets: /* unused*/ 

GC gc~ 

int j: 

gc ~ DcfaultGC(dpy. DefaultScreen(dpy)): 
if( design_ state== 1) 
{ 
XClearWindow( dpy. :-;win): 
for(i- 0;j<=draw _tree _ _ptr;j++) 

{ 
iftLC Trec[j]fl j<=2) 

{ 

else 

iftLC_Trec[jl[ l ]==0) 
XSetLineAttribtlles(dpy.gc.J.LineSolid.CapButt.JoinMiter): 

e lse 
XSet.LineAttrihutes( dpy.gc. l . LineSolid.CapButt.JoinMiter): 

Draw Verticle_tree(j.dpy.:-;win,gc); 

{ 
iftLC _Treeljl[l ]==3) 

XSetLineAttributes( dpy ,gc.1. LineSol id.Cap Butt.Join Miter): 
dsc 

XSctLineAttrihutes( dpy.gc.1,1,incSol id.Cap Butt.Join Miter): 
Draw_ l lorizontal_tree(i.clpy.>.win.gc): 
} 

iftsclect. _ptr >~O) 
{ 
j=select _plr: 
iftLC Tree[j)[l J<-=2) 

{ 
iftLC _ Treeli][ 1 )==0) 

XSetLineAttributes(dpy.gc,4.LineOnOflDash.CapButt.JoinMiter): 
else 

XSctLine/\t:tributcs(dpy,gc.2.LincOnOflDash.CapButt . .JoinMiter): 
Draw_ Verticle _ trec(j,dpy.>.win.gc): 
} 

else 
{ 
iftLC _TreeLil[ l )==3) 

XSetLineAttributes(dpy.gc,4.LincOnOIIDash.CapButt.JoinMiter): 
else 

XSetLineAttributes( dpy ,gc,2, LineOnOffDash, Cap Butt.Join Miter): 
Draw Horizontal tree(j,dpy,:-;win.gc): -w 
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} 
} 
/* XDrawString(dpy. 1'-Win. gc, 25, 45. msg. strlen(msg)):*/ 

void 
events(pw, event) 
Xv __ Window pw: 
Event *event: 
{ 
int j.k. result: 
register char *p = msg: 

int code = event_ action(event): 
Xv_ Window view: 
inti = (int)KV _get(canvas, OPENW!N _NVIBWS); 

*p = 0: 
/* Not interested in hutton up events */ 

/* if (win_ inputnegevent( event)) 
return:*/ 

/* test to see if a function key has been hit */ 
if ( event_is _ key _left( event)) 

sprintf(p. "(L%d) ", event_id(event)- KEY _LEFTFIRST + I); 
else if(event_is_key_top(event)) 

sprintf(p. "(T%d) ". event_id(event) - KEY_ TOPFIRST + l ); 
else if (event_is _ key_right(event)) 

sprintf(p. "(R%d) ". event_id( event) - KEY_ R!GI-ITF!RST + 1 ): 
else if(event_id(event) == KEY_BOTTOMLEFT) 

strcpy(p. "hottom left "): 
else if(event_id(event) == K:EY _BOTTOMRIGI-IT) 

st.rcpy(p. "bottom right "): 
p += strlen(p ): 

/* Detennine which paint window this event happened in . */ 
whi le (pw != J\-v_get(canvas. CANVAS_NTI-I_PAINT _ WINDOW, --i ) && i > 0) 

- ------ --- - ---------- -

/* The paint window number is "i" -- get the "i"th view window*/ 
view = J\-v_get(canvas. OPENWIN_NTI-1_ VIEW, i); 

if ( event_is _ ascii( event)) 
{ 
I* 
* note that shift modifier is reflected in the event code by 
* virtue of the char printed is upper/lower case. 
*/ 

sprintf(p, "Keyboard: key 'o/oc' (o/od) o/os at %d.%d". 
event_ action( event). event_ action( event), 
event_is_down(event)? "pressed" : "released", 
event_ x( event), event_y( event)); 

} else switch (event_ action( event)) { 
case ACTION_ CLOSE : 

J\-v_set(frame, FRAME_CLOSED, TRUE. NULL); 
break; 

case ACTION_ OPEN : 
strcpy(p. "frame opened up"): 
break; 

case ACTION HELP : 
strcpy(p, "Help (action ignored)"): 
break; 

case ACTION_SELECT: 

1,;x 1 =event_ x( event): 
yy 1 =event_y( event); 

pick_ tree=0: 

for(j=0:j<=draw _tree _ptr;i++) 
{ 
if(LC _ Tree[j)[l )<=2) 

{ 
if(xxl >LC_ Tree(j](2)+Max_Min_Box[j)[0)-5 && xx! <LC_ Tree[j][2]+Max_Min_Box[j][I] 

&& yy l >LC_Tree(j][3]+ :\1ax_Min_Box[j)[2]&& yy l <LC_ Tree[j][3]+ 
Max_Min_Box[j)[3]+5) 

{ 
pick _tree= I ; 
select _ptr=j: 
whid1_line_selected(j,xxl,yyl); 
break; 
} -""" 0 



else 

if{xxl >LC_ TreeLJ][2]+Max_Min_Boxu](0]-5 && xx! <LC_ Tree[jl[2]+lvlax_Min_ Box[_j][ I ]+5 
&& yy l >LC_Tree[j][3]+ Max_Min_Boxfj]l2]&& yyl ' LC_ Tree[j][3]+ 

Max_Min_Boxfj]f))) 
{ 

} 

pick_t.ree= l : 
select__ptr"'i: 
whid1_ line _ selected(j,xx I .yy l ); 
break: 

i f(pick _ tree==O) 
select __ptr =-100: 

sprintftp, "Button: Select (Left) %sat %d,%d", 
event_ is_down(event)? "pressed" : "released". 
event_ x( event). event_y( event)): 

break: 
case ACTION ADJUST : 

sprint.ftp. "Button: Adjust (Middle) %s at %d, %d" . 
event_ is_down(event)? "pressed" : "released". 
event_ x( event). event._y( event)): 

break: 
case ACTION tvfENU : 

i ft event_ is _ down( event.)) 

xx I =event._ x( event): 
yy I =event _y( event): 

if{pick_ tree== I ) 
{ 

k=O: 
for(i=O;i<LC _ Tree[select __ptr] [5];j-+) 

{ 
if{H_and_ W[select_ptr][2][il>=O) 

{ 
k= l : 
break: 

iftk== I&& LC_ Tree[select __ptrl(6]>=0) 
{ 

result = notice __prompt(panel, NULL 
NOTICE_FOCUS_XY, t_x. t_y. 

NOTICE_MESSAGE_STRINGS, "can not move this tree because it has parent tree and subtree(s)?", NULL 
NOTICE_ BUTTON_ YES, "dislink parent tree.subtree(s)and move it". 
NOTICE_ BUTTON _NO, "cancel". 
NULL): 

if(result == NOTICE_ YES) 
{ 

for(j=O;j<LC _ Tree[select _ptr][5 ]:j++) 
{ 

} 

if(H_ and_ W[select _ptr)[2 Jf.il >=O) 
{ 

} 

LC_ Tree(H_and_ W[select__ptr)[21[j]]16]=- l 000; 
1-1_ and_ W[select__ptr][2]f.i]=-1000: 

for(k=O;k<LC _ Tree[ LC_ Tree[select__ptr][6] )[5]:k++) 
{ 
if( H_and_ W[ LC_ Tree[select_ptr)[6] ][2][k)==select_ptr) 

{ 

} 

H_and_W[ LC_Tree[select_ptr)[6] )[2][kJ=-1000: 
break: 

LC_ Treefselect_ytr][6]=-l 000: 
LC_ Tree[select_ptr][2]=xxl: 
LC_ Tree[select_ptr][3]=yyl: 

} 

else iftk== I) 
{ 
result = notice __prompt(panel, NULL. 
NOTICE_FOCUS_XY, t_x. t_y, 
NOTICE_MESSAGE _STRINGS, "can not move tJ1is tree because it has subtree(s)?", NULL, 
NOTICE_BUTTON_ YES, "dislink subtree(s)", 
NOTICE_BUTTON _NO. "cancel", 
NULL); -~ -



if (result == NOTICE_ YES) 
{ 
for(i=0;j<LC _ Tree(select_ptr][5];j++) 

{ 
ifll-1_ and_ W[select __ptr]f2][i]>=0) 

{ 

} 

LC_ Tree[H _ and __ W[select_ptr][2][i]] [6]=-1000; 
H_ and_ W[select__ptr][2]Li]=-1000; 

LC_ Treefselect __plr][2] =xxl: 
LC_ Tree[select_ptr][J]=yy l : 

else ift LC_ Tree[select __plrl[6]>=0) 
{ 

} 

resu It = notice _prompt(panel. NULL. 
NOTICE_ FOCt;S_XY, t_x. t_y, 
NOTICE_ MESSAGE_ STRINGS, "can not move this tree because it has parent_tree(s)?". NULL. 
NOTICE BlrfTOl\' YES. "dislink parenttree(s)". 
NOTICE=BUTTOl\=NO. "cancel", 
Nl lLL): 

if(result == NOTICE_ YES) 
{ 

for(k=0;k<LC _Tree[ LC_ Tree[select __ptr)[6] ](5]:k++) 
{ 
if( H_and_W[ LC_Tree[select._ptr][6] )l2][k]==select._ptr) 

{ 

} 

H_and_Wf LC_Tree[select_ptr][6] )[2][k]=-I000: 
break: 

LC_ Tree[seled.__ptr][6)=- I 000; 

LC_ Tree[select.__ptr)[2]=xxl; 
I.C __ Tree[sclect _ _ptr][3J=yyl: 

} 

else { 
LC_ Tree[select_ptr][2]=xxl; 
LC_ Tree[select._ptr][3]=yyl; 
} 

/* sprint.ftp. "Button: Menu (Right) %.sat o/od.o/od", 
event_ is_ down( event)? "pressed" : "released", 
event_ x( event). event_y( event)); 

break;*/ 

sprintftp, "Button: Menu (Right) o/os at %d.%d","pressed",event_x(event), event_y(event)); 
break: 

else return; 

case SHIFT_ RIGHT : 
sprintflp, "Keyboard: right shift %s". 

event_is_down(event)? "pressed": "released"): 
break; 

case SHIFT_LEFT: 
sprintflp, "Keyboard: left shift %s". 

event_is_down(event)? "pressed": "released"): 
break; 

case SHIFT_ LEFTCTRL : case SHIFT_ RIGHTCTRL : 
sprintflp, "Keyboard: control key o/os", 

event_is_down(event)? "pressed": "released"); 
break; 

case SHIFT _META : 
sprintflp, "Keyboard: meta key %s", 

event_is_down(event)? "pressed": "released"): 
break; 

case SHIFT_ALT: 
sprintflp, "Keyboard: all key %s", 

event_ is_ down( event)? "pressed" : "released"); 
break; 

case KBD _ USE: 
sprintflp, "Keyboard: got keyboard focus"); 
break: 

/* case KBD _ DONE: 
sprintflp, "Keyboard: lost keyboard focus"); 
break; */ -_.,. 
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case LOC_MOVE: 
sprintflp, "Pointer: moved to %d,%d", 

event_ x( event ),event _y( event)); 
break; 

case LOC _ DRAG: 

/* xx I =event_ x( event): 
yy I =event _y( event): 

iflpick_tree==I) 
{ 
LC_ Tree[select _ptr][2J =xxl ; 
LC_ Tree[select_ptr][3]=yyl: 
}*/ 

sprintflp, "Pointer: dragged to %d,%d", 
event_ x( event), event _y( event)); 

break: 
/* case LOC_ WfNENTER: 

win_set_kbd_focus(pw, xv_get(pw, XV _XID)); 
sprint.ftp, "Pointer: entered window at %cl, %d", 

event _x( event). event _y( event)); 
hreak; 

case LOC _ WINEXIT: 
sprintflp, "Pointer: exited window at %d,%d", 

event_ x( event), event _y( event)); 
hreak; */ 

case WIN_RESIZE: 
case WIN_ REPAINT : 

return ; 

l 

default: 
/* There are too many ACTION events to trap -- ignore the 
• ones we're not interested in. 
*I 

return: 

canvas_repaint_proc(canvas, pw, 
"'"' _get( canvas, X-V _DISPLAY), xv _get(pw, XV_ XID), NULL); 

/* indicate which paint window and view window ID's */ 
/* printfl"win %x, view: %xln", pw. view);*/ 

I* 
• notify this routine whenever two views are joined. 
*/ 
void 
join_split(view) 
Xv_ Window view; 
{ 

puts(''.joined view"); 

I* 
• '.'Jotify tJ1is routine whenever a view is split. l11e new view is 
• created and its position is indicated. This is the first time 
• the new view can be accessed by the program. Immediately install 
• the callhack for events for the new paint window. 
*/ 

void 
init_ split(oldview, newview, pos) 
Xv_ Window oldview, newview; 
int pos; 
{ 

xv_ set( xv _get(newview, CANVAS_ VIEW_ PAINT_ WINDOW), 
WIN_EVENT_pROC, events, 
WIN_CONSUME_EVENT, ACTION_SELECT, ACTION_ADJUST, NULL, 
NULL); 

int 
file_selected(item, event) 
Panel_item item; 
Event *event; 
{ 

t_x= event_x(event); 
t_y= event_y(event); 

printfl"%s selected ... ln", xv_get(item. PANEL_LABEL_STRING)): 
return XV_ OK; 

void 
file_ menu _proc(menu, menu _item) 
Menu menu; 
Menu_item menu_item: 

int result~ .... 
.j::. 
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if(!strcmp((char *)xv_get(menu_item, MENU_STRING), "Load")) 
{ 
ifldrnw _tree_ptr >=0) 

{ 
result = notice _prompt(panel, NULL, 
NOTJCE_FOCUS_XY, t_x, t_y, 
NOTICE_ MESSAGE_ STRINGS, "Loading file will clear current tree". 

"Please confirm". NULL, 
NOTJCE_BUTTON_YES, "Confirm loading". 
NOTJCE_BUTTON_NO, "Cancel", 
NULL): 

if (result == NOTICE_ YES) 
{ 

} 
else 

{ 

xv _set( panel_file_name_item, PANEL_ VALUE, "", NULL); 

file_type= I; 
printfl"Menu Item: load file In"); 
xv_set(subframe_f. XV _SHOW, TRUE, NULL); 

xv_set( panel_file_name_item, PANEL_ VALUE, "", NULL); 
file_type= l ; 
printft''Menu Item: load file In"); 
xv_ set(subframe _f. XV_ SHOW. TRUE, NULL); 

else if( 1strcmp((char *)x-v_get(menu_item, MENU_STRING), "Save")) 
{ 
xv_set( panel_file_name_item, PANEL_ VALUE, "", NULL); 
file_type=2; 
printfl"Menu Item: save file\n"); 
xv_set(subfrmne_f, XV _SHOW, TRUE, NULL); 

else if (!strcmp(( char *)xv _get(menu_ item, MENU_ STRING), "Save As")) 
{ 
xv_set( panel_file_name_item, PANEL_ VALUE, '"', NULL); 
file_type=J ; 
print_!t"Menu Item: save_a_s_ file"1_"1_ 

xv_set(subframe_f, XV _SHOW, TRUE, NULL); 

} 
else if(!strcmp((c:har *)Kv_get(menu_item. MENU_STRING), "Quit")) 

{ 
printfl"Menu Item: Quitln"); 

result = notice _prompt(panel, NULL, 
NOTICE_FOCUS_XY, t_x, t_y, 
NOTJCE_MESSAGE_STRINGS, "Do you really want to quit?'' , NULL, 
NOTICE_BUTTON_YES, "Yes", 
NOTICE_ BUTTON _NO, "No", 
NULL); 

if(result == NOTICE_ YES) 
exit(0); 

int 
menubar _ selected(item, event) 
Panel_item item; 
Event * event; 
{ 

printQ"%s selected ... ln", xv_get(item, PANEL_LABEL_STRlNG)); 
return XV_OK; 

void 
menu bar_ menu_proc(menu, menu_item) 
Menu menu; 
Menu_item menu_item; 
{ 

xv_ set( panel_ meneme _ num _ item, PANEL_ VALUE, '"', NULL); 

/* printft"Menu Item: %sin", xv_get(menu_item, MENU_STRING));*/ 

if(!~trcmp((c:har *)x-v_get(menu_item, MENU_STRING), "HORIZONTAL")) 

create_ type = I; 
xv set(subframe 1, XV SHOW, TR~, NULL)> -~ 
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printft''Menu Item: HORIZONTAL 111"); 
} 

else if(1strcmp((drnr *)xv_get(menu_item, MENU_STRING), "VERTICLE")) 

create _type =2; 
xv_set(subframe_ l. XV _SHOW, TRUE, NULL); 

printft"Menu Item: VERTICLE \n"); 

int 
menut:,,pe _ seled.ed(item. event) 
Panel_item item: 
Event •event: 

printft"o/os selected .. . ln", x-v _get(item, PANEL_LABEL_STRING)); 
return XV_ OK; 

void 
menut}pe _ menu_proc(menu, menu _item) 
Menu menu; 
Menu_item menu_item; 

/*printft"Menu Item: %sin", x-v_get(menu_item, MENU_STRING));*/ 

KV_set( panel_meneme_mnn_item, PANEL_ VALUE,'"', NULL): 

if(!strcmp((char *)xv_get(menu_item, MENU_STRING), "CHOICE")) 

{ create_type =J ; 
x-v_set(subframe_ l , XV _SHOW, TRUE, NULL); 

printft"Menu Item: CHOICE In"); 
} 

else if ( !strcmp(( char *)xv _get(menu_ item. MENU_ STRING), "EXCLUSIVE")) 

create_ type =4; 
xv_set(subframe_ l , XV _SHOW, TRUE, NULL); 

printft"Menu Item: EXCLUSIVE \n"); 

else if (!strcmp(( char *)xv _get(menu _ item, MENU_ STRING), "COMPATIBLE")) 

create _type =5; 
xv_set(subframe_ l, XV _SHOW, TRUE, NULL); 

printft"Menu Item: COMPATIBLE \n"); 

int 
help_selected(item, event) 
Panel_item item; 
Event •event; 
{ 

int result: 

result = notice _prompt(panel, NULL, 
NOTICE_ FOCUS_ XY, event_ K( event), event _y( event), 
NOTICE_ MESSAGE_ STRINGS, "Do you really want to quit?", "Do you really want to quit?", 

"Do you really want to quit?", "Do you reall want to quit?", "Do you really want to quit?", 
"Do you reall want to quit?", "Do you reall want to quit?", "Do you really want to quit?", 
"Do you really want to quit?", "Do you really want to quit?", "Do you really want to quit?", 
"Do you really want to quit?", "Do you really want to quit?", NULL, 

NOTICE_BUTTON_ YES, "Yes", 
NOTICE_BUTTON_NO. "No", 
NULL); 

int Draw_ Verticle _ tree(i,dpy,KWin,gc) 
Di~play *dpy; 
Window KWin; 

GCgc; 
intj~ -"'" u, 



int k,xo,yo,x,y; 
diar *txt ___ptr; 
xo=LC _ Tree[i][2] ; 
yo=LC _Tree[j][3) ; 
if{LC _ Tree[i][7)>=0 && LC_ Tree[i][6)<0) 

{ 
txt_ptr=&Textstring[LC _ Tree[i][7]](0) ; 
I* x= strlen(tx1._ptr)*5/2;*/ 
x= (text_rect _ width(txt _ptr)-2*text _rect _ width(txt _ptr)/(strlen(txt _ptr)+2))/2; 
XDrawString( dpy. xwin, gc, xo-x, yo-5 ,txt _ptr, strlen(txt _ptr)); 
} 

x=LC _ Tree[j][2)+LC _Tree[i)[4] ; 
y=LC _ Tree[i][3]; 

for(k=O;k<LC _ Tree[j)[5] ;k++) 
{ 
y+=H_and_ W[i][O)[k] ; 
XDrawLine(dpy, xwin, gc,xo,yo,xo,y); 
XDrawLine(dpy, xwin, gc,xo,y,x,y); 
if{H_and_ W[j)[l l[k]>=O) 

{ 
txt___ptr=&Textstring[H _and_ W[i][l ][k))[O); 
XDrawString(dpy. xwin, gc, x+5, y+3,txt_ptr, strlen(txt___ptr)); 
} 

yo=y; 
} 

/* printf{" Draw_ Vertide_tree o/od \n"j);*/ 

int Draw_ Horizontal_tree(j,dpy,xwin,gc) 
Display *dpy; 
Window xwin ; 
GCgc; 

intj; 
{ 
int k,xo,yo,x,y.xOO; 
diar *txt _ptr; 

xo=LC Tree[j)[2); 

yo=LC _Tree[i][3 ]; 
if{LC _ Tree[i][7]>=0 && LC_ Tree[i][6]<0) 

{ 
txt _ptr=&Textstring[LC _ Tree[j)[7))[0] ; 

I* x,00= strlen(txt_ptr)*5/2;*/ 
xOO= (text _rect _ width(txt __ptr)-2*text _rect _ width(txt __ptr)/(strlen(txt _ptr)+2))/2; 

XDrawString( dpy, xwin, gc, xo-x,00, yo-5,txt _ptr, strlen(txt _ptr)); 
} 

y=yo+LC_ Tree[i][4] ; 
XDrawLine(dpy, xwin, gc,xo,yo,xo,y); 
yo=y; 

if{H _and_ W[i][O][O)>O) 

x=xo; 
y=yo+LC _ Tree[i)[4]; 

for(k=O;k<LC _ Tree[i][5);k++) 
{ 
xo=x; 
x+=H_and_ W[i][O][k] ; 
XDrawLine(dpy, xwin, gc,xo,yo,x,yo); 
XDrawLine(dpy, xwin, gc,x,yo,x,y); 
iftH_and_ W[i][l][k]>=O) 

{ 
txt _ptr=&Textstring[H _and_ W[j](l )[kl][O]; 
/*xOO= strlen(txt_ptr)*5/2;*/ 
xOO= (text _rect _ width(txt _ptr)-2*text_rect _ width(txt __ptr)/(strlen(tx1._ptr)+2))/2; 

J\.TuawString( dpy, xwin, gc, x-xOO, y+ 12,txt __ptr, strlen(txt __ptr)); 
} 

else 
{ 
xo=xo+H_and_ W[i][O)[O) ; 
x=xo; 
y+=LC _ Tree[i][4]; 
XDrawLine(dpy, xwin, gc,xo,yo,xo,y); 
if{H_and_W[j)[l)[O)>=O) . 

{ 
txt ptr=&Textstring[H and W[il[l l[OllfOJi -~ 
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/*id)0= strlen(txt_pt.r)*5/2; */ 
xO0= (text _rect _ width(txt _pt.r)-2 *te>.t_rect _ width(txt _pt.r)/(strlen(txt _ptr)+2 ))/2; 
XDrawString(dpy, xwin, gc, x-xO0, y+ l2,txt_ptr, strlen(txt_ptr)); 
} 

for(k=l ;k<LC _ TreeLil[5];k++) 
{ 
xo=x~ 
x+=H_and_ WLil[0][k] ; 
XDraw Line( dpy, xwin, gc,xo,yo,x,yo ); 
XDrawLine(dpy, xwin, gc,x,yo,x,y); 
iftH_and_ W[j)[l][k]>=0) 

} 

{ 
txt _ptr=&Textstring[H _and_ Wu][I )[k])[0]; 
/*x00= strlen(txt _ptr)*5/2; */ 
xO0= (text_rect _ width(txt _ptr)-2*text _rect _ width(txt _ptr)/(strlen(txt_ptr)+2))/2; 

XTuawString( dpy, xwin, gc, x-xO0, y+ 12,txt_ptr, ~trlen(txt _pt.r)); 
} 

iftx<LC _ Tree[j][2]) 
XDrawLine( dpy, xwin, gc,x,yo,LC _ Tree[j][2],yo ); 

} 
/*printft" Draw_ Horizontal_ tree o/od \n "j); * / 

int create _tree_ by_ menume _ number(item,event) /*change_ tree_ by _factor(item, event)*/ 

Panel_item item; 
Event *event; 
{ 

int resultj,k; 
diar bufl 128); 
int input; 
char *name = (char *)xv_get(item, PANEL_ VALUE); 
Frame frame = (Frame)xv_get(>.'\'_get(item, PANEL_PARENT_PANEL), XV_OWNER); 

input=atoi(name); 
printft"create_tree_by_menume_number create_type o/od input o/od \n",create_type,input); 

iftinput<=0) 
{ 

result = notice_prompt(panel, NULL, 
NOTICE_FOCUS_XY, t_x, t_y, 
NOTICE_MESSAGE_STRINGS, "Menume number must be input", 

"before creating menubar or menu"," " 
"Select O K to continue.", NULL, 

NOTICE_BUTTON_YES, "OK", 
NULL); 

} 
else ii{ create _type== I) 

{ 
&-printftbuf, " Create horizontal menubar"); 

xv_set(frame, FRAME_RIGHT_FOOTER, buf, NULL); 
if((int)xv_get(subframe_ l, FRAME_CMD_PUSHPIN_IN) == FALSE) 
xv_set(subframe_ l, XV_SHOW, FALSE, NULL); 

Create_ Horizontal_ tree(input,3 ); 
} 

else ift create _type==2) 
{ 

sprintl{buf, " Create verticle menubar"); 
xv_set(frame, FRAME_RIGHT_FOOTER, buf, NULL); 

if((int)xv_get(subframe_ l, FRAME_CMD_pUSHPIN_IN) == FALSE) 
xv_set(subframe_ l, XV _SHOW, FALSE, NULL); 
Create_ Verticle_tree(input,0); 
} 

else ift create_type==J) 
{ 

sprintl{buf, " Create choice menu"); 
xv_set(frame, FRAME_RIGHT_FOOTER, buf, NULL); 

if((int)xv_get(subframe_ l, FRAME_CMD_PUSHPIN_IN) == FALSE) 
xv_ set(subframe _ I, XV_ SHOW, FALSE, NULL); 

Create_ Verticle _ tree(input, I); 
} 

else ii{ create _type==4) 
{ 

sprintftbuf, " Create exclusive menu"); 
xv_~et(frame, FRAME_RIGHT_FOOTER, buf, NULL); 

if((int)xv_get(subframe_ l, FRAME_CMD_PUSHPIN_IN) == FALSE) 
xv_set(subframe_ l, XV_SHOW, FALSE, NULL); 

Create_ Verticle _ tree(input,2); 
} 

else ift create_type==5) -""" " 



sprintftbuf, " Create compatible menu"); 
xv_set(fi-ame, FRAME_RIGHT_FOOTER, buf, NULL); 

if((int)xv_get(subfi-ame_ l , FRAME_CMD_PUSHPIN_IN) == FALSE) 
>-.'V_set.(subfi-ame_ L XV _SHOW, FALSE, NULL); 

Create_ Horizontal _tree(input,4 ); 

return PANEL_NONE; 

int Create_ Verticle _ tree(input,type) 
int input,type; 
{ 

int k,hight; 
draw_ tree _ptr++; 

if{type==0) 
hight=V _hight; 

else 
hight=V _hight/2 ; 

LC_ Tree[ draw _tree _ptr](0)=0; 
LC_ Tree[draw _tree _ptr][l )=type; 
LC_ Tree[draw _tree _ptr][2]=Tree _ xo; 
LC_ Tree[draw _tree _ptr)[3J=Tree _yo; 
LC_ Tree[draw_tree_ptr)[4]=V _width; 
LC_ Tree[draw _tree _ptr)[5]=input; 
LC_ Tree[draw _tree_ptr)[6J=-100; 
LC_ Tree[draw _tree_ptr][7)=-IO0; 

for(k=0;k<input;k++) 
{ 
H_and_ W[draw _tree_ptr)[0][k)=hight; 
H_and _ W[draw _tree_ptr][l][k)=-100; 
H_ and_ W[draw _tree _ptr][2][k] =-100; 
} 

Max_Min_ Box[draw _tree_ptr][0)= 0; 
Max_Min_Box[draw _tree_ptr](l)= V _ width; 
Max_Min_Box[draw_tree_ptr][2)= 0; 
Max_Min_Box[draw_tree_ptr][3]= input*hight; 
select J)tr=draw tree ptr; 

pick_ tree= 1; 
printf{" create_ Verticle_tree select_ptr: o/od In", select_ptr); 

printf{" type= %d xx I= %d yy I = o/od V _ width= o/od menume number= %d 
\n",type,xxl ,yyl,V _ width,input); 

for(k=O;k<=7;k++) 
printf{"LC-Tree[ %d) [%d) %d In", draw_tree_ptr,k, LC_Tree[draw_tree_ptr)[k]); 

for(k=O;k<LC _ Tree[draw _tree _ptr)[5);k++) 
printf{"H _and_ W[%d] (0) (%d)=%d,H _and_ W[%d)[ I )[%d)=%d,H _and_ W(%d] [2] (o/od)=o/od\n ", 
draw _tree _r.(r,k,H _and_ W[draw _ tree _ptr)[0)[k],draw _ tree _ptr,k,H _and_ W[draw _ tree _ptr)[l ][k], 
draw_ tree _ptr,k,H _and_ W[draw _tree _ptr)[2][k]); 

for(k=0;k<=3;k++) 
printf{"max_min_box( o/od) [o/od] o/od In", draw_tree_ptr,k,Max_Min_Box[draw _tree_ptr][k]); 

} 
int Create_ Horizontal_tree(input.type) 

int input,t ype; 
{ 

int k, j ,hight; 
draw_ tree _r.(r++; 
if{type==3) 

hight=H _hight-IO; 
else 

hight=H _hight-IO; 
LC_ Tree[draw _ tree _ptr)[0) =0; 
LC_ Tree[draw _ tree _ptrl[ I ]=type; 
LC_ Tree[draw _tree_ptr][2]=Tree _xo; 
LC_ Tree[draw _ tree _ptr)[3] =Tree _yo; 
LC_ Tree[ draw_ tree _ptr) [ 4 )=hight; 
LC_ Tree[draw _ tree _ptr)[5) =input; 
LC_ Tree[draw _tree_ptr)[6)=-JO0; 
LC _Tree[draw _tree_ptr)[7)=-JO0; 
j=(input-1 )*H _ width/2; 
H_and_ W[draw _tree_ptr)[0][0J=-j; 
H_and_ W[draw _tree_ptr][l)[0)=-100; 
H_and_ W(draw _tree_ptr][2)[0]=-100; 
for(k= l;k<input;k++) 

{ 
H_and_ W[draw _tree_ptr][0)[k]=H_width; 
H_and_ W[draw _tree_ptr)[l ][k]=-100; 
H_ and_ W[draw _tree _ptr][2)[k]=-100; 
} 

Max_Min_Box[draw_tree_ptr][0]= -j; 
Max_Min_Box[draw_tree_ptr][l]= j; 
Max Min Box[draw tree ptr1[2j= O; -~ 
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Max_Min_Box[draw_tree_pt.rl[3]= 2*hight; 
select _ptr=draw _ tree _pt.r; 
pick_ tree= l ; 
print.ft" create_Horizontal_tree %d \n", select_pt.r); 

printft" type= o/od xxl = o/od yyl = o/od V _ width= o/od menume number= o/od \n",type,xxl ,yyl ,V _width,input); 
for(k=0;k<=7;k++) 

printft"LC-Tree( o/od] (o/od] o/od \n", draw_tree_ptr,k, LC_Tree[draw_tree_ptr][k]); 
for(k=0;k<J .C _ Tree[draw _tree _ptr](5] ;k++) 

printft"H_and_ W[o/od](0](%d]=o/od,H_and_ W(o/od][l](o/od]=o/od,H_and_ W(o/od][2](%d]=%d\n", 
draw_ tree _ptr,k,H_ and_ W[draw _ tree _ptr][0](k] ,draw _tree _ptr,k,H_and _ W[draw _ tree _ptr][l ](k], 
draw_ tree _ptr,k,H_ and_ W[draw _ tree _ptr][2](k]); 

for(k=0;k<=3;k++) 
printft"max_min_box( %d] (%d] %d \n", draw _tree_ptr,k,Max_Min_Box[draw_tree_ptr][k]); 

int meneme _operate_ menu _selected(item, event) 
Panel_item item; 

{ 
Event *event; 

t_x= event_x(event); 
t _y= event _y( event): 
printft"%s selected ... \n", xv_get(item, PANEL_LABEL_STRING)); 
return XV_ OK; 

void meneme_operate_menu_proc(menu, menu_item) 
Menu menu; 
Menu_item menu_item: 
C 
I 

int result,ij,k: 

iftselect _ptr<0) 
{ 

result = notice _prompt(panel, NULL, 
NOTJCE_FOCUS_XY, t_x, t_y, 
NOTICE_ MESSAGE_ STRINGS, "A tree must be selected before", 

"having a operation on it"," 
"Select O K to continue.", NULL, 

NOTICE_BUTTON_YES, "OK", 
NULL); 

} 
else if ( !strcrnp(( drnr *)xv _get(menu _ item, MENU_ STRING), "TEXT")) 

{ 

xv_set(panel_meneme_text_item, PANEL_ VALUE, "", NULL); 
if{LC _ Tree[ select _ptr][l ]<=2) 

{ 
iftpick _ width >=0) 

{ 

} 

xv_set(subframe_2, XV_SHOW, TRUE, NULL); 
printft"Menu Item: add text to meneme ofverticle tree \n"); 

else if(pick_hight==0) 
{ 
xv_set(subframe_2, XV _SHOW, TRUE, NULL); 
printft"Menu Item: add text to root ofverticle tree \n"): 
} 

else 
{ 
result = notice _prompt(panel, NULL, 
NOTICE_FOCUS_XY, t_x, t_y, 

NOTICE_ MESSAGE_ STRINGS, "A horizontal line(meneme) or root of the tree must be selected ", 

else 
{ 

"before adding a text to it"," " 
"Select O K to continue.", NULL, 

NOTICE_BUTTON_YES, "OK", 
NULL); 
} 

xv_set( panel_meneme_text_item, PANEL_ VALUE,"", NULL); 

iftpick_hight>=0 && pick_hight< l00) 
{ 
xv_set(subframe_2, XV_SHOW, TRUE, NULL); 
printft"Menu Item: add text to menume ofhorizontal treeli1"); 
} 

else iftpick_hight== l00) 
{ 

else 

xv_set(subframe_2, XV _SHOW, TRUE, NULL); 
printft"Menu Item: add text to root ofhorizontal treeli1"); 
} 

result = notice prompt(panel, NULL, -~ 
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NOTICE_FOCUS_XY, t_x, t_y, 
NOTICE_ MESSAGE_ STRINGS, "A verticle line(meneme or root of the tree ) mubt be selected ", 

"before adding a text to it"," " 
"Select OK to continue.", 1'-1.JLL, 

NOTICE_BUTTON_YES, "OK", 
NULL); 
} 

else if(!strcmp((diar *)xv_get(menu_item, MENt; _STRING), "ADD")) 

printft"Menu Item: add meneme \n"); 

else if(!strcmp((diar*)xv_get(menu_item, MENU_STRING), "DELETE")) 

result = notice _prornpt(panel, Nl ILL, 
NOTICE_FOCUS_XY, t_x, t_y, 
NOTICE_MESSAGE_STRINGS, "Do you really want to DELETE this meneme ?", NULL, 
NOTICE_ BUTTON_ YES. "Yes", 
NOTICE_Bll1TO!\_NO. "No", 
NULL); 

if(result == NOTICE_ YES) 

{ 
print.ft"Menu Item: delete meneme\n"); 
} 

else if(!btrcmp((diar *)xv_get(menu_item, MENlJ_STRING), "UNDO")) 
{ 

print.ft"Menu Item: undo\n"); 

int tree_operate_selected(item, event) 
Panel_item item; 
Event *event~ 

{ 
printft"%s selected ... \n", xv _get(item. PANEL_LABEL_STRING)); 
t _ x= event_ x( event); 
t _y= event _y( event); 
return XV_ OK; 

f 
void tree_operate_proc(menu, menu_item) 
Menu menu; 
Menu_item menu_item; 
{ 
static int tree_ operation, link _line,link _ptr,subtree _ptr; 
int result,ij,k,link; 
ifCstrcmp((char *)xv_get(menu_item, MENU_STRING), "AUTO LINK")) 

{ 
tree_ operation= I; 
print.ft"Menu Item: auto link subtree \n"); 

} 
else if(!strcmp((dtar *)xv_get(menu_item, MENU_STRING), "UNLINK ALL")) 

{ 
tree_ operation=2; 
printfl:"Menu Item: unlink all subtree \n"); 

} 
else if(!strcmp((dtar *)xv_get(menu_item, MENU_STRING), "DELETE ALL")) 
{ 
result = notice _prompt(panel, NULL, 
NOTICE_FOCUS_)l,'Y, t_x, t_y, 
NOTICE_ MESSAGE_ STRINGS, "Do you really want to DELETE ALL trees or subtrees?", NULL, 
NOTICE_BUTTON_YES, "Yes". 
NOTICE_BUTTON_NO, "No", 
NULL); 
if (result == NOTICE_ YES) 

} 

{ old_ draw_ tree _ptr=draw _tree _ptr; 
old_ select _pt.r=select _ptr; 
old_ text _ptr=text _ptr; 
text _ptr=-1 ; 
draw_ tree _ptr=-1 ; 
select _ptr=-100; 
print.ft"Menu Item: delete ALL trees and clear the screen\n"); 
tree_ operation=); 

else if (!strcmp(( dtar *)xv _get(menu _item, MENU_ STRING), "UNDO")) 
{ 

if (tree_ operation==J) 
{ ..... v, 
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} 

draw_ tree _ptr= old_ draw_ tree _ptr; 
select _ptr= old_ select _ptr; 
printf("Menu Item: undo :restore ALL trees deleted by last delete operation In"); 

else if (tree_ operation==7) 
{ 

} 

ifl:select_ptr==link_ptr && (pick_width==link_line II pick_hight == link_line)) 
{ 
LC_Tree[ subtree_ptr )[6]=link_ptr; 
H_and_ W[select_ptr][2][link_line] = subtree_ptr; 
} 

else 
{ 
result = notice_prompt(panel, NULL. 
NOTICE_FOCUS_XY, t_x, t_y. 
NOTICE_MESSAGE_STRINGS, "impossible undo operation", 
''three is(are) other operation(s) between unlink and undo unlink operation !"," 
"Select O K to continue.", NULL, 
NOTICE_BUTTON_¥ES, "OK", 
NULL); 
} 

else if (tree_ operation==8) 
{ 
draw_ tree _ptr+= I: 
select _ptr=draw _ tree _ptr; 
printf("Menu Item: undo: restore a tree deleted by last operation In"); 
if( (LC_ Tree[draw _tree _ptr)[6])>=0) 

H_and_ W[ LC_Tree[draw_tree_ptr][6) )(21[ link_line]= draw _tree_ptr; 
for(k=0;k< LC_ Tree[ draw_ tree _ptr][5] ;k++) 

if( H_and_ W[draw_tree_ptr)[2J[k]>=0) 
LC_ Tree[ H_and_ W[draw _tree_ptr][2][k]][6]=draw _tree_ptr; /*H_and_ W[draw _tree_ptr](2][k)*/ 

} 
tree_ operation=4; 

} 
else iftselect_ptr<0) 

{ 
result = notice _prompt(panel, NULL, 
NOTICE_FOCUS_XY, t_x, t_y, 
NOTICE_MESSAGE_STRINGS, "A tree must be selected before", 

"having a operation on it"," '' 
"Select O K to continue.", 'NULL, 

NOTICE_BlITTON_YES, "OK", 
NULL); 

} 

else if(!strcmp((char *)xv_get(menu_item, MENU_STRING), "MODIFY")) 
{ 

Kv_set( panel_tree_modify_item, PANEL_ VALUE,"", NULL); 

if(pick _ hight>=0 II pick_ width>=0) 
{ 
printfl"Menu Item: modify In"); 
xv_set(subframe_t, XV _SHOW, TRUE, NULL); 
tree_ operation=5; 
} 

else 
{ 
result = notice _prompt(panel, NULL, 
NOTICE_FOCUS_XY, t_x, t_y, 
NOTICE_MESSAGE_STRINGS. "A line ofthe tree must be selected", 

11before sca1ing it"," ", 
"Select OK to continue.", NULL, 

NOTICE_ BUTTON_ YES, "O K", 
NULL); 
} 

else if(!strcmp((char *)xv_get(menu_item, MENlJ_STRING), "LINK")) 

ill pick_ width>=0) 
{ 
link=link_ subtree _to_ Verticle _tree_ branch(select _ptr,pick _ width); 

printfl:"link=o/od\n",link); 

if(link==0) 
{ 
result = notice _prompt(panel, NULL, 
NOTICE_FOCUS_XY. t_x, t_y, 
NOTICE_ MESSAGE_ STRINGS, "can not find subtree near this brand1 ", 

"modify and move subtree to this brand1, please!"," 
"Select O K to continue.", NULL, 

NOTICE_BUTTON_ YES, "OK", 
NULL); 
} 

tree_ operation=6; 
printf("Menu Item: link subtree In"); 

} 
else if(pick _ hight>=0 ) ..... 

u, ..... 



) 

else 
{ 

if\pick_hight< l 00) 
{ 
link=link _subtree _to_ Horizontal_tree _ branch(); 
printf\"link=o/od'n"Jink); 
ifllink==0) 

{ 

} 

result = notice _prompt(panel, NULL, 
NOTICE_FOCUS_)-..'Y, t_x, t_y, 
NOTICE _MESSAGE_ STRINGS, "can not find subtree near this branch ", 
"modify and move subtree to this branch, please!"," " 
"Select OK to continue.", NULL, 
NOTICE_BUTTON_yEs, "OK", 
NULL); 

tree_ operation=6; 
printft"Menu Item: link subtree 'n"); 

} 
else /*if(pick _ hight== I 00)*/ 

{ 

} 

result = notice_prompt(panel, NULL, 
NOTICE_FOCUS_XY, t_x, t_y, 
NOTICE_MESSAGE_STRINGS, "impossible link ! ". 
"only a menume can link a subtree"," " 
"Select OK to continue.", NULL, 
NOTICE_BlITTON_ YES, "OK", 
NULL); 

result = notice _prompt(panel, NULL, 
NOTICE_FOCUS_XY, t_x, t_y, 
NOTICE_MESSAGE_STRINGS, "A line of the tree must be selected", 

"before link it to subtree"," 
"Select O K to continue. ", NULL, 

NOTICE_ BUTTON_ YES, "O K", 
NULL); 
) 

else if(!strcmp((char *)xv _get(menu_item, MENU_STRING), "UNLINK")) 

if(pick width>=0 ) 

{ 
if( H_and_ W(select_ptr][2)[pick_ width]>=O) 

{ 

else 

link_ line=pick _ width; 
link _ptr=select _ptr; 
subtree_ptr= H_and_W[select_ptr][2][pick_width] ; 
LC_ Tree[ H _and_ W[select _ptr][2J[pick_ width) )[6)=-1000; 
H_and_ W[select_ptr)[2][pick_width] =-1000; 
tree_ operation=? ; 
printf\"Menu Item: unlink subtree 'n"); 

) 

result = notice _prompt(panel, NULL, 
NOTICE_FOCUS_XY, t_x, t_y, 
NOTICE_MESSAGE_STRINGS, "impossible unlink operation", 
"no subtree linked with this selected menume"," " 
"Select OK to continue.", NULL, 
NOTICE_BUTTON_yES, "OK", 
NULL); 
tree_ operation=0; 

) 
) 

else if(pick _ hig)lt>=0 ) 
{ 

if(pick _hig)lt< I 00) 
{ 

if( H_and_ W[select_ptr][2][pick_hig)lt]>=0) 
{ 
link_line=pick_hight; 
link _ptr=select _ptr; 
subtree_ptr= H_and_ W[select_ptr](2][pick_width] ; 
LC_Tree[ H_and_ W[select_ptr][2][pick_hig)lt] ](6)=-1000; 
H_and_ W[select_ptr][2][pick_hig)lt] =-1000; 
tree_ operation=?; 
printf\"Menu Item: unlink subtree 'n"); 
) 

else 

result = notice_prompt(panel, NULL, 
NOTICE_FOCUS_XY, t_x, t_y, 
NOTICE_ MESSAGE_ STRINGS, "impossible unlink operation", 
"no subtree linked with this selected menume"," 
"Select O K to continue.", NULL, 
NOTICE BUTTON YES,_ _"9 K",_ -V, 
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NULL); 
tree_ operation=0; 
} 

else /*ift(pick_hight== I00)*/ 
{ 

} 

resu It = notice _prompt(panel, NULL, 
NOTICE_FOCUS_XY, t_x, t_y. 
NOTICE_MESSAGE_STRINGS, "impossible link!", 
"only a menume can link a subtree"," 
"Select OK to continue.", NULL, 
NOTICE_ BUTTON_ YES, "O K", 
NULL); 
tree_ operation=0; 

else 
{ 

} 

result = notice _prompt(panel, NULL 
NOTICE_FOCUS_XY, t_x, t_y, 
NOTICE_MESSAGE_STRINGS, "A line of the tree must be selected", 

"before unlink its subtree"," 
"Select OK to continue.", 'NlJLL, 

NOTICE_BUTTON_YES, "OK", 
NULL); 
tree_ operation=0; 

else if(!strcmp((char *)w_get(menu_item, MENU_STRING), "DELETE")) 

result = notice _prompt(panel, NULL, 
NOTICE_FOCUS_XY, t_x, t_y, 
NOTICE_MESSAGE_STRINGS, "Do you really want to DELETE this tree or subtree?", NULL, 
NOTICE_BUTTON_YES, "Yes", 
NOTICE_BUTTON_NO, "No", 
NULL); 

if (result == NOTICE_ YES) 

{ 
printft"Menu Item: delete tree\n"); 
LC Treefdraw tree ptr+ I ][OJ= LC_ Tree[select ptr][0]; 

LC_ Tree[draw _tree_ptr+ I ][I]= LC_ Tree[select _ptr][l ]; 
LC _Tree[draw _tree_ptr+ I ][2]= LC_ Tree[select_ptr][2]; 
LC_ Tree[draw _tree_ptr+ I ][3]= LC_ Tree[select _ptr][3] ; 
LC_ Tree[draw _tree_ptr+ I ][4]= LC_ Tree[select_pt.r](4]; 
LC_ Tree[draw _tree_ptr+ I ](5]= LC_ Tree[select_ptr][5]; 
LC_ Tree[draw _ tree _ptr+ I )[6)= LC_ Tree[select_ptr)[6]; 
LC_ Tree[draw _ tree_ptr+ I ][7]= LC_ Tree[select_ptr)[7]; 

{ 

} 

for(k=0;k<LC _ Tree[select _ptr)[5];k++) 

H_and_ W[draw _tree_ptr+ l][0](k)= H_and_ W[select_ptr][0J[k]; 
H_and_ W[draw_tree_ptr+ l][l](k]= H_and_ W[select_ptr](l](k]; 
H_and_ W[draw_tree_ptr+1][2][k]= H_and_ W[select_ptr][2][k]; 

Max_Min_Box[draw _ tree_ptr+ I ][OJ= Max_Min_Box[select_ptr][0]; 
Max_Min_Box[draw _tree_ptr+ I ][I]= Max_Min_Box[select_ptr][l ]; 
Max_ Min_ Box[ draw_ tree _ptr+ I ][2]= Max _Min_ Box[select _ptr](2]; 
Max_Min_Box[draw_tree_ptr+ l][3]= Max_Min_Box[select_ptr][3]; 
ifl (LC_ Tree[ draw_ tree _ptr+ I][ 6])>=0) 

{ 
for(k=0;k<LC_ Tree[ LC_ Tree[draw_tree_ptr+ JJ[6] ][5];k++) 

I 
if( H_and_ W[ LC_Tree[draw_tree_ptr+ 11[6) )[2](k]==select_ptr) 

{ 
H_and_ W[ LC_ Tree[draw_tree_ptr+ 1][6] ][2][k]=-I000; 
link_line=k; 
break; 
} 

ifl (LC_ Tree[draw _tree _ptr+ I ][6]) > select _ptr) LC_ Tree[draw _tree_ptr+ I )[6]-= 1; 

for(k=0;k< LC_ Tree(draw _ tree_ptr+ I )[5];k++) 
{ 
if( H_and_ W[draw_tree_ptr+ 1)[2][k]>=0) 

{ 
LC_Tree[ H_and_ W[draw_tree_ptr+ l)[2l[k] )[6]=-1000; 

ift H_and_ W[draw_tree_ptr+ l)[2](k] > select_ptr) H_and_ W[draw_tree_ptr+ l)[2)[k] -= I ; 
} 

} 
for(i=select _ptr;j<=draw _ tree _ptr+ I ;j++) 

{ 
LC_ Tree[j](0)= LC_ Tree[j+ I )[OJ; 
LC_Tree[j][l]= LC_Tree[j+ l][l]; 
LC Tree[ilf2]=_LC_ Tree[j+ !Jm~ -v, 
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} 

LC_Tree[i](J)= LC_Tree[i+ l](J); 
LC_ Tree[i][4)= LC_Tree[i+1)[4]: 
LC_ Tree[i)[5)= LC_ Tree[i+ l 1(5); 
LC_Tree[i](6)= LC_Tree[i+1](6]; 
LC_ T ree[i][7)= LC_ Tree[i+ I )[7]; 
for(k=O;k<LC _ Tree[i+ I )[5);k++) 

{ 

} 

H_and_ W[i)[O][k]= H_and_ W[i+ l)[O)[k]; 
H_and_ W[i)[l][k)= H_and_ W[i+l)[l)[k); 
H_and_ W[i](2][k)= H_and_ W[i+1](2)[k); 

Max_Min_Box[i)[O)= Max_Min_Box[i+ l)[O); 
Max_ Min_Box[i)[I)= Max_Min_Box[i+ l ][l); 
Max_ Min_ Box[i][2]= Max_ Min_ Box[i+ I )[2]; 
Max_Min_Box[i)[J]= Max_Min_Box[i+ 1)[3]; 

draw_ tree _ptr-= I ; 
for(j=O;j<=draw _ tree _ptr;j++) 

{ 
if{ (LC_ Tree[i][ 6)) > select _ptr ) LC_ Tree[i][ 6)-= I; 
for(k=O:k<LC_Tree[i)[5);k++) 

if{ H_and_W[i)[2][k] > select_ptr) H_and_W[i)[2][k]-=1; 
} 

select _ptr=-100; 
tree_ operatioo=8: 

} 

int whid1_line _selected(ptr,xl,yl) 
intptr,xl ,yl ; 
{ 
int x0,y0,x2,y2j: 
pick_higl,t=-1 ; 
pick_ widtli=-1 ; 
if{LC _ Tree[ptr)[I ]<=2) 

{ 
xO=LC _ Tree[ptr][2]; 
yO=LC _ Tree[ptr][J]; 
x2=x'()+LC_ Tree[ptr)[4): 

.Y2=v.<J;. 

for(j=O;j<LC _ Tree[ptr)[5);j++) 
{ 
y2+=H_and_ W[ptr)[O][i]; 
if{xl >=x0-5 && xi <= x0+5 && yl >=yO && yl <=y2) 

{ 
pick_ higl,t=j ; 
printf{"pick_higl,t %dln", j); 
break; 
} 

else if{xl >= xO && xi <= x2 && yl >= y2-5 && yl <= y2+5) 
{ 
pick_ width=j; 
printf{"pick _ width %din", j); 
break; 
} 

else 
{ 

xO=LC _ Tree[ptr][2]; 
yO=LC _ Tree[ptr][J] ; 
y2=y0+LC _ Tree[ptr][4); 
if{xl >=x0-5 && xi <= x0+5 && y l >=yO && yl <=y2) 

{ 
pick_ hight= I 00; 
printf{"pick_hight %din", pick_higl,t): 
} 

else if{ H_and_ W[ptr)[O)[O]>=O) 
{ x2=x0; 

yO=y2; 
y2+=LC_ Tree[ptr)[4]; 
for(j=O;j<LC _ Tree[ptr)[5];j++) 
{ 

xO=x2; 
x2+=H_and_ W[ptr)[O)[i]; 
if{xl >=xO && xl <= x2 && yl >=y0-5 && yl <=y0+5) 

{ 
pick_width=j; 
printf{"pick_ width %din", pick_ width); 
break; 
} 

else if{xl >=x2-5 && xi <= x2+5 && yl >=yO && yl <=y2) 
{ 
pick_ higl,t=j; 
printf{"pick_hight o/odln",_pick high!); -u, 
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break; 
} 

else 
{ 

xO+=H_and_ W[ptr][0](0); 
x2=x0; 
y0=y2; 
y2+=LC _ Tree(ptr)[4]; 
iftxl >=x0-5 && xi <= x0+5 && y l >=yO && yl <=y2) 

{ 
pick_ hi!tit=0; 
printft"pick_hi!tit %din", pick_hi!tit): 

} 

else 
{ 
for(j= I J <LC _ Tree[ptr][5)J++) 

_l 

{ 
x0=x2; 
x2+=H _and_ W(ptr][0J[j) ; 
if{x l >=x0 && xl <= x2 && y l >=y0-5 && yl <=y0+5) 

{ 
pick_ width=j; 
printft"pick_width %din", pick_width); 
break; 
} 

else if{xl >=J\'2-5 && xi <= x2+5 && yl >=yO && y l <=y2) 
{ 
pick_hight=j ; 
printft"pick_hi!tit %din". pick_hi!tit); 
break; 
} 

} 
ift pick_hi!tit<0 && pick_widtl1<0) 

{ 
if{xl >=x2 && xl <=LC_Tree(ptr][2]&& yl>=y0-5 && yl <=y0+5) 

{ 
pick_ widtl1=0; 
printft"pick _ width %d1n ", pick_ width); 
} 

int add _text_ to_ selected_ menume(item,event) 
Panel_item item; 
Event • event; 
{ 
int resultj,k; 
diar •my _text_ptr; 
char buf[ 128]; 
diar •name = (char *)xv_get(item, PANEL_ VALUE); 
Frame frame = (Frame)xv_get(xv_get(item, PANEL_pARENT_pANEL), XV _OWNER); 

printf("add_text_to_selected_menume select_ptr o/od pick_hi!tit o/od pick_width o/od text %sin", 

select _ptr,pick_hi!tit,pick _ width,name ); 
iftLC _ Tree[select _ptr)[ I ]<=2) 

{ 

else 
{ 

if(pick_hi!tit==0) 
{ 

sprintftbuf, '' Add text to a selected root of verticle tree "); 
xv_set(frame, FRAME_RIGHT_FOOTER, buf, NliLL); 
if((int)xv_get(subframe_2, FRAME_CMD_pUSHPIN_IN) == FALSE) 
xv_set(subframe_2, XV _SHOW. FALSE, NULL); 
text _ptr++; 
LC_ Tree[select _ptr][?]=text _ptr; 
my _text _ptr=&Textstring[text _ptr)[0] ; 
st.rcpy(my _text _ptr ,name); 
printf{"add %s to root ofverticle tree ln",my _text _ptr); 

} 
else if(pick _ width>=0) 

{ 
sprintftbuf, " Add text to a selected meneme "); 
x-v_set(frame, FRAME_RIGHT_FOOTER, buf, NULL); 
if((int)xv_get(subframe_2, FRAME_CMD_pUSHPIN_IN) == FALSE) 
xv_ set(subframe _ 2, XV_ SHOW, FALSE, NULL); 
tel\t _ptr++; 
H_ and_ W[select _ptr](l )(pick_ widtll )=text _ptr; 
my _text _ptr=&Textst.ring[text _ptr)[0] ; 
strcpy(my _ te,-.t_ptr ,name); 
printf{"add o/os to selected_ menume of verticle tree ln",my _te,-.t_ptr); 

if(pick _hi!tit== l 00) 
{ 

..... 
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sprintfthuf, " Add text to a selected root of horizontal tree "); 
xv_set(frame, FRAME_RIGHT_FOOTER, buf, NULL); 
if ((int)},.-v _get(suhframe _ 2, FRAME_ CMD _PUSHPIN _ IN) == FALSE) 
},.'V_set(subframe_2, XV _SHOW, FALSE, NULL); 
text_JJtr++; 
LC_ Tree[seled _JJtr](7]=text _JJtr; 
my_ te}..t_JJl.r=&Textstring[text _JJtr] (OJ; 
strq:,y(my _ text_JJtr,name ); 
p1intft"add %s to root of horizontal tree \n",my_text _JJtr); 

} 
else if(pick _ hight>=0) 

{ 

} 

sprintfthuf, " Add text to a selected meneme "); 
xv_set(frame, FRAME_RIGHT_FOOTER, buf, NULL); 
if((int)},.'V_get(subframe_2, FRAME_CMD_pUSHPIN_IN) == FALSE) 
xv_set(subframe_2, >..'V _SHOW, FALSE, NULL): 
text_JJtr++; 
H_ and_ \V[select _JJtr)[ I ][pick_ hight]=text _JJtr; 
my _text _JJtr=&Textstring[text _JJtr](0] ; 
strq:,y( my_ text _JJtr .name); 
printf{"add %s to selected_ menume ofhotizontal tree ln",my _text _ptr); 

return PANEL_NONE: 

int treat_file _by_ name(item,event) 
Panel_item item; 
Event *event; 

FILE *Ip, *fopen(); 
char *filename. *twe: 
int result,iJ,k; 
char buf[l 28]; 
char *sp; 
int input; 
char *name = ( char *)xv _get(item, PANEL_ VALUE); 
Frame frame= (Frame)xv_get(xv_get(item, PANEL_PARENT_PANEL), XV _OWNER); 
printft''treat file by file name file _twe %d file_ name %s \n",file _t)'pe,name ); 
input=strlen(name); 
if( input< =0) 

{ 
result = notice prompt(panel, NULL, 

NOTICE_FOCUS_XY, t_x, t_y, 
NOTICE_MESSAGE_STRINGS, "Impossible file operation ", 

"File name must be input ", 
"before loading or saving file "," 
"Select OK to continue.", NULL, 

NOTICE_BUTTON_YES, "OK", 
NULL); 

} 
else if( file _twe== I) 

{ 
sptintf{buf, " Loading file"); 
xv set(frame, FRAME RIGHT FOOTER, huf, NULL); 
if ((int )xv _get( subfram;;-_f, FRAME_ CMD _pUSHPIN _ IN) == FALSE) 
xv _set(subframe _f, XV_ SHOW, FALSE, NULL); 

filename=name; 
twe="r"; 
printtr'filename %s twe o/os\n",filename,type); 
if((fp=fopen(filename,type))==NULL) 
ptintft"open file feiledln"); 
else 

select _JJtr=-1; 
pick _hight=-I; 
pick_ width=-!; 
draw_ tree _JJtr=-1 ; 
text_ptr=-1; 
fscanf{fp,"o/odln" ,&draw _ tree _ptr); 
printf{"draw _ tree _ptr=o/od\n",draw _tree _JJtr); 

for(i=0;i<=draw _ tree _JJtr;i++) 
{ 
for(j=0;j<=7;j++) 

{ 
fscanf(fp,"o/od ",&LC_ Tree[i][j]); 
ptintf{"Lc _ tree[%d](%d]= %d\n",ij,LC _ Tree[i][j]); 

} 
for(i=0;j<LC_Tree[i)[5];j++) 

{ 
/* printft"inputo/od\n"j);*/ 
fscanf(fp,"o/od o/od o/od 

",&H_ and_ W[i][0)[j],&H_ and_ W[i][l][i],&H_and_ W(i][2J[j]); 
printft"H _and_ W[o/od](0)[%d]=o/od,H _and_ \V[%d][l )[%d]=%d,H _and_ W[%d](2][%d]=%d\n",i,j, 

H and W[i][0][j],ij,H and W(i][l)[j],ij,H and W[i][2)[j]); -Vl 
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} 
} 

} 

} 
for(j=0j<=3j++) 

{ 
fscanf{lj:,,"o/od ",&Max_Min_Box[i][j]); 
printf{"max_min_box[o/od][o/od]=o/od\it",i,j,Max_Min_Box(i][j]); 

fscanf{fj,,"\n"); 
fscanf{lj,,"%d\n",&text_ptr); 
printft''text _ptr=%d\n ",text _ptr); 

if{text ___ptr>=0) 
{ 

for(k=0;k<=text _ptr;k++) 
{ 
sp=&Textstring[k][0]; 
fscanf{lj:,, "%s ",sp ); 
printf{"%D %s\n",k,sp); 

} 
} 

fscanf{lj,,"\n"); 
fscanf{lj:,,"o/od %d o/od\n",&seled._ptr,&pick_hight,&pick_width); 
printf{"seled. _ptr=%d,pick _ hight=%d,pick _ width=%d'n ",seled. _ptr,pick_hight,pick _width); 

fclose(lj,) ; 

else if{ file_type==2) 
{ 

sprintf{buf, " Saving file") ; 
xv_set(frame, FRMffi_RIGHT_FOOTER, buf, NULL); 
if ((int)xv _get(subframe _f, FRAME_ CMD _PUSHPIN _IN) == FALSE) 
xv_set(subframe_f, XV _SHOW, FALSE, NULL); 
/* saving file*/ 

} 
else if{ file_type==3) 

{ 
sprintf{bu(. " saving as a new file"); 
xv_set(frame; FRMfE_RIGHT_FOOTER, buf, NULL); 
if((int)xv_get(subframe_f, FRAME_CMD_PUSHPIN_IN) == FALSE) 
xv_set(subframe_f, XV _SHOW, FALSE, NULL); 

/* save as a new file*/ 

filename=name; 
type= ''w"; 
if{(lj,=fopen(filename,type))==NULL) 

printf{"open file feiled\n"); 
else 

{ 
[printf{lj,,"%d\n",draw _ tree _ptr); 
print£{" draw_ tree ___ptr=o/od\n" ,draw_ tree _ptr ); 

for(i=0;i<=draw _tree _ptr;i++) 
{ 

for(j=0j<=7j++) 
{ 
lj:,rintf{lj:,,"o/od ",LC_ Tree[i][j]); 
printf{"Lc_tree[%d)[%d]= %d\n",i,j,LC_Tree[i][j]); 
} 

for(j=0j<LC_Tree(i][5)j++) 
{ 

[printf{lj:,,"%d %cl %d ",H_and_ W[i][0J[j],H_and_ W[i][l)[i] ,H_and_ W[i][2J[j]); 
printf{"H _and_ W[o/od)[0)[%d]=o/od,H_ and_ W(%d)[ l )[%d]=%d,H _and_ W(%d)[2][%d]=%d\n",ij, 

H_and_ W[i][0)[i),ij,H_and_ W[i](l ][i],ij,H_and_ W[i][2J[j]); 
} 

for(j=0j<=3;j++) 
{ 
lj:,rintf{lj:,,"%d ",Max_Min_Box[i][j]); 
printf{"max _min_ box(%d)[%d]=%d\n",ij,Max _Min_ Box[i] [i]); 
} 

} 
lj:,rintf{[p,"\n"); 
lj:,rintf{ lj:,, "%din" ,text _ptr ); 
printf{''text _ptr=%d\n ",text _ptr); 

if{text ___ptr>=0) 
{ 
for(k=0;k<=text _ptr;k++) 

{ 
sp=&Textstring[k][0] ; 
lj,rintf{lj:,,"%s ",sp); 
printf{"%D %s\n",k,sp); 

} 
lj,rintf{fj:,."\n"); 
fprintf{lj:,,"%d %d %d\n",select_ptr,pick_hight,pick_width); 
printf{"select jltr=o/od,I>ick _hight=o/od,pick _ width=%d\n",select _JJtr~ick_hight,pick width); 
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fclose(fj:,); 
} 

return PANEL._ NONE; 

int modify_tree_by_scale(item,event) 
Panel_item item; 
Event *event: 

int result,j,k: 
float scale: 
diar bufl128]: 
d1ar *name = (char *)xv_get(item. PANEL_VALUE); 
Frame frame = (Frame)xv_get(xv _get(item. PANEL_PARENT]ANEL), XV_ OWNER); 
scale=atof{name); 

printft"modify _selected _line seled. _ptr o/od pick_ hight o/od pick_ width o/od scale o/ofui". 

seled._ptr,pick_hight,pick_ width,scale); 
sprintf{huf, " modify a selected line by scale "); 
xv_set(frame, FRAME_RIGHT_FOOTER, buf, NULL); 
if((int)xv_get(subfi"ame_t, FRAME_CMD]USHPIN_IN) == FALSE) 
xv_set(subframe_t. XV _SHOW. FALSE. NULL); 
iftLC _ Tree[select._ptr][I ]<=2) 

{ 
iflpick _ hight>=0) 

{ 

else 

H_and_ W[seled._ptr][0][pick_hight]"=scale; 
Max_Min_Box[seled._ptr][3)=0; 
for(k=0;k<LC _ Tree[seled._ptr)[5];k++) 

Max_Min_Box(seled._ptr][3)+= H_and_ W[select_ptr][0][k]; 
l 

{ 
LC_ Tree[seled. _jllrl[ 4]*=scale; 
Max _Min_ Box[seled. _ptr][ I]= LC_ Tree[seled. _ptr)[4]; 
} 

printf(" verticle tree modified : pick_ hight o/od pick_ width o/od scale o/ofln",pick _hight,pick_ width,scale); 
} 

else 
{ 

if{pick _ width>=0) 

l 

iflpick_width= 0 && H_and_ W[select_ptr][0][0]<0) 
{ 
result= H_and_ W[select_ptr][0](0]; 
for(k=l ;k<LC _ Tree[select_ptr1[5);k++) 

result+= H_ and_ W[seled._ptr][0)[k]; 
H_and_ W[seled._ptr][0][0)= H_and_ W[seled.__ptr][0l[0]-result +result*scale; 
printf(" h_w[0)[0) modified : result o/od pick_width o/od scale o/of 

ln",result,pick_ width,scale); 

else 
H _and_ W[select _ptr)[0J[pick _ width ]*=scale; 

Max_Min_Box[seled._ptr)[0]=H_and_ W[select_ptr)[0)[0); 
if{Max_ Min_Box(seled._ptr) (0)>=0) 

{ 
Max_Min_Box[seled._ptr][0)=0; 
Max _Min_ Box[seled. _ptr)[ I )=Max_Min _ Box[select __ptr][0J; 
for(k=0;k<LC _ Tree[select _ptr](5);k++) 

Max _Min_ Box[seled. __ptr][l )+= H_and_ W(select__pt.r)[0][k]; 

else 

} 

{ 
Mnx_Min_Box[select_ptr][l]=Max_ Min_Box[select__pt.r)[0]; 
for(k= l ;k<LC_ Tree[seled._ptrl[5];k++) 

Max_Min_Box[seled._ptr)[l )+= H_and_ W(select._ptr)[0][k]; 
iftMax_Min_Box[seled. _ptr][l ]<0) 

Max_Min_Box[seled._ptr](l)=O; 
} 

else if{pick_hight>=O && pick_hight<l00) 
{ 

else 

LC_ Tree(seled. __ptr)[4)"=scale; 
Max_Min_Box(select_ptr)[J)= 2*LC_Tree[select_ptr][4]; 
} 

LC_ Tree[seled.__ptrl[2)+=scale: 
H_and_ W[select_ptr][0)[0]-=scale; 
Max_Min _ Box[seled. _ptr)[0]=H _and_ W[select _ptr)[0)[0]; 
if{Max_Min_Box(select_ptr)[0)>=0) 

{ 
Max_Min_Box[seled._ptr)[0]=0; 
Max Min Box[select ptr][l]=Max Min Box[select_Jltr.U01 -V, 
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for(k=0;k<LC _ Tree[select _ptr][5]:k++) 
Max_Min_Box[select__plr)[ 1 ]+= H_and _ W(select__pt.r)l0]lk): 

} 
else 

} 

{ 
Max_Min_Box[select_ptr][l J=Max_Min_ Box[select__pt.r]I0]; 
for(k=l ;k<LC _ Tree[select_ptr][5 ];k++) 

Max_Min_Box[select_ptr][l ]+= H_and_ W[select_ptrl[0l[k]: 
if{Max_Min_ Box[select_ptr)[l ]<0) 

Max_Min_Box[select_ptr][l )=0; 
} 

printft" horizontal tree modified: pick_highl o/od pick_ width o/od scale o/ofln".pick_hight.pick_ width.scale); 
} 

return PANEL_NONE: 

int link_subtree_to_ Verticle_tree_brandt() 
{ 
int k,x,y.link: 
link=0; 
x=LC _ Tree[select _ptr](2]+LC _ Tree[select_ptrl[ 4]: 
y=LC _ Tree(select __pt.r][3]: 
printft"xo=%d,yo=o/od,ln", LC_ Tree[select __pt.rl[2),LC _ Tree[select _ptr][3]): 
for(k=0:k<=pick_ width:k++) 

{ 

} 

y+=H_and_ W[select_ptr][0][kJ; 
printft"x=o/od. Y =o/o<kl" ,x,y); 

for(k=O;k<=draw_tree_ptr;k++) 
{ 
iftLC_Tree[k][2]>=x && LC_Tree[k)[2]<= x+25 && LC_Tree[k)[3)>=y && LC_ Tree(k][3)<=y .1.25) 

{ 
link= !; 
H_and_ W[select_ptr][2][pick_width]=k; 
LC_ Tree[kl[ 6J=select _ptr. 
printft" link subtree [o/od] to Verticle_tree [%d]'s branch (%di 'n",k.select_ptr,pick_width); 
select _ptr=k; 
hreak: 
} 

} 
retum(link); 

} 

int link_ subtree _lo _Horizontal_tree _ brand1() 

int k,x.y.link; 
link=0; 
x=LC _ Tree[select_pt.r][2]; 
y=LC _Tree[select _pt.r](3]+2•LC _ Tree[select_ptr)[4 ]; 
printft"xo=o/od,yo=o/od.ln", LC_ Tree[select _pt.r][2),LC _ Tree[select__pt.r)[3]); 
for(k=0;k<=pick_hight;k++) 

{ 
x ~=H_and_ W[select_ptr][0l[k]; 
printft"x=o/od, Y =o/o<kl" ,x,y); 
} 

for(k=0;k<=draw _tree _ptr:k++) 
{ 
iftLC_ Tree[k][2J>=x-15 && LC_Tree(k][2)<= x+ 15 && LC_Tree[k][JJ>=y && LC_Tree[kJ[J)<=y 

+20) 
{ 
link= J; 
H _and_ W[select _pt.r][2](pick_hight]=k; 
LC_ Tree[k )[6]=select _pl.r; 
printft" link subtree (o/od) to horizontal_tree (%d)'s branch [o/od] ln",k,select_ptr,pick_hight); 
select _ptr=k: 
break; 
} 

} 
retum(link); 

} 

int text_rect_ width(text_ptr) 
d1ar ~ex1. _ptr; 

{ 
Panel_item item; 
Rect •item_rect: 
int width; 
item= xv_create(panel_s, PANEL_BUTTON.PANEL_LABEL_STRING. text_ptr, NULL); 
item_rect = (Rect •)xv _get(item, XV _RECT); 
width=item rect->r width; 
xv_ destroy(it.em); -
retum(width); -VI 

\0 



int 
go_ to_ desi!?11 _selected( it.em, event) 
Panel_item item; 
Event *event; 
{ 

} 

Panel_item buttonl ; 
printf{"o/os selected ... ln", xv_get(item, P~l\TEL_LABEL_STRING)); 
ls'V_set(frame_s, XV_SHOW, FALSE, NULL); 

PANEL_ EACH _ITEM(panel,button 1) 

if (!strcmp( (dm *)xv _get(buttonl, PANEL_LABEL_STRING), "GO TO DESIGN")) 
xv_set(buttonl , XV _SHOW, FALSE, NULL); 

else if (!strcmp( (char *)xv_get(buttonl , PANEL_LABEL_STRING), "HELP")) 

else xv_set(buttonl , PANEL_lNACTIVE,FALSE, NULL); 
PANEL END EACH 

PANEL_EACH_ITEM(panel_s,buttonl) 
""' _ destroy(button I ); 
PANEL_ END_ EACH 

design_ state= l ; 

return XV_ OK; 

int panel _s _button_ selected(item, event) 

Panel_item item; 
Event *event; 

} 

printf{"menu button o/os selected .. . ln", xv _get(item, PANEL_LABEL_ STRING)); 
return XV_ OK; 

int simulation_selected(item, event) 
Panel_item item; 
Event *event; 

Panel_item buttonl ; 
int result; 
int create_ simulate_ menu bar(); 
void defult _ submenubar _ simulation(); 

d1ar *txt _ptr; 
printfl"%s selected ... ln", xv _get(item, PANEL_ LABEL_ STRING)); 

if{select_ptr<0) 
{ 
result = notice _prompt(panel, NULL, 
NOTICE_FOCUS_XY, t_x, t_y, 
NOTICE_MESSAGE_STRINGS, "A menubarwhich will be sinmlated", 

"must be selected before "," 
"Select OK to continue.", NULL, 

NOTICE_BUTTON_YES, "OK", 
NULL); 
return XV_ OK; 

else if{ LC_Tree[select_ptr)[l)==0 II LC_Tree[select_ptr)[l)==3) 

PANEL_ EACH_ ITEM(panel,button I) 

if (!strcmp( ( char *)xv _get(button 1, PANEL_ LABEL_ STRING), "GO TO DESIGN")) 
xv_set(buttonl, XV _SHOW, TRUE, NULL); 

else if (!strcrnp( (char *)xv_get(buttonl, PANEL_LABEL_STRING), "HELP")) 

else xv_set(buttonl, PANEL_INACTIVE, TRUE, NULL); 

PANEL_ END_ EACH 
desi!?11 _ state=0; 
sub_ menubar _ptr=-1; 
active _submenubar _ptr=-1; 
simulating_ptr=select _ptr; 
xv_set(frame_s, FRAME_LABEL, "Menu interface simulation",NULL); 

iftLC _ Tree[simulating_JJtr)[7]>=0) 
{ 

} 

M_ptr=&Textstring[LC _ Tree[simulating_ptr)[7])[0]; 
xv_ set(frame _ s, FRAME_ LABEL,txt _ptr,NULL ); -°' 0 



xv _set(frame_s. XV _SHOW, TRUE, NULL); 
create _simulate_ menubar( simulating__ptr); 
defult _submenubar _simulation(); 
return XV_ OK: 

else 
{ 
result = notice _prompt(panel, NULL, 
NOTICE_FOCUS_XY, t_x, t_y, 
NOTICE_ MESSAGE_ STRINGS, "A menubar which will be simulated". 

"must be selected before"," 11 

"Select OK to continue.", N1JLL, 
NOTICE_BUTfON_YES, "OK", 
NULL): 
return XV_ OK: 
) 

/* defult submenubar simulation*/ 

void defult_ submenubar _simulation() 
{ 

if(sub _ menubar __ptr>=O) 
{ 

active _submenubar _ptr++; 
active_ submenubar _ tree[ active _submenubar __ptr)=sub _menubar _ data[O][ I]; 

1•·~····· .................................. , 
int create _simulate _menubar(simulate_ptr) 

int simulate __ptr; 

int create _simulate_ menubar _ item(): 
int k,result: 
diar *t>.t _ptr, 
int virtual_ item(); 

create_ simulate_ menubar(sub _menu bar_ data[O)[ I]); 

Panel_ item button l ; 

for(k=O;k<LC _Tree[simulate _ptr) [ 5];k++) 
{ 

if(H_ and_ W[simulate_ptr][I )fk]>=O) 
{ 
txt __ptr=&Textstring[H_ and_ W[simulate _ptr)[ I ][k)][OJ; 
iftvirtual_item(txt_pt.r)==O) 

create _simulate_ menubar _ item(txt _ptr.simulate _pt.r.k); 

else if(virtual_item(txt__ptr)==2 II virtual_item(txt_pt.r)== I) 
{ 
i.f(H_and_ W[simulate_pt.r][2)[k]>=O) 

{ 
if( LC_ Tree[H_and_ W[simulate__ptrl[2][k])[l)==O II LC_Tree[H_and_ W[simulate__ptr](2)[k)][JJ==J) 

create _simulate_ menubar(H _and_ W[simulate _ptr] [2) [k ]); 
else 

{ 
result = notice _prompl(panel, NULL, 
NOTICE_ FOCUS_XY, t_x, t_y, 

NOTICE_MESSAGE_STRJNGS, "the subtree of virtual menubar item is not a menubar !". 
"select back to design, return to design mode", 
"current subtree becomes selected tree", 

DESIGN")) 

"select change it into suitable menubar, change current", 
''type of subtree of virtual menubar item into a rnenubar type", 

NULL, 
NOTICE_BUTTON_ YES, "back to design", 
NOTICE_BUTTON_NO, "change it into suitable menubar", 
NULL); 

if(result == NOTICE_ YES) 
{ 
select __ptr=H _and_ Wf simulate _ptr][2)[k); 

printft"back tree o/od to design button selected .. ln",select__ptr); 
xv_set(frame_s, XV _SHOW, FALSE, NULL); 

PANEL_EACH_ITEM(panel,buttonl) 

if (!strcmp( (char •)xv _get(buttonl , PANEL_LABEL_ STRING), "GO TO 

xv_set(buttonl , XV _SHOW, FALSE, NULL); 
else if (!strcmp( (char *)xv_get(buttonl, PANEL_ LABEL_STRING), "HELP")) 

else xv set(buttonl, PANEL INACTIVE,FALSE, NULL); -°' -



PANEL_END_EACH 
PANEL_EACH_ITEM(panel_s,buttonl) 
xv_ destroy(button I ); 
PANEL_ END_ EACH 
} 

else if(result == NOTICE_NO) 
{ 

select _pt.r=H_ and_ W[ simulate _pt.r][2l[k] ; 
printf("diange tree %d into suitable menubar button selected .. \n",select _ptr); 

if( LC_ Tree[H_and_ W[simulate_ptrl[2J[k]][l]== l II LC_Tree[H_and_ W[simulate_pt.r][2][k]][l]==2) 
LC_ Tree[H_and _ W[simulate_ptr][2][k]][l ]=0; 

retum; 

int virtua I_ item(t) 
diar •t: 

l 

if(*t=='{') 
{ 
while( *t != '\0') 

t++; 
if(*(t-1 )=='}') 

retum(2); 

else 
return(!); 

} 
else 

retum(0); 

else if( LC_ Tree[H_and_ W[simulate _pt.r][2][k])[l ]==4) 
LC_ Tree[H_and_ W[simulate_pt.rl[2l[k]][ I ]=3; 

create_ simulate _menubar(H _and_ W[simulate _ptr][2][k ]); 
} 

int create _simulate_ menubar _ item(item _ name,simulate _ptr,k) 

char *item_ name; 
int simulate _ptr; 
int k ; 

Panel_item pi,button I ; 
Menu simulate_ menu,create _ simulate _menus(); 
int panel_ s _button_ selected(); 
int result; 
/* loop thru all panel items and check for item with same name */ 

PANEL_EACH_ITEM(panel_s, pi) 

if(!strcmp(item_name. (char *)x'V_get(pi, PANEL_LABEL_STRING))) return PANEL_NONE; 

PANEL_END _EACH 

pi=(Panel _ item) xv_ create(panel _ s, PANEL_ BlJITON, 
PANEL_LABEL_STRING, item_name, 
PANEL_NOTIFY _PROC, panel_s_button_selected, 
NULL); 

if(H_ and_ W[simulate _pt.r][2][k]>=0) 
{ 

if( LC_Tree[H_and_ W[simulnte__pt.r][2][k]J[l]==0 II 
LC_ Tree[H_and_ W[simulate_ptrl[2][k]][l]==3) 

{ 
result = notice_prompt(panel, NULL, 
NOTICE_FOCUS_XY, t_x, t_y, 
NOTICE_MESSAGE_STRINGS, ''the subtree of real menubar item is a menubar !", 

"select back to design, return to design mode", 
"current subtree becomes selected tree", 
"select change it into suitable menu, change current", 
"type of subtree ofreal menubar item into a menu type", 
NULL, 

NOTICE_ BUTTON_ YES, "back to design", 
NOTICE_BlJITON _NO, "change it into suitable menutree", 
NULL); 
if ( result == NOTICE_ YES) 

{ 
select ptr=H and Wfsimulate ptr~ -°' N 



DESIGN")) 

print.f{"back tree o/od to design button selected .. \n",select_ptr); 
xv_set(frame_s, XV _SHOW, FALSE, NULL); 

PANEL_ EACH_ ITEM(panel,button I) 

if (!strcmp( (char *)xv_get(buttonl , PANEL_LABEL_STRING), "GO TO 

xv_set(buttonl, )\.'V_SHOW, FALSE, NULL); 
else if (!strcmp( (char *)xv _get(buttonl , PANEL_LABEL_STRING), "HELP")) 

else xv_set(buttonl , PANEL_INACTIVE,FALSE, NULL); 
PANEL_ END_ EACH 

PANEL_EACH_ITEM(panel_s,buttonl) 
xv_ destroy(button l ); 
PANEL_ END_ EACH 

else if(result == NOTICE_NO) 
{ 

select_ptr=H_and_ W[simulate_ptr][2][k); 
print.f{"change tree o/od into suitable menutree button selected .. \n",select_ptr); 
if (LC_ Tree[H_and_ W[simulate_ptr][2][k]][l )==0) 

LC_ Tree[H_and_ W[simulate_ptr][2][k]][l)= l; 
else ift LC_Tree[H_and_ W[simulate_ptr][2][k)l[l)==3) 

LC_ Tree[H_and_ W[simulate_ptr][2)[k)l[l ]=4; 
simulate_ menu = create _simulate_ menus(H_ and_ W[simulate _ptr][l )[k ],H_and _ W[simulate _ptr][2][k]); 

ift simulate_menu != NULL) 

else 
{ 

xv_set(pi, PANEL_ITEM_MENU, simulate_menu, NULL); 
} 

simulate_ menu = create _simulate_ menus(H _and_ W[ simulate _ptr][ I ][k ),H _and_ W[ simulate _ptr1[2)[k ]); 
ift simulate_menu != NULL) 

} 

xv_set(pi. PANEL_ITEM_MENU, simulate_menu, NULL); 
} 

return PANEL_NEXT; 

Menu create_ simulate _menus(menu _root _title _ptr,menu _pt.r) 

int menu_root_title_ptr; 
int menu ptr; 

Menu item mi,create _ simulate _menu _item(); 
Menu menu; 
int k,has _ menu,result; 
char *txt _ptr; 
int create_ virtual_ menus(); 
Panel_item button] ; 

if{ LC_Tree[menu_ptr)[l]==0 II LC_Tree[menu_ptr][l]==3) 
/* sub menubar */ 

for(k=0;k<=sub _ menubar _ptr;k++) 
if{ sub_ menubar _ data[k][I )==menu _ptr) 

return NULL; 
sub_ menu bar _ptr++; 

sub_ menubar _ data[sub _ menubar _pt.r][0] = menu _root_title _ptr; 
sub_menubar_data[sub_menubar_ptr)[l]= menu_ptr; 

print.f{"sub _ menu bar _ptr=o/od,menu _root _title _ptr=o/od,menu_ptr=o/od\n ",sub_ menu bar _ptr, 

} 

menu_root_title_ptr,menu_ptr ); 
return N1JLL; 

has_ menu=0; 
menu = (Menu )xv_ create(XV _ NULL, MENU, NULL); 
for(k=0;k<LC _ Tree[menu _ptr][5];k++) 

{ 
iftH_and _ W[menu_ptr)[l][k]>=0) 

{ 
txt_ptr=&Textstring[H_and_ W[menu_ptr][l][k]][0]; 
iftvirtual_ item(txt _ptr)==0) 

{ 

} 

has_menu++; 
mi=create _simulate_ menu_ item(txt _ptr,menu _ptr,k); 
xv_set(menu, MENU_APPEND_ITEM, mi, NULL); 

else iftvirtual_ item(txt _ptr)==2 II virtual_ item(txt _pt.r)== I) 
{ 
iftH_and_ W[menu_ptr)[2][k]>=0) 

{ 
ift LC_Tree[H_and_ W[menu_ptr)[2)[k)l[l]== l II LC_Tree[H_and_ W[menu_ptr][2][k)l[l)==2 ii LC_Tree 

[H_and_ W[menu_ptr][2][k)l[I]==4) 
has menu= create virtual menus(H and W[menu ptrj[2J[k),menu); -°' w 



else 

!", 

result = notice _prompt(panel, NULL, 
NOTICE_FOCUS_XY, t_x, t_y, 
NOTICE_ MESSAGE_ STRINGS, ''the subtree of virtual menu item is not a menutree 

"select back to design, return to design mode", 
"current subtree becomes selected tree", 
"select d1ange it into suitable menutree, diange current", 
''type of subtree of virtual menu item into a menutree type", 

NULL, 
NOTICE_ BUTTON_ YES. "back to design", 
NOTICE_BUTTON_NO, "change it into suitable menubar", 
NULL); 

if(result == NOTICE_ YES) 
{ 
select _ptr=H_and_ W[menu_ptr][2][k] ; 

printft"hack tree o/od to design button selected .. \n",select _ptr): 
,...-v_set(frame_s, XV _SHOW, FALSE, NULL); 

PANEL_ EACH_ ITEM(panel,button I) 

if (!strcmp( (char *)KV_get(buttonl, PANEL_LABEL_STRING), "GO TO DESIGN")) 
KV set(buttonl, XV SHOW, FALSE, NULL); 
else if Cstrcmp( (cha r *)xv_get(buttonl , PANEL_LABEL_STRING), "HELP")) 

else xv_set(buttonl, PANEL_INACTIVE,FALSE, NULL); 

PANEL_ END_ EACH 

PANEL_ EACH_ ITEM(panel _ s,button I) 
w _ destroy(button I ); 
PANEL END EACH 
} 

else if(result == NOTICE_NO) 
{ 

select_ptr=H_and_ W[menu _ptr][2][k] ; 
printft"change tree %cl into suitable rnenutree button selected .. \n",select_ptr); 
if( LC_Tree[H_and_ W[menu_ptr][2][k]](l]==0) 

LC_ Tree[H_and _ W[menu_ptr](2][k]](l)= l ; 
else ift LC Tree[H and W[menu pt.r][2][k)j[ll==3) 

LC_ Tree[H_ and_ W[menu_ptr][2](k]](l ]=4; 
has_menu= create_ virtual_menus(H_and_ W[menu_ptr][2][k],menu); 

if{ has_ menu==0) 
{ 
KV_ destroy( menu); 
return NULL; 
} 

else 
return menu; 

} 

int create_ virtual_ menus(menu _ptr,menu) 
int menu _ptr; 
Menu menu; 

int k,resu It; 
char *txt _ptr; 
int has_menu; 
int virtual_item(); 
int create_ virtual_ menus(); 
Panel_ item button!; 
Menu_item mi; 

has_menu=0; 
for(k=0;k<LC _ Tree[menu_ptr][5];k++) 

{ 
~H_and_ W[menu_ptr][l][k]>=0) 

{ 

t>..t_ptr=&Textstring(H _and_ W[menu _ptr]( I ][k]](0]; 
~virtual_item(txt_ptr)==0) 

{ 
has menu= ! ; ..... 

°' .I:>, 



mi=create _ s imulate _menu_ item{txl _ptr.menu _ptr,k); 
,--v_set(menu. MENlJ_APPEND_ITEM. mi, NlJLL); 

} 
else iftvirtual_ item(txt_ptr)==2 II virtual_itcm(txt_ptr)==I) 

{ 
if{H_and _ W[menu _ptr]l2][k)>=-0) 
{ 
Ht LC_TreefH_and_ W[menu_ptr][2l[k)][l )==1 11 

LC_ Tree[H_and_ W[menu_ptr)[2)fk l)[l )==2 1 LC_Tree[H_and_ W[menu_ptr](2Jfk)ll 1 )==4) 
has_menu= create_ virtual_menus(H_and_ W[menu ptr)[2)fk].menu); 

else 

!''. 

DESIGN")) 

result = notice __pr~anel, NULL. 
NOTICE_FOCUS_XY, t_x, t_y, 
NOTICE_MESSAOE_STR!NOS, "the suttree of virtual menu item is not a menutree 

"select back to design, return to design mode". 
"current subtree beoomes selected tree", 
"select change it into suitable menutree, change current", 
"type of subtree of virtual menu item into a menutree type", 

NULL, 
NOTICE_BlITTON_ YES, "back to design", 
NOTICE_BlITTON_NO, "change it into suitable menubar". 
NULL); 

if (result == NOTICE_ YES) 
{ 
select_ptr=H_and_ W[menu_ptrl[2][k); 

printft''back tree o/od to design button selecte<l..'¥1".select_ptr); 
xv_set(frame_s. XV_SHOW. FALSE, NULL); 

PANEL_ EACH_ ITEM(panel,but1on I) 

if (!stranp( (char •)xv_get(buttonl. PANEL_LABEL_STRINO), "GO TO 

xv set{but1on l , )(V SHOW, FALSE, NULL); 
el~ if (!strcmp( (ch-;;r *),-·v_get(but1onl , PANEL_LABEL_STRJNG), "HELP")) 

else xv_set(but1on l , PANEL_lNACTIVE,FALSE, NULL); 
PANEL_END_EACH 
PANEL_EACH_ITEM(panel_s.but1on I ) 
""' _ destroy(button I ); 
PANEL_END_EACH 
} 

return has_ menu; 

e lse if(result =• NOTICE_NO) 
{ 

sclect_ptr=H_and_ W[menu_ptr][2)[k); 
printf{"change tree o/od into suitable menutree button selected .. '¥1",select_ptr); 
if( LC_Tree[H_and_ W[menu_ptr)[2)[klll I )= 0) 

LC_Tree(H_and_ W[menu_ptr)[2][kll( I )= I; 
e lse if{ LC_Tree[H_and_ W[menu_ptr)[2J[k])[l [==3) 

LC_ Tree[H_and_ W[menu_ptr]12)lk)ll 1 )=4; 
has_menu= create_ virtual_menus(H_and_ W[menu_ptr)[2][kJ,menu); 

} 

Mcnu_itcm create_ simulate _menu _item{l1'1 _ptr,menu _ptr,k) 

char "u.t_ptr; 
int menu _ptr; 
int k-

Menu_item mi; 
Menu menu .create_ simulate _menus(); 
void simulate_menu_action_proc(); 

mi xv_ create(XV _ NULL, MENUITEM. 
MENU_STRJNO, txt_ptr, 
l\,ffiNU _ RELEASE. 
MENU_RELEASE_IMAOE, 
MENU_ NOTIFY _PROC, simulate_ menu_ action _proc, 
Nl/LL); 

iftH_and_ W[menu_ptr]f2)[k[>=0) 
{ 

menu = a-eate_simulate_menus(H_and_ W[menu_ptrJ[l ]fk),H_and_ W[menu_ptr)l2]fk)); 
if{ menu != NULL) 

,--v_set(mi, MENU_PULLRJOHT,menu, NULL); 

retum mi; 
} ..... 

°' V, 



void simulate_ menu_ action _proc(menu, menu _item) 

Menu menu: 
Menu item menu item; 

int j,k,1; 
int parent_tree _ph; 
int is_menu_item= l ; 
int is_ active_ submenubar; 
int is_ inactive _submenubar; 
int temp_ active_ submenubar _ptr; 
int temp_ active_ submenubar _tree(l 5); 
int inactive _submenubar _ptr; 
int inactive_ submenubar _ tree[20]; 
void destroy _inactive_ submenubar(); 
diar •txt ytr; 

ifl sub _menubar_ptr>=O) 
{ 
for(k=O:k<=sub _ menubar _ptr;k++) 

{ 
txt ytr=&Textstring[sub _ menubar _ data[k][O]][O]; 

if(!strcmp((char *)xv_get(menu_item, MENU_STRJNG),txt_ptr)) 
{ 

is_ menu_ item=O; 
is_ active_ suhmenubar=O; 
ill active_ submenubar _ptr>=O) 

{ 
for(j=O;j<=active _submenubar _ptr;j++) 

{ 
iflactive _submenubar _treeO]==sub _ menubar _ data[k][J]) 

{ 

} 

is_ active_ submenubar= I; 
printfl"Menu Item: o/os selected,tree o/od is a active submenubar ! \n", 

1''V _get(menu_ item, MENU_ STRING),active _submenubar _tree[j]); 
break; 

ill is_ active_ submenubar==O) 
{ 

parent_tree_ptr= LC_ Tree[sub _menubar_data(k][l ]][6]; 

temp _active_ submenubar _ptr=-1 ; 
inactive_ submenubar _ptr=-1 ; 

while( parent_tree_ptr! =simulating_ptr) 

{ 
ifl LC_Tree[ parent_tree_ptr][l]==O II LC_Tree[ parent_tree_ptr][l]==J) 

{ 
printfl"parent_ tree o/od \n", parent_ tree _ptr); 
temp_ active_ submenubar _ptr++; 
temp_ active_ submenubar _ tree[temp _active_ submenubar _ptr]= 

parent_ tree _ptr; 

parent_tree _ptr= LC_ Tree[ parent_tree_ptr][6] ; 
} 

for(j=O;j<=active _ submenubar _ptr;j++) 
printfl"active submenubar tree 0/od'n",active _submenubar _ tree[j]); 
for(j=O;j<=temp _active_ submenubar _ptr;j++) 
printfl''temp _ active submenubar tree o/od\n" ,temp _active _submenubar _ tree[j]); 

for(j=O;j<=active _ submenubar _ptr;j++) 
{ 

} 

is_ inactive _submenubar= I ; 
for(l=O;l<=temp _active_ submenubar _ptr;l++) 

ill active _submenuhar _tree[j]== temp _active _submenubar _ tree[!]) 
{ 

} 

is_ inactive_ submenubar=O; 
break; 

ifl is_ inactive_ submenubar== I) 
{ 
inactive_ submenubar _ptr++; 
inactive _submenubar _ tree[inactive _ submenubar _JJtr ]=active _submenubar _ tree[j]; 

} 

for(j=O;j<=inactive _ submenubar _ptr;j++) 
printfl"inactive submenubar tree o/od\n",inactive _submenubar _ tree[j]); 

for(j=O;j<=inactive _submenubar _ptr;j++) 
destr<JY_ inactive _sulnnenubar(inactive _ submenubar _ tree[j]1_ -°' °' 



for(j=Oj<=temp _active_ submenubar __ptrj++) 
active_ submenuhar _ tree[i]== temp_ active _submenubar _ tree[i] ; 

active_ submenubar __ptr=temp _active_ submenubar _ptr; 

active_ submenubar _ptr++; 
active_submenubar_tree[act.ive_submenubar_ptr]=sub_menubar_data[k][l] ; 
printfl:"act.ive _submenubar _ptr=%d,active _ submenubar _ tree=%dln ", 

active_ submenuhar _ptr,sub _ menu bar_ data[k) [ l )); 
create_ simulate_ menu bar( sub _menu bar_ data[k ][I)); 
printfl:"Menu Item: %s select.ed,create submenubar for %s In", 

KV _get(menu_ item, MENU_ STRJNG),M _ptr); 
break: 

ift is _menu_ item== 1) 
printfl:"Menu Item: o/os selected In", xv _get(menu _ item, MENU_ STRING)); 

void destroy _inactive_ submenubar( inactive_ submenubar _ tree __ptr) 
int inactive_ submenubar _tree _ptr; 
{ 

int k; 
char *txt _ptr; 
Panel_ itempi; 

for(k=O;k<LC _ Tree[inact.ive _submenubar _ tree _ptr][5] ;k++) 
{ 
ifl:H _and_ W[inactive _submenubar _ tree _ptr)[l )[k)>=O) 
{ 
txt_ptr=&Textstring[H_ and_ W[inactive _ submenubar _ tree _ptr)[l ][k])[O]; 
PANEL_ EACH_ ITEM(panel _ s, pi) 
if(!strcmp(M_ptr, (char •)xv_get(pi, PANEL_LABEL_STRING))) xv_destroy(pi); 

PANEL_ END_ EACH 
printfl:"destroy menu button %s\n",M_ptr); 

;•••• The end ofElc •••••/ -0\ 
---1 



/* Sic -- The User Interface Simulator */ 

#include "/home/sis-server/studenU JGu/imple/include/lc _ xview .h" 
#include "/home/sis-server/studenU JGu/imple/include/lc _ basic.h" 
/*#include "/home/sis-server/student/JGu/imple/include/lc _ app.h" */ 

main(argc, argv) 
int argc; 
diar •argv(l; 

{ 
int draw_ tree __ptr; 
int Basic _gen _get_ interface_ specification_ file(); 
int i; 
void Basic _gen_ menu_ user_ interface_ simulation(); 
int simulating_ptr; 

if{argc != 2) 
{ 
printf{" Input format error, stop(l)ln"); 
exit(]); 
} 

else 
{ 
if{( draw _tree _ptr=Basic _gen _get_ interface_ specification _file(argv(I ]))<0) 

{ 

} 

printf{"nill LC Tree, stop(2)1n"); 
exit(2); 

simulating_ptr=-100; 

for(i=0;i<=draw _ tree _ptr;i++) 
if{( Basic__gen_LC_Tree[i][l)==0 11 Basic_gen_LC_ Tree[i)[l)==3) 

} 

simulating_ptr=i; 
break; 

if{ simulating_ptr<0) 
{ 

&&( Basic_gen_LC_Tree[i)[6)<0)) 

printf{"no menubar can be simulated ! stop(J)ln"); 
exit(0); 

} 
xv_init(XV _INIT_ARGC_PTR_ARGV, &argc, argv, NULL); 

Basic _gen_ frame = (Frame )xv_ create(XV _ NULL, FRMIB, 
XV_ WIDTH, 800, 
XV_HEJGHT, 500, 
FRMIB_LABEL, argv[0], 
NULL); 

Basic _gen _panel = (Panel)xv _ create(Basic _gen_ frame, PANEL, 
PANEL_LAYOUT, PANEL_HORIZONTAL, 

xv_x, o, 
XV_Y,0, 
/*XV_ WIDTH, 400, • / 

XV_ WIDTH, WIN_ EXTEND_ TO_ EDGE, 
XV_HEIGHT, 25, 
WIN_BORDER, FALSE, 

NULL); 

Basic _gen_ canvas = (Canvas )xv_ create(Basic _gen_ frame, CANVAS, 
XV_X, 0, 
XV_Y, 25, 

CANVAS_WIDTH, 1600, 
CANVAS_HEIGHT, 1500, 
CANVAS_AUTO_SHRINK, FALSE, 
CANVAS_AUTO_EXPAND, FALSE, 
CANVAS_REPAINT_PROC, Basic_gen_canvas_repaint_proc, 
CANVAS_X_PAINT_WINOOW, TRUE, 

NULL); 

xv_ set( canvas _paint_ window(Basic _gen_ canvas), 
WIN_ CONSUME_ EVENTS, 
WIN _NO_ EVENTS, 
WIN_ASCII_EVENTS, KBD_USE, KBD_DONE, 
LOC_DRAG, /*LOC_ WJNENTER, LOC_ WINEXIT, 
*/ WIN_MOUSE_BlJITONS, 
NULL, 
WIN_ EVENT _PROC, Basic _gen_ events, 
NULL); 

xv_ set(Basic _gen_ canvas, 
OPENWIN SPLIT, 

OPENWIN _SPLIT_ INIT _ PROC, Basic _gen_ init _ split, 
OPENWIN _SPLIT_ DESTROY _pROC, Basic _genjoin _ split, 
NULL, -°' 00 



NULL); 

x-v _ create(Basic _gen_ canvas, SCROLLBAR, 
SCROLLBAR_ SPLITT ABLE, TRUE, 
SCROLLBAR_ DIRECTION, SCROLLBAR_ VERTICAL, 
NULL); 

xv_ create(Basic _gen_ canvas, SCROLLBAR, 
SCROLLBAR_ SPLITT ABLE, TRUE, 
SCROLLBAR_DIRECTION, SCROLLBAR_ HORIZONTAL, 
NULL); 

Basic _gen_ menu_ user_ interface_ simulation(simulating_ptr); 

window_ fit(Basic _gen_ frame); 
xv_ main _loop(Basic _gen _frame); 
exit(0); 

void 
Basic _gen_ canvas _repaint _proc( canvas, paint_ window, dpy, xwin, xreds) 
Canvas canvas; /* unused */ 
Xv_Window paint_window; /*unused*/ 
Display *dpy; 
Window xwin; 
Xv _xrec:tlist •xreds; 1• unused•/ 
{ 

void draw_application_data_on_canvas(); 
I* GC gc; 
int j; 

gc = DefaultGC(dpy. DefaultScreen(dpy)); 
XClearWindow(dpy, >.'Win);*/ 

/* call real draw subroutines of application*/ 

draw_ application_ data_ on_ canvas( canvas, paint_ window, dpy, xwin, xreds ); 
/* XDrawString(dpy, xwin, gc, 25, 45, Basic_gen_msg. strlen(Basic_gen_msg));*/ 
} 

void 
Basic _gen_events(pw, event) 

Xv_ Window pw; 
Event *event; 
{ 
int j,k, result; 
int event_ ACTION_ SELECT _proc(); 
int event_ ACTION_ lvffiNU _proc(); 

register char *p = Basic _gen_ msg; 

int code = event_action(event); 
Xv_ Window view; 
inti = (int)xv _get(Basic _gen_ canvas, OPENWIN _ NVIEWS); 

*p = 0; 
/• Not interested in button up Basic _gen_ events */ 
/* if (win_ inputnegevent( event)) 

return;*/ 

/* test to see if a function key has been hit •t 
if ( event_ is_ key _ left(event)) 

sprint.ftp, "(Lo/od) ", event_id(event) - KEY _LEFTFIRST + 1); 
else if(event_is_key_top(event)) 

sprint.ftp, "(T"/od) ", event_id( event) - KEY_ TOPFIRST + I); 
else if (event_ is_ key_ right( event)) 

sprint.ftp, "(Ro/od) ", event_id(event)- KEY _RIGHTFIRST + I); 
else if ( event_id( event) == KEY_ BOTTOMLEFT) 

strq1y(p, "bottom left "); 
else if(event_id(event) == KEY _BOTTOMRIGHT) 

strq1y(p, "bottom right "); 
p += strlen(p ); 
/• Determine which paint window this event happened in. * I 
while (pw != xv_get(Basic_gen_canvas, CANVAS_NTH_PAINT_ WINDOW, --i) && i > 0) 

/• The paint window number is "i" -- get the "i"th view window */ 
view = xv_get(Basic_gen_canvas, OPENWIN_NTH_ VIEW, i); 

if (event_ is_ ascii( event)) 

I* 
* note that shift modifier is reflected in the event code by 
• virtue of the char printed is upper/lower case. 
•1 ..... 

0\ 
\0 



sprintfl'p, "Keyboard: key 'o/oc' (o/od) o/os at o/od,o/od", 
event_ action( event), event_ action(event), 
event_is_down(event)? "pressed" : "released", 
event_ x( event), event _y( event)); 

} 
else switch (event_action(event)) 

{ 
case ACTION CLOSE : 

xv_set(Basic_gen_frame, FRAME_CLOSED, TRUE, NULL); 
break; 

case ACTION OPEN : 
strqiy(p, "frame opened up"); 
break; 

case ACTION_HELP : 
strqiy(p, "Help ( action ignored)"); 
break; 

case ACTION SELECT : 
event_ACTION _ SELECT _J>roc( event_ x( event),event_y( event)); 

sprintfl'p, "Button : Select (Left) o/os at o/od,o/od", 
event_is_down(event)? "pressed": "released", 
event _x( event), event _y( event)); 

break; 
case ACTION ADJUST : 

sprintfl'p, "Button: Adjust (Middle) o/os at o/od,o/od", 
event_is_down(event)? "pressed" : "released", 
event_ x( event), event _y( event)); 

break; 
case ACTION MENU : 

if{ event_ is_ down( event)) 
{ 

else 

} 

event_ ACTION_ MENU _J>roc( event_ x( event), event_y( event)); 
sprintfl'p. "Button : Menu (Right) o/os at o/od, o/od", 

"pressed" ,event_ x( event), event _y( event)); 
break; 

sprintfl'p, "Button: Menu (Right) %sat %d,%d". 
event_is_down(event)? "pressed" : "released", 
event _x( event), event _y( event)); 
break; 

case SHIFT RIGHT : 
sprintfl'p, "Keyboard: right shift %s", 

event_is _ down( event)? "pressed" : "released"); 
break; 

case SHIFT LEFT : 
sprintfl'p, "Keyboard: left shift o/os", 

event_is_down(event)? "pressed": "released"); 
break; 

case SHIFT LEFTCTRL : case SHIFT RIGHTCTRL : 
sprintfl'p, "Keyboard: control key %s"~ 

event_is_down(event)? "pressed": "released"); 
break; 

case SHIFT_META: 
sprintfl'p, "Keyboard: meta key o/os", 

event_is_down(event)? "pressed" : "released"); 
break; 

case SHIFT ALT : 
sprintf{p, "Keyboard: alt key %s", 

event_is_down(event)? "pressed" : "released"); 
break; 

case KBD _ USE: 
sprintf{p, "Keyboard: got keyboard focus"); 
break; 

/* case KBD _ DONE: 
sprintfl'p, "Keyboard: lost keyboard focus"); 
break; */ 

case LOC_MOVE: 
sprintfl'p, "Pointer: moved to %cl, o/od", 

event _x( event ),event _y( event)); 
hreak; 

case LOC DRAG: 
sprintfl'p, "Pointer: dragged to o/od, o/od", 

event_ x( event), event _y( event)); 
break; 

/* case LOC _ WINENfER: 
win_set_kbd_focus(pw, xv_get(pw, XV _XID)); 
sprintfl'p, "Pointer: entered window at o/od, o/od", 

event_ x( event), event_v( event)); 
break; 

case LOC_ WINEXIT: 
sprintfl'p, "Pointer: exited window at o/od, o/od", 

event_ x( event), event _v( event)); 
break; */ 

case WIN_ RESIZE : 
case WIN_REPAINT : 

return; 
default : -~ 



} 

/• There are too many ACTION Basic _gen_ events to trap - ig!lore the 
• ones we're not interested in. 
•; 

return; 

Basic _gen_ canvas _repaint_proc(Basic _gen_ canvas, pw, 
xv _get(Basic _gen_ canvas, XV_ DISPLAY), xv _get(pw, XV_ XID), NULL); 

/* indicate which paint window and view window ID's */ 
/* print.f{"win %x, view: %x'n", pw, view);*/ 

void 
Basic _gen join_ split(view) 
Xv_ Window view; 
{ 

puts(''.joined view"); 

void 
Basic_gen_init_split(oldview, newview, pos) 
Xv_ Window oldview, newview; 
int pos; 
{ 

xv_ set( xv _get(newview, CANVAS_ VIEW_ PAINT_ WINDOW), 
WIN_ EVENT_ PROC, Basic _gen_ events, 
WIN CONSUME EVENT, ACTION SELECT, ACTION ADJUST, NULL 
NULL); - - - . 

int Basic _gen _get_ interface_ specification_ file(filename) 
char *filename; 

{ 
FILE *Ip, *fopen(); 
char *type; 
int result,ij,k; 
char bufll 28]; 
char *sp;_ 

int draw_ tree _ptr=-1 ; 
int text _ptr=-1 ; 

int select _ptr=-100; 
int pick_ hight,pick _ width; 

if{ Basic _gen _print_ contral!=0) 
print.f{"input specification file by file name %s 'n",filename); 

if{(strlen(filename))<=0) 
{ 

} 

print.f{"File name is nill stop(2]\n"); 
exit(2); 

else 

type="r"; 
if( Basic_gen _print_ contra I !=0) print.f{"filename %s type %s\n",filename,type); 

if{(fp=fopen(filename,type))==NULL) 
{ 

} 
else 

{ 

print.f{"open file feiled,stop[J]\n"); 
exit(J); 

select _ptr=-1 ; 
pick_hight=-1 ; 
pick_width=-1; 
draw_ tree _ptr=-1 ; 
text _ptr=-1; 
fscanftfp,"%d\n",&draw _tree_ptr); 

if( Basic _gen _print_ contra I! =0) print.f{" draw_ tree _ptr=%d\n ",draw_ tree _ptr ); 

for(i=0;i<=draw _tree _ptr;i++) 
{ 
for(j =0;j<=7;j++) 

{ 
fscanf(fp,"%d ",&Basic_gen_LC_Tree[i][i]); 

if( Basic_gen_print_oontral! =0) print.f{"Lc_tree[%d][%d]= %d\n",ij,Basic_gen_LC_Tree[i][j)); 
} 

for(j=0;j<Basic _gen_ LC_ Tree[i][5];j++) 
{ 

1• print.f{"input%d\n"j);_*/ ...... 
-.J ...... 



fscanftfp,"o/od o/od o/od",&Basic_gen_H_and_ W[i][O)Li), 
&Basic_gen_H_and _ W[i][l Jrn,&Basic_gen_H_and _ W[i][2)Li)); 

if( Basic _gen ___print_ contra I! =O) 
printf("Basic _gen_ H_ and_ W(o/od][O][o/od)=o/od,Basic _gen_ H _and_ W[o/od][ I ][o/od)=o/od, 

Basic_gen_H_and _ W[%d)[2)[%d)=o/odln", 

i,j,Basic _gen_ H _and_ W[i)[O]Li),ij,Basic _gen_ H _and_ W[i][ I ]Li), 

} 

ij,Basic _gen_ H_and _ W[i][2)Li)); 
} 

for(j=O;j<=3 ;j++) 
{ 

fscanf(fp,"o/od ",&Basic _gen_ Max _Min_ Box[i)Li)); 
if( Basic_gen___print_contral!=O) printf("max_min_box(o/od)["/od)=o/odln",ij,Basic_gen_Max_Min_Box[i)Li)); 

} 

} 

} 
fscanf(fp, "In"); 
fscanf( Ip, "0/odln ",&text ___pt.r ); 
i ft Basic _gen ___print_ contra I! =0) printf(''text ___pt.r=o/odln ",text __ptr ); 

if(text ___ptr>=O) 
{ 

for(k=O;k<=text ___pt.r;k++) 
{ 
sp=&Basic _gen_ Textstring[k][O]; 
fscanf(fp,"o/os ",sp); 
if( Basic_gen___print_contral!=O)printf("%D o/osln",k,sp); 

} 

fscanf{fp,"ln"); 
fscanf(fp, "0/od o/od 0/odln" ,&select ___pt.r,&pick_hi~t,&pick_ width); 
if( Basic _gen ___print_ contra) !=O) printf("select ___pt.r=o/od, 

fclose(fp): 

pick_hi~t=o/od,pick_width=o/odln", 
select ___pt.r,pick_ hi~t,pick _width); 

retum(draw _tree __ptr); 

void 
Basic _gen_ menu_ user_ interface_ simulation(simulating___ptr) 
int simulating___pt.r;_ 

int Basic _gen_ create_ simulate_ menubar(); 
void Basic _gen_ defult _ submenubar _ simulation(); 

char *txt __ptr; 
ift Basic _gen ___print_ contral!=O) 

printf("menu user interface simulation o/od In", simulating___ptr); 
Basic _gen_ sub_ menu bar ___pt.r=-1; 
Basic _gen_ active_ submenubar ___ptr=-1; 
xv_ set(Basic _gen _frame, FRAME_ LABEL, 

"untitled Menu interface simulation",NULL); 
if(Basic _gen_ LC_ Tree[simulating___ptr)[7]>=0) 

{ 
txt ___pt.r=&Basic _gen_ Textstring[Basic _gen_ LC_ Tree[ simulating__in][7))[0); 

xv _set(Basic _gen_ frame, FRAME_ LABEL,txt ___pt.r,NULL); 

void 

} 

Basic _gen_ create_ simulate_ menubar( simulating__ptr); 
Basic _gen_ defult _ submenubar _ simulation(); 

Basic _gen_ defult _ submenubar _ simulation() 

if(Basic_gen_sub_menubar__ptr>=O) 
{ 

int 

Basic _gen_ active_ submenubar ___pt.r++; 
Basic _gen_ active _submenubar _ tree[Basic _gen_ active_ submenubar ___pt.r) 

=Basic _gen _sub_ menubar _ data[O)[ l ); 
Basic _gen_ create_ simulate _menu bar( Basic _gen _sub_ menu bar_ data[O) [ 1 )); 

Basic _gen_ create_ simulate_ menubar(simulate ___ptr) 

int simulate __ptr; ---J 
N 



{ 
int Basic _gen_ create_ simulate_ menubar _ item(); 
int k,resu lt; 
char ~ _ptr, 
int Basic_gen_ virtual_item(); 
Panel_ item button I : 

for(k=0;k< Basic _gen _ LC_ Tree[simulate __ptrl[ S ];k++) 
{ 

iftBasic_gen_H_ and_ W[simulatefal[I )[k]>=0) 
{ 

txt __JXr=&Basic_gen_ Textstring{Basic _gen_H _and_ W[simulate _pr][ I )[k ))[OJ; 
iftBasic _gen_ virtual_ item(txt __ptr)==0) 

Basic_gen_create_simulate_menubar_item(txt__ptr,simulate_ptr,k); 

e lse iftBasic_gen_ virtual_item(txt__ptr)==2 II Basic_gen_ virtual_item(txt__ptr)~•l ) 
( 
iftBasic_gen_ H_and_ W[simulate__ptr)[2)[k)>=O) 

{ 
iJt Basic_gen_LC_ Tree[Basic_gen_H_and_ W[simulate__ptr)[2)[k]][l )= =0 II 

Basic_gen_ LC _ Tree[Basic_gen_H_and_ W[simulate_pr)(2)[k]]( I )==3 ) 

int 

Basic_gen _create_ simulate_ menubar(Basic _gen_ H _and_ W[simulate _pr)[2][k]); 
else 

{ 
printft "the suhtree of virtual menu bar item is not a menu bar !In"): 

retum; 
} 

Basic_gen_ virtual_ item(t) 
char *t.; 

( 

ift*t.=='{') 
{ 
'w'hile( *t. != \0) 

int 

t++; 
ift"(t-1 )=='}') 

retum(2); 
else 

return() ); 
} 

e lse 
retum(0); 

Basic _gen_ create_ simulate_ menu bar_ item(item _ name,simulate _plr,k) 

char 0 item_name; 
int simulate __ptr; 
int k; 

Panel_ item pi,button I ; 
Menu simulate_ menu,Basic _gen_ create_ simulate_ menus(); 
int Basic _gen _panel_ button_ sele<ted(); 
int result; 
t• loop thru all panel items and check for item with same name •t 

PANEL_EACH_ITEM(Basic_gen_panel, pi) 

if(!~cmp(item_name, (char •)xv_get(pi. PANEL_ LABEL_STRING))) 
return PANEL_ NONE; 

PANEL_END_EACH 
pi=(Panel_ item)xv_create(Basic_gen_panel, PANEL_ BtJITON, 
PANEL LABEL STRING. item name, 
PANEL=NOT!FY _PROC. Basic-::_gen_panel_button_select.ed, 
J\"lJLL); 

iftBasic_gen_ H_and_ W[simulate__ptr][2)[k)>=0) 
{ 

ift Basic_gen_ LC_Tree[Basic_gen_H_and_ W[simulate_plr)[2](k]][l )==0 II 
Basic_gen_LC_ Tree[Basic_gen_ H_and_ W[simulate_plr)(2J[k]][J ]==3) 

printft "the suluee of real menu bar item is a menubar !In"); 
else --..J w 



} 

{ 
simulate_ menu = Basic _gen_ a-eate _simulate_ menus 

(Basic_gen_H_and_ W[simulate_ptr] 
(1 )[k],Basic _gen_ H_ and_ W[simulate _ptr][2][k]); 

ift simulate_menu != NULL) 
xv _set(pi, PANEL_ITEM_MENU, simulate_menu, NULL); 

return PANEL_NEXT; 

Menu 
Basic _gen_ a-eate _simulate_ menus(menu _root _title _ptr.menu _ptr) 

int menu_ root _title __ptr; 
int menu _ptr: 

{ 
Menu_item mi,Basic _gen_ create_ simulate_ menu _item(); 
Menu menu; 
int k,has_menu,result; 
char *txt __ptr; 
int Basic_gen_create_ virtual_menus(); 
Panel_ item button I ; 

ift Basic_gen_LC_ Tree[menu_ptrl(l)==O 11 Basic_gen_LC_ Tree[menu_ptr][IJ==J) 
t• sub menu bar*/ 

{ 
for(k=O;k<=Basic_gen_sub _menubar __ptr;k++) 

ift Basic _gen_sub _menubar _ data[kl(I ]==menu __ptr) 
return NULL; 

Basic _gen_ sub _menu bar _ptr++; 
Basic_gen_sub_menubar_data[Basic_gen_sub_menubar_ptr][O)= menu_root_title_ptr; 
Basic _gen _sub_ menubar _ data[Basic _gen _sub_ menubar _ptrl[l )= menu __ptr; 
ift Basic_gen.J>rint_contral!=O) 
printft"Basic_gen_sub_menubar_ptr=o/od,menu_root_title_ptr=o/od,menu_ptr=o/od\n", 
Basic _gen _sub _menubar __ptr,menu _root _title _ptr.menu__ptr ); 

return NULL: 
} 

has_ menu=O; 
menu = (Menu)Kv_create(XV _NULL, MENU, NULL): 

for(k=O;k<Basic gen LC T~men~u_ptr]l5J;k++) 

iftBasic_gen _ H _and_ W[menu _ptr][l J[k]>=O) 
{ 

txt _ptr=&Basic _gen_ Textstring(Basic _gen _H_and _ W[menu _ptr][l )[k])[O]; 

iftBasic _gen_ virtual_item(txt _ptr)==O) 
{ 

} 

has menu++; 
mi,,:-Basic_gen_a-eate_simulate_menu_item(txt_ptr,menu_ptr,k); 
xv_set(menu, MENU_APPEND_ITEM, mi, NULL); 

else iftBasic_gen_ virtual_item(txt_ptr)==2 II 
Basic _gen_ virtual_ item(txt_ptr)= I) 

{ 
iftBasic_gen_H_and_ W[menu.J)lr]l2][k)>=O) 

ift Basic_gen_LC_ Tree[Basic_gen_H_and _ W[menu_ptr][2)[k)][l]==l II 
Basic _gen_LC_ Tree[Basic_gen_H_and_ W[menu_ptrl(2)[k)][l )==2 

} 

II Basic_gen_LC_Tree[Basic_gen_H_and_ W[menu_ptr][2][k)][l)==4) 
has_ menu= Basic _gen_ create_ virtual_menus(Basic _gen_ H _and_ W[menu _ptr][2][k],menu); 

else 
printft''the subtree of virtual menu item is not a menutree !"1"); 

ift has_menu==O) 
{ 
xv_destroy(menu); 
return NULL; 
} 

else 
return menu; 

int 
Basic _gen_ create_ virtual_menus(menu _ptr,menu) 
int menu _ptr; 
Menu menu; 

-i 



int k,result; 
d1ar *txt_ptr; 
int has_ menu; 
int Basic_gen_virtual_item(); 
int Basic_gen_create_ virtual_menus(); 
Panel_ item button L 
Menu_item mi; 

has_ menu=0: 
for(k=0:k<Basic _gen_ LC_ Tree[menu _ptr)[5];k++) 

{ 
i(lBasic _gen_ H_ and_ W[menu _ptr][l )[k]>=0) 

{ 

txt _ptr=&Basic _gen_ Textst.ring[Basic _gen_H _and_ W[menu _ptr][ I ][k]][0); 

iftBasic _gen_ virtual_ item(txt _ptr)==0) 
{ 

} 

has_menu= I; 
mi=Basic_gen_create_simulate_menu_item(txt_ptr,menu_ptr,k); 
xv_set(menu, MENU_APPEND_ITEM, mi, NULL); 

else iftBasic_gen_ virtual_item(txt_ptr}==2 11 Basic_gen_ virtual_item(txt_ptr)==l) 
{ 

iftBasic_gen _ H_ and_ W[menup.r)[2)[k)>=O) 
{ 

ift Basic_gen_LC_Tree[Basic_gen_H_and_ W[menu_ptr)[21[k))[l)== l II 
Basic _gen_ LC_ Tree[Basic _gen_ H _and_ W[menu_ptr)[2][k))[ I J- =2 II 

Basic_gen_LC_ Tree[Basic_gen_H_ and_ W[menu_ptrl[2)[k))[I )==4 ) 
has _menu= Basic _gen_ create_ virtual_ menus(Basic _gen_ H_and _ W[menu _JXr)[2][k].menu): 

else 
printft "the subtree of virtual menu item is not a menutree !In"); 

return has_menu; 

Menu_item 
Basic _gen_ create_ simulate _menu _item(txt _ptr,menu __ptr,k) 

dia r *t)\1 JJlr_;_ 

int menu_pt.r; 
int k: 

Menu_item mi; 
Menu menu ,Basic_gen_create_simulate_menus(); 
void Basic _gen_ simulate _menu_ action _proc(}; 

mi = xv_ create(XV _ NULL, MENUlTEM, 
MENU_STRING, txt_ptr, 
MENU _RELEASE, 
MENU _RELEASE_IMAGE, 
MENU_ NOTIFY_ PROC, Basic _gen_ simulate _menu_ action _proc. 
NULL): 

iftBasic_gen_ H_and_ W[menu_ptr][2][k]>=0) 
{ 

menu = Basic_gen_create_simulate_menus(Basic_gen_H_and_ W[menu_ptr](l ][k], 
Basic _gen_H_and _ W[menu _ptr][2)[k)); 

ift menu != NULL) 
xv _set(mi, MENU _PlJLLRJGHT,menu, NULL); 

return mi; 

void 
Basic_gen_simulate_menu_act.ion_proc(menu, menu_item) 

Menu menu; 
Menu_item menu_item; 

int j,k,1; 
int parent_ tree _pt.r; 
int is _menu_ item= I ; 
int is_ active_ submenubar; 
int is_inactive_submenubar, 
int lemp_active_submenubar__ptr; 
int temp_ active_ submenubar _ tree[ 15); 
int inactive_ submenubar _ptr; 
int inact.ive _ submenubar _ tree[20]; 
void Basic _gen_ destroy_ inactive_ submenubar(); 
void meneme application _links _proc(); .... 

-..I 
Vi 



char ttxt _ptr: 

if(Basic _gen _sub_ menubar _ptr>=O) 
{ 
for(k=O:k<=Basic _gen_ sub_ menubar _ptr;k++) 

{ 
txt _ptr=&Basic _gen_ Textstring[Basic _gen_ sub_ menu bar_ data fk) [O)] [OJ: 

if (!strcmp((char *)xv _get(menu _item, MENU_ STRING),txt p)) 
{ 

is_menu_item=O; 
is_ad.ive _ submenubar=O; 
if(Basic _gen_ ad.ive _submenubar _pt.r>=O) 

{ 
for(j=OJ<=Basic _gen_ ad.ive _submenubar _ptrj++) 

{ 
if(Basic _gen_ active _submenubar _tree[j]==Basic _gen_ sub_ menu bar_ data[k)[l]) 

{ 
is _active_ submenubar= 1; 

printft"Menu Item: 0/os selected,tree 0/od is a active submenubar ! \n", 
xv _get(menu _ item. 

MENU_ STRING),Basic _gen_ ad.ive _submenuhar _tree[j)); 
meneme_application_links_proc( xv_get(menu_item, MENU_STRING)); 

break; 
} 

if{ is_ ad.ive _submenubar==O) 
{ 

parent_ tree _ptr= Basic _gen_ LC_ Tree[Basic _gen _sub_ menubar _ data(k][ 11][6]; 

temp_ ad.ive _ submenubar p=-1 ; 
inactive_ submenubar _ptr=-1: 

/* while( parent_treep!=simulating_pt.r) *i 
while( parent_tree_pt.r>=O) 

{ 
if( Basic_gen_LC_ Tree[ parent_treep][l)==O II 

Basic_gen_LC_Tree[ parent_treep][I )==3 ) 
{ 

ifl Basic_gen_])Tint_ contral!=O) print.tr''J:>arent tree o/od \n", parent tree ptr); 

temp_ active_ submenubar _pt.r++; 
temp_ ad.ive _submenubar _ tree[ temp_ ad.ive _ submenubar _pt.r]= parent_ tree _ptr; 

} 
iJt (Basic_gen_LC _ Tree[Basic_gen_LC _ Tree[ parent_tree_ptr][6))[6))>=0) 
parent_tree_ptr= Basic_gen_LC_Tree[ parent_treep][6]: 

else 
break; 

} 
if{ Basic_gen_print_oontral!=O) 

for(j=OJ<=Basic _gen_ active_ submenubar _pt.rJ++) 
printft"ad.ive submenubar tree o/od\n",Basic _gen_ active _submenubar _ tree[j]); 

if( Basic _gen _print_ contral!=O) 
for(j=OJ<= temp_ active_ submenubar _ptrJ++) 

printft"temp _ active suhmenubar tree o/od\n ".temp_ active_ submenubar _ lree[j)); 

for(j=OJ<=Basic _gen_ ad.ive _ submenubar _ptrJ++) 
{ 

is_ inactive _submenubar=l; 
for(l=O;I<= temp _active _submenubar _ptr;I++) 

if{ Basic _gen_ active_ submenubar _ tree[j)== temp_ active_ submenubar _ lree[I)) 
{ 

} 

is _inad.ive _ submenubar=O; 
break; 

if( is_ inactive_ submenubar== I) 
{ 

inactive_ submenubar _ptr++; 
inactive_ submenubar _ tree[ inactive _submenubar _ptr)=Basic _gen 

_ad.ive _submenubar _tree[j]; 

if( Basic _gen _print_ contral!=O) 
for(j=OJ<= inactive_ submenubar _ptr;j++) 

printft"inactive suhmenubar tree o/od\n",inactive _ submenubar _ tree[j]); 

for(j=O;j<= inactive _submenubar _ptr;j++) 
Basic _gen_ destroy_ inactive_ submenubar(inactive _ submenubar _ tree[j)); 

for(j=OJ<= temp _active _submenubar _ptrj++) 
Basic _gen_ active_ submenubar _tree[j]== temp _active_ submenubar _ tree[j]; 

Basic _gen_ active_ submenubar _ptr= temp _ad.ive _ submenubar _ptr; 

Basic _gen_ ad.ive _ submenubar _ptr++; 
Basic _gen_ active_ submenubar _ lree[Basic _gen_ active_ submenubar _ptr]= 

Basic_gen_sub_menubar_data(k](l]; --.J 
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ift Basic_gen_print_contral!=O) 
printft"Basic _gen_ active_ submenubar _ptr=%d, 

Basic_gen_active_submenubar_tree=%d'in", 
Basic _gen_ active_ submenubar _p.r,Basic _gen _sub _menu bar_ data(k][l ]); 

Basic _gen_ create _simulate_ mermbar( Basic_gen _sub _menubar _ data[k)[ I)); 

printft"Menu Item: %s selected,create submenubar for %s In", 
xv _get(menu _ item, MENU_ STRING),txt _pr); 

meneme_application_links_proc( xv_get(menu_item, MENU_STRING)); 

hreak; 

iftis_ menu_item==I) 
{ 
printft"Menu Item: %s selected In", xv _get(menu _ item, MENU_ STRING)); 
meneme_application_links_proc( xv_get(menu_item, MENU_STRING)); 
} 

void 
Basic _gen_ destroy_ inactive_ submer1ubar( inactive _submenubar _ tree _ptr) 
int inactive_ submenubar _ tree _pr: 

{ 
int k; 
d1ar *txt __ptr: 
Panel_iten1 pi; 

for(k=0:k<Basic_gen_LC_Tree[inactive_submenubar_tree__ptr] [S);k++) 
{ 

ifl:Basic _gen_ H _and_ W[inactive _submenubar _tree _pr]( I ][k]>=0) 
{ 

txt __ptr=&Basic_gen_ Textstring(Basic_gen _ H _and_ W[inactive _submenubar _tree _p.rl[ I ](k]][0J; 

PANEL_EACH_ITEM(Basic_gen_panel, pi) 

if(!strcmp(txt ptr, (diar •)xv get(pi, PANEL LABEL STRING))) xv destroy(pi1_ 

PANEL_ END_ EACH 
ift Rasic_gen_print_contral!=O) 

printft"destroy menu button %s\n",txt__ptr); 

int 
Basic _gen _panel_ button_ selected(item, event) 

Panel_item item; 
Event •event; 

{ 
void button_ application _links _proc(); 

t• printft"meriu button %s selected ... \n", xv_get(item, PANEL_LABEL_STRING));•/ 

button_ application_ links _proc( xv _get(item, PANEL_ LABEL_ STRING)); 
return XV_ OK; 

} 

void 
meneme _ application _links _proc(active _meneme) 

dinr •active_merieme; 

t• application include file 
void load_ file _proc(); 
void save_ file _proc(); 
void save_ as _file _proc(); 
void quit _proc(); 
void create_ horizontal_ menu bar _proc(); 
void create_ verticle _menu bar _proc(); 
void create_ dioice _ merm _proc(); 
void create_ exclusive_ menu _proc(); 
void create_ oompatible _ menu_proc(); 
void add_ meneme _ text _proc(); 
void undo tree operation procO; ..... 

-.l 
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void modify_ tree _proc(); 
void link_tree_proc(); 
void unlink_ tree _proc(); 
void delete _tree _proc(); 
void delete_all_tree_proc(); 

if(!strcmp(active_meneme,"Load")) 
{ 
printft"Call application for selected meneme Load In"); 
load _file _proc(); 
} 

else if (!strcmp(active _ meneme,"Save")) 
{ 
printfl:"Call application for selected meneme Save In"); 
save _file _proc(); 
} 

else if(!strcmp(active_meneme,"Save_As")) 
{ 
printfl:"Call application for selected meneme Save_As In"); 
save_ as_file_proc(); 
} 

else if (!strcmp(active _ meneme,"Quit")) 
{ 
printft"Call application for se lected meneme Quit In"); 
quit _proc(); 

} 
else if(!strcmp(active_meneme,"HORIZONTAL")) 

{ 
printft"Call application for creating horizontal menubar In"); 
create_ horizontal_ menubar _proc(); 
} 

else if(!strcmp(active_meneme,"VERTICLE")) 
{ 
printft"Call application for creating verticle menubar In"); 
create_ verticle _ menubar _proc(); 
} 

else if(!strcmp(active_meneme,"CHOICE")) 
{ 
printft"Call application for creating verticle menu:choice type In"); 
create_ choice_ menu _proc(); 
} 

else if(!strcmp(active_meneme."EXCLUSIVE")) 
{ 

printft"Call application for creating verticle menu:exclusive type In"); 
create_ exclusive _menu _proc(); 
} 

else if(!strcmp(active_meneme,"COMPATIBLE")) 
{ 
printft"Call application for creating compatible menu In"); 
create_ compatible_ menu _proc(); 
} 

else if ( !strcmp( active_ meneme, "TEXT")) 
{ 
printft"Call application for creating meneme text operation In"); 
add_ meneme _text _proc(); 
} 

else if(!strcmp(active_meneme,"UNDO")) 
{ 
printft"Call application for undo tree operation In"); 
w1do _tree_ operation _proc(); 
} 

else if(!strcmp(active_meneme,"MODIFY")) 
{ 
printft"Call application for modify a selected tree In"); 
modify_ tree _proc(); 
} 

else if(!strcmp(active_meneme,"LINK")) 
{ 
printft"Call application for link tree In"); 
link_ tree _proc(); 
} 

else if ( !strcmp( active_ meneme, "UNLINK")) 
{ 
printft"Call application for unlinktree In"); 
unlink_tree _proc(); 
} 

else if (!strcmp(active _ meneme,"DELETE")) 
{ 
printft"Call application for delete selected tree In"); 
delete_ tree _proc(); 
} 

else if(!strcmp(active_meneme,"DELETE_ALL")) 
{ 
printft"Call application for delete all tree In"); 
delete_ all_ tree _proc(); 
} 

else */ .... 
-...I 
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printft"No application link to this selected meneme o/os \n ", active_ meneme ); 

/* application draw start point */ 

void 
draw_application_data_on_canvas(canvas, paint_window, dpy, xwin, xred.s) 
Canvas canvas; /* unused * / 
Xv_ Window paint_ window; /* unused */ 
Display *dpy; 
Window xwin; 
Xv _xrectlist *xred.s; /*unused*/ 
{ 
GCgc; 
int j ; 

gc_= DefaultGC(dpy, DefaultScreen(dpy)); 
XClearWindow(dpy, x-win); 
XDrawString(dpy, xwin, gc, 25, 45, Basic_gen_msg, strlen(Basic_gen_msg)); 

} 

/* application draw end point * / 

/* button application link proc start point*/ 

void 
button_ application_ links __proc( active_ button) 

d1ar *active_ button; 

/* application include file 
int help_ button _proc(); 
int simulation_ button __proc(); 
int go _to_desigi1_button__proc(); 

if(!strcmp(active button;'SIMULATION")) 

} 

{ 
printft"Call application for selected button simulation \n"): 
simulation_ button__proc(); 
} 

else if (!strcrnp(active _ button, "HELP")) 
{ 
printft"Call application for selected button help \n"); 
help_ button _proc(); 
} 

else if(!strcrnp(active_button,"GO_TO_DESIGN")) 
{ 
printft"Call application for selected button go_ to_ desigJ1 \n "); 
go_ to_ desigJ1 _ button _proc(); 
} 

else */ 

printft"No application link to button %s \n", active_button); 

/* event proc start point • / 

/* case ACTION SELECT:*/ 

int 
event_ACTION_SELECT_proc(xxl ,yyl) 

int xx! ; 
int yyl; 

{ 
return; 

/* case ACTION MENU: iftevent_is_down(event)) */ 

int 
event_ACTION_MENU_proc(xxl ,yyl) 
int xxl ,yyl; 
{ 
return; 
} 

/* event proc end point * / 

/****** The end of Sic •••••••***/ -~ 
'° 



/* Glc - The User Interface Generator */ 

#include <stdio.h> 
#include <string:;.h> 
FILE *fj>lc, *fopen(); 
char *lc_filename, *lc_type,string[6][20]; 
char *ta, *th, *ti, *tm, *mi; 

main(arge, argv) 
int arge; 
char *argv[]; 

void generate_ Makefile(); 
void generate_ main(); 
void generate_ link(); 
void generate _application(); 
void generate_ head_ file() ; 

if{arge != 2) 
{ 
printf{" Input format error, stop( I )In"); 
exit(!); 
} 

else 

lc_filename=&string[0][0] ; 
strcpy(lc _ filename,argv[ I]); 
strcat(le _filename,". le"); 
le _type="r"; 
if{(fj>lc=fopen(le _filename,lc _type))== NULL) 

printf{"%1; dose not exist stop(2)\n",le_filename); 
else 

mi="menu_interface": 
tm=&string[l ][OJ; 
tl=&string[2][0] ; 
ta=&string[3][0]; 
th=&string[4][0]; 
st.rcpy(lm,argv[ I]); 
st.rcpy(tl~_gv[l 11 

strcpy(ta,argv[ I]); 
strcpy(th,argv[ I]); 
strcat(tm,"_main"); 
strcat(tl, "_link _ app"); 
st.rcat(ta,"_application"); 
strcat(th, "_ application"); 
generate_ Makefile( argv[ I]); 
strcat(tm," .e"); 
strcat.(tl," .e"); 
strcal(ta," .e"); 
strcat(th," .h "); 
generate_ main( argv[ I]); 
generate _link(argv[l ]); 
generate_ application( argv[ I]); 
generate_ head _file(argv[l ]); 

void 
generate_ Makefile(name) 
char *name; 
{ 

FILE *fj>, *fopen(), *fclose(); 
char *filename, *type; 
filename="Makefile"; 
type="w"; 
if{(fj>=fopen(filename,type))==NULL) 

printf{"Makefile generation for %s feiledln",name); 
else 

fj>rintf{ fj>, "#\n "); 
fj>rintf{fj>,"# @(#)Makefile is generated by gle from le specification file %s.leln",name); 
fj>rintf{ fj>, "#In"); 
fj>rintf{fj>,"# menu interface specification file %s.le is created by Lean Cuisine Graphical 

Editorln",name); 
fj>rintf{fj>, "#In"); 
fj>rintf{fj>,"# do not modify this file byhandln"); 
fj>rintf{fj>, "In"); 
fj>rintf{fj>, "In"); 
tprintf{lp,"INCLUDE = -I${OPENWINHO~/include ~ -00 
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fj,rintf{ fj,,''ln "); 
fj,rintf{ fj,,''ln "); 
fj,rintftfp, "#In"); 
fprintftfj,,''# If you want to compile for debugging, change '-0' to '-g' In"); 
fprintftfj,," I/In"); 
fj,rintf{fp,''ln"); 
fj,rintftfj,,''ln "); 
fj,rintftfj,,"CFLAGS = ${INCLUDE} -0 In"); 
fj,rintftfj,,''ln"); 
fprintf{ fj,,''\n "); 
fj,rintftfj,,"/1\n"); 
fj,rintftfj,,''# if you want special to pass special loader options to Id. set\n"); 
fj,rintftfp,' '# LDFLAGS= ... In"); 
fprintftfp,"#ln "); 
fprintftfp,''ln") ; 
fj,rintftfp. "In"); 
fj,rintftfj,,''XVIEW _LIBS = -L${OPENWINHOME}/lib -lxview -lolgx-lXI I -lmln"); 
fprintf{fj,,'~1"); 
fprintft fp,''ln "); 
fj,rintftfp, "#In"); 
fj,rintf{fj,,"# CFrLES = %s_main.c %s_ link_app.c %s _ application.cln",name,name.name); 
fj,rintf{fp, "#In"); 
fj,rintftfj>,''ln"); 
fj>rintftfj,, "In"); 
fj>rintftfj>,"%s: %s.o %s.o o/os.o ln",name,tm,tl,ta); 
fj>rintftfj,,'' ${CC} ${CFLAGS} S{LDFLAGS} -o o/os o/os.o 0/os.o o/os.o 0/os.o 

${XVIEW _LIBS}ln",name,tm,tl,ta,mi); 
lj,rintftlj,,"ln"); 
fj,rinlftfp, "\n "): 

fclose(fp); 
} 

void 
generate _main(name) 
char •name; 
{ 

FILE •tp, *fopen(), *fclose(): 
char *filename, *type; 
filename=tm; 
type="w"; 
if{(fj,=fopen(filename,type))==NULL) 

printft" o/o5 generation fei ledln",filename); 
else 

{ 

fprinlftfj,."/* o/os generated by glc */ln".filename); 
fj,rintftfp," In"); 
fj,rintftfp," In"); 
fj,rintf{fj,," In"); 
fprintftfj,, "# include \"/home/sis-server/student/ JGu/demo/include/lc _ xview .h \''In"); 
fj,rintftfj,," 11 include \"/home/sis-server/student/ JGuldemo/include/lc _ basic2.h \''In"); 
fj,rintft Ip,"# include \"o/os _ application .h \''In" .name); 
fj,rintftfj,," In"); 
fj,rintftfp," In"); 
fj,rintftfj,," In"); 
fj,rintftfj,."main(argc, argv)ln"); 
fj,rintftfj,,"int argc-,ln"); 
fj,rintftfp,"char •argv[];ln"); 
fprintftfp." In"); 
fprintftfp," {In"); 
fj,rintftfj,," int 
fj,rintf{fj,," int 
fprintftfj,." int 
fj,rintftfp," char 
fj,rintftfj,," In"); 

draw _tree_ptr;ln"); 
i;ln"); 
simulating_ptr;ln"); 

•spec_file;ln"); 

fprintftfp," spec_ file=l"o/osl";ln",lc_filename); 
lprintftfp," if{( draw_ tree _ptr=Basic _gen __get_ interface_ specification_ file(spec _ file ))<0)ln "); 
fj,rintftfj,," {In"); 
fprintftfp," printft\"nill LC Tree, stop(2)\lnl");\n"); 
fj,rintftfj,." exit(2);\n"); 
fprintftfp,'' }In"); 
f.j:,rintftfp," simulating_ptr=-100;\n"); 

fprintf{fp," for(i=O;i<=draw_tree_ptr;i++)ln"); 
fj,rintftfj,," if{( Basic__gen_LC_ Tree[i][l]==0 II Basic_gen_LC_ Tree[i][IJ==J )&&( 
Basic _gen_ LC_ Tree[i][6J<0))ln"); 
fprintftfp," {In"); 
fj,rintf{fj,," simulating_ptr=i;\n"); 
fj,rintf{fj,," break;ln"); 
fprintftfj,,'' }In"); 

fprintftfp,'' 
fj,rintft fp," 
fj,rintftfj,,'' 
fprintftfp," 
fj,rintftfj,," 

if{simulating_pr<0)ln"); 
{In"); 
printft\"no menubar can be simulated ! stop(3 )\ln\");ln"); 
exit(0);ln"); 

}In"); 

fprintftfj,." xv_init(XV _ INIT_ARGC_PTR_ ARGV, &argc, argv, NULL);ln"); 

fprintftfl>~B~ic _gen_ frame = (Frame )xv_ aea~eQ(V _ NULL, FRAME~ln");_ -00 -



fprintf(fp," 
fprintf( fp," 
fprintf( fp," 
fprintf( tp," 

fprintf(tp," 

XV_ WIDTH, 800,ln"); 
XV_ HEIGHT, 500,ln"); 
FRAME_LABEL, argv[0],ln"); 
FRAME_SHOW _FOOTER, TRUE,ln"); 

NULL):ln"); 

tprintf(fp," Basic _gen _panel = (Panel)xv _ create(Basic _gen_ frame, PANEL, In"); 
tprintf(fp," PANEL_LAYOlTT, PANEL_HORIZONTAL,ln"); 
fprintf(fp," XV _X, 0,ln"); 
fprintf(tp," XV_ Y, 0,ln"); 
fprintf(tp," XV_WIDTH, WIN_EXTEND_TO_EDGE,ln"); 
fprintf(fp," XV _HEIGHT, 25,ln"); 
tprintf(tp," WIN_BORDER, FALSE,ln"); 
tprintf(fp," NULL);ln"); 
fprintf(fp," Basic _gen_ canvas = (Canvas )xv_ create(Basic _gen_ frame, CANV AS,ln "); 
fprintf(fp," XV _X, 0,ln"); 
fprintf(fp," XV_ Y, 25,ln"); 
tprintf(tp," CANVAS_ WIDTH, 1600,ln"); 
fprintf(tp," CANVAS_ HEIGHT, 1500,ln"); 
tprintf(fp," CANVAS_AlTTO_SHRINK, FALSE,ln"); 
tprintf(tp," CANVAS_AlTTO_EXPAND, FALSE,ln"); 
fprintf(fp," CANVAS_ REPAINT_ PROC, Basic _gen_ canvas _repaint_proc, In"); 
fprintf(fp," CANVAS_X_PAINT_WINDOW, TRUE,ln"); 

fprintf(fp," 

fprintf( fp," 
fprintf( fp," 
tprintf(fp," 
fprintf(fp," 
tprintf( tp," 
fprintf(:fp," 
tprintf( tj>," 
fprintf( fp," 

fprintf(tj>," 
fprintf(fp," 
fprintf( fp," 
fprintf(fp," 
fprintf( fp," 
fprintf(fp," 

NULL);ln"); 

xv_ set( canvas _paint_ window(Basic _gen_ canvas), In"); 
WIN CONSUME EVENTS,ln"); 
WIN- NO EVENTS,ln"); 
WIN=ASCII_EVENTS, KBD_USE, KBD_DONE,ln"); 
LOC _ DRAG, /*LOC _ WINENTER, LOC _ WINEXIT, */ WIN _MOUSE_ BlTTTONS,ln"); 
NULL, In"); 
WIN_ EVENT _PROC, Basic _gen_ events,ln"); 
NULL);ln"); 

xv set(Basic gen canvas,ln"); 
OPENWIN SPLIT,ln"); 
OPENWIN=SPLIT_INIT_pROC, Basic_gen_init_split,ln"); 
OPENWIN _SPLIT_ DESTROY _pROC, Basic _gen join_ split, In"); 
NULL.In"); 
NULL);ln"); 

fprintf(fp," xv_ create(Basic _gen_ canvas, SCROLLBAR, In"); 
Ji>rintf(J.p," SCROLLBAR_SPLITTABLE, TRUE,\n"); 

fprintf(fp," 
fprintf( fp," 
J.printf( J.p," 
fprintf(fp," 
fprintf( J.p," 
fprintf(J.p," 

SCROLLBAR_ DIRECTION, SCROLLBAR_ VERTICAL,ln"); 
NULL);ln"); 

xv_ create(Basic _gen_ canvas, SCROLLBAR,ln"); 
SCROLLBAR_ SPLITT ABLE, TRUE,ln"); 
SCROLLBAR_ DIRECTION, SCROLLBAR_ HORIZONT AL,ln"); 
NULL);ln"); 

fprintf(fp," /* modify main: add user specification . start point */In"); 
fprintf(fp," In"); 
fprintf(fp," In"); 
fprintf(fp," In"); 

fprintf(fp," /* modify main: add user specification . end point */In"); 

tprintf(fp," Basic _gen_ menu_ user _interface _simulation( simulating_ptr);ln"); 
fprintf(fjJ," %s_init();ln",name); 
fprintf(fp," window _fit(Basic _gen_ frame);ln"); 
lprintf(fp," xv_ main _loop(Basic _gen_ frame);ln"); 
fprintf(fjJ," exit(0);ln"); 
fprintf(fp," }In"); 

fclose(fjJ); 
} 

void 
generate Jink(name) 
char *name; 
{ 

FILE *Ip, *fopen(), *fclose(); 
char *filename, *type; 
filename=tl; 
type="w"; 
if((fp=fopen(filename,type))==NULL) 

printf(" %s generation feiledln" ,filename); 
else 

{ 
tprintf(fp,"/* o/os generated by glc */'n",filename); 
fprintf(fp," In"); 
fprintf(tp," In"); 
fprintf(fp," In"); 
fbrintf(fb,"#include \"lhome/sis-server/student/JGu/demo/include/lc xview.h\"ln"); ..... 
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fprintftfp, "#include I "/home/sis-server/student/ JGu/demo/include/lc _ basic2.h \"In"); 
fprintf{lp, "#include l"o/os _ application.hl'~n" ,name); 
fprintftfp," In"); 
fprintftfj>," In"); 
fj>rintftfp," In"); 
fprintftfj>," In"); 
fprintftfj>," In"); 
fj>rintftfj>," In"); 
fprintftfj>,"/* button application link proc */In"); 
fj>rintf{lp," In"); 
fj>rintftfj>," In"); 
fj>rintftfj>," In"); 
fj>rintftfp," voidln"); 
fj>rintftfp," button_ application _links _proc( active_ button )In"); 
fj>rintftfj>," char •ac:tive_button;ln"); 

fj>rintftfj>," { In"); 

fj>rintftfj>," /* void aaa_button_proc();ln"); 
I.print.ft fp," void bbb _ button _proc(); In"); 

I.print.ft fp," 
fprintftfp," 
fprintftfp," 
I.print.ft fj>," 
fj>rintftlp," 

if ( !strcmp( active_ button,l"aaa\"))ln "); 
aaa _ button _proc(); In"); 

else if ( !strcmp( active_ button,l"bbbl"))ln"); 
bbb _ button _proc(); In"); 

else */\n"); 

fprintftlp," printftl"No application link to button o/oo/osllnl", active_button);ln"); 
fprintftlp," }In"); 

fprintftlp," In"); 
fprintftfp," In"); 
fj>rintftlp," In"); 
fj>rintftlp," In"); 
fprintftfp," In"); 
fj>rintftfp," In"); 

fprintf{fp," /* menume application link proc */In"); 

fprintftfp," void In"); 
fprintftfp," meneme _ application_links _proc(active _ meneme) In"); 

fj>rintftfj>~~ char *~c:tive meneme;ln"); 

fj>rintftfj>," { In"); 
fprintftfp," t• void xxxx _ application_proc();ln"); 
fprintftfp," void yyyy _ application _proc();ln"); 

I.print.ft Ip," 
f:printftf:p," 
fprintft Ip," 
fprintftfp," 
fprintftfj>," 
fprintftfj>," 

if ( ! strcmp( active_ meneme, l"xxxx\") )In"); 
xxxx _ application _proc();ln"); 

else if (!strcmp(ac:tive _ meneme,l"yyyyl"))ln"); 
yyyy _application_proc();ln"); 

else */In"); 
printft\"No application link to this selected meneme %%s \In\", active_meneme);ln"); 

f:printftfj>," } In"); 

lprintftfp," In"); 
fprintftlp," In"); 
lprintftlp," In"); 
lprintf{fp," In"); 
f:printftlp," In"); 
lj>rintftljJ," In"); 

lprintftlp," t• events application link proc */In"); 

lprintftlp," voidln "); 
lprintftlp," Basic _gen_ events(pw, event )In"); 
lprintftf:p," Xv_ Window pw;ln"); 
lprintftlp," Event •event;ln"); 

lprintftljJ." {In"); 

lprintftlp," register char *p = Basic_gen_msg;ln"); 
lprintftfj>," int code = event_action(event);ln"); 
lprintftfj>," Xv_ Window view;ln"); 
fprintftfp," inti = (int)xv_get(Basic_gen_canvas, OPENWIN_NVIEWS);ln"); 
lprintftfj>," Window xwin = (Window)xv _get(pw, XV _XID);ln"); 

fj>rintftfj>," *p = 0;ln"); 

fprintftlp," 
lprintftfj>," 
fj>rintftlp," 
(printftfi>," 

if ( event _is_ key _left( event))ln"); 
sprint.ftp, \"(L%%d) \", event_ id( event) - KEY_ LEFTFIRST + I );In"); 

else if (event_is_key _top(event))ln"); 
sprint.ftp, \"(T%%d) \", event_id(event)- KEL_TOPFIRST + l);ln~ ..... 
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fj>rintf(fj>," 
fj>rintf(lp," 
fj>rintf( fj>," 
fj>rintf(fj>," 
fj>rintf(fj>," 
fj>rintf(fj>," 
lprintf(fj>," 

else if (event_is _ key_right(event))\n"); 
sprintf(p, \"(R%%d) \", event_id(event)- KEY _RIGHTFIRST + 1);\n"); 

else if(event_id(event) == KEY _BOTTOMLEFT)\n"); 
strq,y(p, \"bottom left \");In"); 

else if(event_id(event) == KEY _BOTTOMRIGHT)\n"); 
strq,y(p, \"bottom right \");In"); 

p += strlen(p);ln"); 

fj>rintf(fj>," while (pw != xv_get(Basic_gen_canvas, 
CANVAS_NTH_PAINT_ WINDOW, --i) && i > 0)\n"); 
fj>rintf(fj>," ;In"); 
fprintf(fp," view = xv_get(Basic_gen_canvas, OPENWIN_NTH_ VIEW, i);\n"); 

lprintf(fj>," if ( event_is _ ascii(event))\n"); 

fj>rintf(fj>," 
fj>rintf( fj>," 
fj>rintf( fj>," 
fprintf( fj>," 
fprintf(fp," 
fprintf(fp," 
lprintf(fp," 
fprintf( Ip," 
fprintf(fp," 
fprintf( fp," 
fprintf{ Ip," 
fj>rintf( Ip," 
fprintf( Ip," 
fj>rintf(fj>," 
fprintf( Ip," 
fj>rintf(fj>," 
fprintf( fp," 
fj>rintf(fp," 
fprintf( fp," 
fj>rintf( fj>," 
fj>rintf(lp," 
fj>rintf(fj>," 
lprintf(fp," 
fprintf(fj>," 
fprintf(fp," 
fj>rintf( fj>," 
fj>rintf( fj>," 
fj>rintf( fj>," 
fj>rintf(fj>," 
fj>rintf{fj>," 

{\n"); 
sprintf{p, \"Keyboard: key "'lo%c' (%%d) %%sat %%d,%%d\",\n"); 
event_ action( event), event_ action( event),\n "); 
event_ is_ down( event)? \"pressed\" : \"released\", In"); 
event_ x( event), event _y( event)); In"); 

} In"); 
else switch (event_action(event))\n"); 

{In"); 
case ACTION_ CLOSE :In"); 

xv_set(Basic_gen_frame, FRAME_CLOSED, TRUE, NULL);\n"); 
break;\n"); 

case ACTION_ OPEN :In"); 
strq,y(p, \"frame opened up\");\n"); 
break; In"); 

case ACTION_HELP :In"); 
strq,y(p, \"Help ( action ignored)\");\n "); 
break;\n"); 

case ACTION_SELECT :In"); 
sprintf(p, \"Button: Select (Left)%%; at %%d, %%d\",\n"); 
event_is _ down( event)? \"pressed\" : \"released\" ,In"); 
event_ x( event), event _y( event)); In"); 
break;\n"); 

case ACTION _ADJUST :In"); 
sprintf(p, \"Button: Adjust (Middle) %%sat %%d,%%d\",\n"); 
event_is_down(event)? \"pressed\": \"released\",\n"); 
event_ x( event), event _y( event)); \n "); 
break;\n"); 

case ACTION_MENU :In"); 
sprintf{p, \"Button: Menu (Right) o/oo/~ at %%d, %%d\",\n"); 
event is down(event)? \"pressed\" : \"released\",\n''};_ 

fj>rintf(fj>," 
fprintf( fj>," 
fj>rintf( fj>," 
lprintf( fj>," 
fprintf( Ip," 
fj>rintf( fj>," 
lprintf(fj>," 
fj>rintf(fj>," 
fj>rintf(fj>," 
fj>rintf(fj>," 
fj>rintf(fj>," 
lprintf(lp," 
fj>rintf(fj>," 
fj>rintf( Ip," 
fj>rintf(fj>," 
fj>rintf( fp," 
fj>rintf(lp," 
fj>rintf(fj>," 
lprintf( fp," 
lprintf(fj>," 
lprintf( fj>," 
fj>rintf(fj>," 
lprintf( fj>," 
fj>rintf(fj>," 
fprintf(fp," 
fprintf{ fj,," 
lprintf( fj>," 
lprintf(fp," 
fprintf( fj>," 
fprintf(fj>," 
fj>rintf(fj>," 
fj>rintf(fj>," 
fj>rintf(fp," 
fprintf( fp," 
fprintf(fj>," 
fj>rintf(fj>," 
fj>rintf( Ip," 
fj>rintf(fj>," 
lprintf( fj>," 
fprintf( fj>," 
fprintf(fj>," 
fj>rintf(fj>," 
lprintf(fj>," 
fprintf( fj>," 
furintf{fi>;' 

event_ x( event), event _y( event)); In"); 
break; In"); 

case SHIFT_RIGHT :In"); 
sprintf(p, \"Keyboard: right shift %0/~\",\n"); 
event_is _ down( event)? \"pressed\" : \"released\");\n"); 
break;\n"); 

case SHIFT_LEFT :In"); 
sprintf(p, \"Keyboard: left shift %o/~\" ,\n "); 
event _is_ down( event)? \"pressed\" : \"released\");\n "); 
break;\n"); 

case SHIFT_LEFTCTRL: case SHIFT_RIGHTCTRL :In"); 
sprintf(p, \"Keyboard: control key %0/~\",\n"); 
event_ is_ down( event)? \"pressed\" : l"released\");\n "); 
break;\n"); 

case SHIFT_META :\n"); 
sprintf(p, \"Keyboard: meta key %o/~\",\n"); 
event_is _ down( event)? \"pressed\" : \"released\");\n"); 
break;\n"); 

case SHIFT_ALT :In"); 
sprintf(p, \"Keyboard: alt key %0/~\",\n"); 
event_is _ down( event)? \"pressed\" : \"released\");\n"); 
break;\n"); 

case KBD_USE:\n"); 
sprintf{p, \"Keyboard: got keyboard focus\");\n"); 
break;\n"); 

case KBD_DONE:\n"); 
sprintf(p, \"Keyboard: lost keyboard focus\");\n"); 
break; In"); 

case LOC_MOVE:\n"); 
sprintf{p, \"Pointer: moved to %%d,%%d\",\n"); 
event_ x( event ),event _y( event)); \n "); 
break;\n"); 

case LOC_DRAG:\n"); 
sprintf(p, \"Pointer: dragged to %%d,%%d\",\n"); 
event_ x( event), event _y( event)); In"); 
break; In"); 

case LOC_ WINENTER:1n"); 
win_set_kbd_focus(pw, xv_get(pw, XV _XID));\n"); 
sprintf(p, \"Pointer: entered window at %%d,%%d\",\n"); 
event_ x( event), event _y( event)); In"); 
break; In"); 

case LOC_ WINEXIT:\n"); 
sprintf(p, \"Pointer: exited window at %%d,%%d\",\n"); 
event_ x( event), event _y( event)); In"); 
break;_\n ''); ..... 
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fj>rint.ltfj>," 
fj>rint.ltfj>," 
fj>rintftfj>," 
fj>rintftfj>,. 

case WIN_RESIZE :'fl"); 
case WIN_REPAINT :'fl"); 

retum;'fl"); 
default :In"); 

fj>rintft fj>," 
fj>rintftfj>," }In"); 

retum;ln"); 

fj>rint.ltfj>," Basic _gen_ canvas _repaint_proc(Basic_gen_ canvas, pw,ln"); 
fj>rintftfj>," "-v _get(Basic_gen_canvas, XV _DISPLAY), xv _get(pw, XV _XID), NULL);ln"); 
fj>rintftfj>," }'ti"): 

fj>rint.ltfj,," In"); 
fj,rintl{fj,." In"); 
fj,rintftfj,. • In"); 
fj>rint.ltfi>, .. 'ti"); 
fprint.ltfi>." In"): 
fj>rintftfp." In"); 

fprintftfj>,"t- application draw proc •/In"); 

fj>rint.ltfj>, "void In"); 
fj>rint.ltfi>."draw _application_data _on_canvas(canvas, paint_ window, dpy, xwin, xreds)\n"); 
fprint.ltfp,"Canvas canvas; t• unused */In"); 
fj>rintftlj,."Xv_ Window paint_window; /* unused */In"); 
fprintftfj>,"Display *dpy;ln"); 
fj>rintftfj>."Window xwin;ln"); 
fj>rintftlj,,"Xv _xred.list •xrects; I- unused */In"): 
fj>rintftfp," {In"): 
fj>rint.ltfj>." GC gc;ln"); 

fj>rintftfp," gc = DefaultGC(dpy, DefaultScrcen(dpy));ln"); 
fj>rintftlj,," XClearWindow(dpy. "win);ln"); 

fj>rintftfj>," XDrawString(dpy, xwin, gc, 25, 4.S, Basic_gcn_msg. strlcn(Basic_gen_msg));ln"); 
fj>rintftfj,,"}ln"); 
fclose(fj>): 

} 

void 
generate_ application(name) 
char *name; 
_i 

FILE *fj>, *fopen(), *fclose(); 
char *filename, *type; 
filename=ta; 
type="w"~ 
ift(fj>=fopen(fi lename,type))==NULL) 

printft" %s generation feiledln",filename); 
else 

{ 

} 

fj>rintftfj>,"/• %s generated by glc */ln".filename); 
fj,rintftfj>," In"); 
fj>rint.ltfj>," In"); 
fj>rintftfj,," In"); 
fj,rintft Ip."# include \" /home/sis-server/student/ JGu/demo/include/lc _ xview .h\''ln "); 
fj,rintft fj>, "#include \" /home/sis-server/student/ JGu/demo/include/lc _ basic2.h \''In"); 
fj>rintftfj,," #include \"o/os _ application.h\"ln" J1ame ); 
fj,rintftfj>," In"); 
fj,rintftfj>," In"); 
fj,rintftfj>," In"); 
fj>rintftfp, "void 
fj,rintftfj,," 
lprintftfj>," 
fj>rintftfj>," 
fclose(lp ); 

%s_ init()ln"J1ame); 
{In"); 
;In"); 

}In"); 

void 
generate_ head _file(name) 
char *name; 
{ 

l 

FILE •tp, *fopen(), •fclose(); 
char •filename, *type; 
filename.:th: 
type=11w11

; 

ift(fj>=fopen(filename,type))==NULL) 
printft" %s generation feiledln",filcname); 

else 
{ 

} 

fj>rintftfj>,"/• o/os generated by glc •/ln",filename); 
fj,rintftfj,, "In"); 
fj>rintftfj>,''ln "); 
fj,rintftfp,''void o/os _ init();ln ",name); 
fclose(fj> ); 

/* The end of Glc */ -00 
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/* Basic functions of the Lc_run_time Kernel*/ 

#include "/home/sis-server/student/ JGu/demo/include/lc _ xview.h" 
#include "/home/sis-server/student/ JGu/demo/include/lc _ basic2.h" 

void 
Basic_gen_canvas_repaint_proc(canvas, paint_window, dpy, >.'Win, xrects) 
Canvas canvas; /* unused •; 
Xv Window paint window; i* unused */ 
Display *dpy; -
Window xwin; 
Xv _xrectlist *xrects; /*unused*/ 

void draw_ application_ data_ on_ canvas(); 
t• GC gc; 
int j; 

gc = DefaultGC(dpy, DefaultScreen(dpy)); 
XClearWindow(dpy, >.'Win);*/ 

/* call real draw subroutines of application*/ 

draw _application_data_on_canvas(canvas, paint_ window, dpy, xwin, xrects); 

/* XDrawString(dpy, >.win, gc, 25, 45, Basic_gen_msg. strlen(Basic_gen_msg));*/ 
} 

void 
Basic_genjoin_split(view) 
Xv_ Window view; 
{ 

puts('Joined view"); 
} 

void 
Basic_gen_init_split(oldview, newview, pos) 
Xv_ Window oldview, newview; 
int pos;_ 

xv_set(xv_get(newview, CANVAS_ VIEW_PAINT_ WINDOW), 
WIN_EVENT]ROC, Basic_gen_events, 
WIN_ CONSU1\1E _ EVENT, ACTION_ SELECT, ACTION_ ADJUST, NULL, 
NULL); 

int Basic _gen _get _interface_ specification _file(filename) 
char *filename; 

{ 
FILE *lp, *fopen(); 
char *type; 
int result,ij,k; 
char buf[J 28]; 
char •sp; 

int draw_ tree _ptr=-l ; 
int text _ptr=- I ; 

int select_ptr=-100; 
int pick_ hight,pick _ width; 

if( Basic_gen_print_ oontral!=0) printft"input specification file by file name o/os \n",filename); 

if{(strlen(filename))<=0) 
{ 

} 

printft"File name is nill stop[2]\n"); 
exit(2); 

else 

type= 11r"; 
if( Basic gen_print contral!=0) printft"filename %s type o/os\n",filename,type); 
lft(lp=fopen(filename,type))==NULL) 

{ 

} 
else 

printft"open file feiled,stop(J]\n"); 
exit(J); 
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{ 
select _ptr=-1 ; 
pick - hight=-! ; 
pick_width=-1 ; 
draw_ tree _ptr=-1 ; 
text _pt.r=-1 ; 
fscanf{fj,,''o/odln",&draw _ tree _ptr); 
if( Basic _gen_print_ oontral!=O) printf{"draw _tree _ptr=o/odln",draw _tree _ptr); 

for(i=O;i<=draw _ tree _ptr;i++) 
{ 
for(j=OJ<=7J++) 

{ 
fscanf{fj,,"o/od ",&Basic_gen_LC _ Tree[i)Li]); 

ift Basic_gen _print_ oontral!=O) printf("Lc _tree(o/ocll[o/ocl]= %dln",i,j,Basic_gen _LC_ Tree[i][j]); 

} 
for(j=OJ<Basic_gen _LC_ Tree[i](5)J++) 

{ 
1• printf("inputo/od\n"j);*/ 

fscanf{fp,"o/od %cl %cl 
",&Basic _gen_H_ and_ W[i][O]Ll),&Basic _gen_H_and_ W[i)[ 1 ]Li],&Basic _gen _H_ and_ W[i][2]Li)); 

ift Basic _gen _print_ oontral!=O) printlf'Basic_gen _H _and_ W[%d)[O][%d)=%d, 
Basic _gen_ H _and_ W(o/ocl]( l l(o/od)=o/od,Basic _gen_ H _and_ W[o/ocl)[2 )[o/od]=o/odln", 

ij,Basic _gen_ H _and_ W[i)[O][i],ij,Basic _gen_ H _and_ W[i][ 1 ]Li],ij,Basic _gen_ H _and_ W[i][2]Lil); 

} 
for(j=OJ<=3J++) 

{ 
fscanf{fp,"o/od ",&Basic_gen_Max_Min_Box[i][j]); 
if( Basic_gen_print_oontral!=O) 

printf("max_min_box[o/od](o/od]=o/odln",ij,Basic_gen_Max_Min_Box[i][jl); 

} 
fscanf(fp,"\n"); 
fscanf(fp, "%din" ,&text _ptr ); 
ift Basic _gen _print_ contra l!=O) printf(''text _ptr=o/odln ",text _ptr ); 

if{text_ptr>=O) 
{ 

for(k=O;k<=text ftk++) 
{ 
sp=&Basic gen TextstringfkJIQ.l; 

} 

fscanf{fj>,"%s ",sp); 
if( Basic_gen_print_oontral!=O) printf("o/oD %s\n",k,sp); 

} 
} 

fscanf(tp,"\n"); 
fscanf{tp, "0/od o/od o/odln",&select _ptr,&pick _ hight,&pick _width); 
if( Basic _gen _print_ oontral !=O) printf("select _ptr=o/od,pick _ hight=o/od, 

pick_ width=o/odln ",select _ptr,pick _ hight,pick _width); 

fclose(fp ); 

return( draw _tree _ptr); 
} 

void 
Basic_gen _ menu _user_ interface_ simulation(simulating_ptr) 
int simulating_ptr; 

int Basic _gen_ create_ simulate_ menu bar(); 
void Basic _gen_ defult _ submenubar _ simulation(); 

char *txt _ptr; 
if( Basic_gen_print_oontral!=O) printf("menu user interface simulation °/od In", simulating_ptr); 

Basic _gen_ sub_ menu bar _ptr=-1 ; 
Basic _gen_ active_ submenubar _ptr=-1 ; 

xv _set(Basic _gen_ frame, FRAME_ LABEL, "untitled Menu interface simulation",NULL); 

if{Basic _gen _LC_ Tree[simulating_ptr] [7]>=0) 
{ 
txt_ptr=&Basic_gen_Textstring[Basic_gen_LC_Tree[simulating_ptr][7]][0]; 
xv_set(Basic_gen_frame, FRAME_LABEL,txt_ptr,NULL); 

} 

Basic _gen_ create_ simulate_ menu bar( simulating_ptr); 
Basic _gen_ defult _ submenubar _ simulation(); 

} , .......... / -00 
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void 
Basic _gen_ defolt _ submenubar _ simulation() 

iftBasic _gen _sub_ menubar _ptr>=O) 
{ 

Basic _gen _active _submenubar _ptr++; 
Basic _gen_ active_ submenubar _ tree[Basic _gen_ active_ submenubar _ptr] 

=Basic _gen_sub _menubar _ data[O)[I ]; 
Basic_gen_create_simulate_menubar( Basic_gen_sub_menubar_data[O)[l]); 

1······························1 
int 
Basic_gen _ create _simulate_ menubar(simulate _pt.r) 

int simulate _pt.r; 

( 
int Basic _gen_ create_ simulate_ menu bar_ item(); 
int k,resu It; 
char *txt. _ptr; 
int Basic_gen_virtual_item(); 
Panel_item button I ; 

for(k=O:k<Basic _gen_ LC_ Tree[simulate _ptr)(5):k-'-+) 
{ 

iftBasic _gen_ H _ and_ W[simulate _ptr][ I ][k]>=O) 
{ 

txt_pt.r=&Basic _gen_ Tex"tstring[Basic _gen _H_ and_ W[simulate _ptr)[ I ][k]][O]; 
iftBasic _gen_ virtual_item(txt. _pt.r)==O) 

Basic _gen_ create_ simulate_ menu bar_ item(txt. _ptr,simulate _ptr,k): 

else iQBasic gen virtual item(txt. ptr)==2 II Basic gen virtual item(t.xt_pt.r)==l) 

{ 
iftBasic _gen_ H_and _ W[simulate _ptr](2][k]>=O) 

{ 
ift Basic_gen_LC _ Tree(Basic_gen_H_and_ W[simulate_ptr](2)[k]J[I )==O II 

Basic_gen_LC _ Tree[Basic _gen_ H _and_ W[simulate _pt.r](2)[kll[ I )= 3 ) 
Basic_gen_create_simulate_menubar(Basic_gen_H_and_ W[simulate_ptr) (2](k]); 

else 
{ 
printft ''the subtree of virtual menubar item is not a menubar !In"); 

return; 
} 

int 
Basic_gen_ virtual_item(t) 
char *t; 

{ 

int 

ift*t==' {') 
{ 
while( *t != ,o·) 

t++; 
ift*(t-1 )= '}') 

retum(2); 
else 

return(! ); 
} 

else 
return(O); 

Basic _gen_ create_ simulate_ menubar _item(item_name,simulate _ptr,k) 
char *item name;_ -00 
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int simulate _ptr: 
int k: 

Panel_ item pi,button I ; 
Menu simulate_ menu,Basic _gen_ create_ simulate_ menus(); 
int Basic _gen _panel_ button_ selected(): 
int result; 
t• loop Ihm all panel items and check for item with same name •t 

PANEL _EACH _lTEM(Basic _gen _panel, pi) 

if(!strcmp(item_name. (char *)xv_get(pi, PANEL_ LABEL_STRING))) return PANEL_ NONE; 

PANEL_END_EACH 
pi=(Panel _item) xv_ create(Basic _gen _panel, PANEL_ BlJITON. 
PANEL_LABEL_STRING. item_name, 
PANEL_NOTIFY _PROC, Basic_gen_panel_button_seleded, 
NULL): 

if(Ba~ic_gen _ H_ and_ W[s.imulate _ptr][2J[k.]>=0) 
{ 

if( Basic_gen_LC_Tree[Basic_gen_ H_and_ W[simulate _ptrl[2l[k])f 1]==0 II 
Basic_gen_LC _ Tree[Basic_gen_ H_ and_ W[simulate__ptrl[2][k.]](1 ]= 3 ) 

printf( "the subtree of real menubar item is a menuhar !In"); 
else 

{ 
simulate _menu = Basic _gen_ create _simulate_ menus(Basic _gen _H_and _ W[simulate __ptr](l ][k], 

Basic_gen_ H_and_ W[simulate_ptr][2](k.]); 
if( simulate_menu != NULL) 
ll.'V_set(pi. PANEL_ITEM_ MENU, simulate_menu, NULL); 

} 
retum PANEL_NE)ff: 

Menu 
Basic_gen_create_simulate_menus(menu_root_title_plr,menu_ptr) 

int menu _root_ title _ptr; 
int menu _ptr: 

{ 
Menu item mi,Basic _gen_ a-eate _simulate _menu_ item(): 

Menu 
int 
char 
int 
Panel item 

menu: 
k.has _ menu,result; 
*txt_ptr; 

Basic _gen_ a-eate _virtua l_ menus(); 
button I: 

if( Basic_gen_LC_Tree[menu_ptr)[l)==0 II Basic_gen_LC_Tree[menu_ptr)[l]==J ) 
•t 

for(k=0 ;k<=Basic _gen_sub _ menubar _plr;k++) 
ift Basic _gen_ sub_ menu bar_ data [k] f I ]==menu _plr} 

return NULL; 

t• sub menubar 

Basic _gen_ sub_ menuhar _plr++; 
Basic_gen_sub_menubar_data[Basic_gen_sub_menubar_ptr)[0J= menu_root_title_ptr; 
Basic _gen_suh _menubar _ data(Basic_gen _sub _menubar _ptr]( I]= menu _plr; 

if( Basic_gen_print_contral! =0) 

printf("Basic_gen_sub_menubar_ptr=o/od,menu_root_title_ptr=o/od,menu_ptr=o/odln", 
Basic _gen_ sub_ menubar _plr,menu _root _title _ptr,menu_ptr ); 

return NULL; 
} 

has_menu=0; 
menu = (Menu)xv _create(XV _NULL, MENU, NULL): 

for(k=0:k< Basic _gen_ LC _ Tree[menu_ptrjf 5);k++) 
{ 

if(Basic_gen_ H_and_ W[menu_ptr)[l lfk)>=0) 
{ 

txt_ptr=&Basic_gen_Textslring{Basic_gen_ H_and_ W[menu_ptr][l)(k])[0J; 
if(Basic_gen_ virtual_item(txt_plr)==0) 

{ 

} 

has_menu++; 
mi=Basic_gen_a-eate_simulate_menu_item(lll.1_plr.menu_ptr,k); 
xv_set(menu, MENU_APPEND_ITEM, mi, NULL); 

else i_f(Basic_gen _ virtual_ item(txt _ptr)==2 11 Basic _gen_ virtual_ item(lxt__ptr)== I) 

{ 
i_f(Basic_gen_ H_and_ Wfmenu_ptr]f2][k]>=0) 

if{ Basic gen LC Tree[Basic gen H and WLmenu_ptr]12j[k)Ul)== l 11 
-00 
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Basic _gen_ LC_ Tree[Basic _gen_ H _and_ W[menu _ptr][2][k]][l ]==2 
II Basic_gen_LC_ Tree[Basic_gen_H_and_ W[menu_ptr][2)[k.]][1)==4) 

has _menu= Basic _gen_ create_ virtual_ menus(Basic _gen_H _and_ W[menu _ptr][2)[k.],menu); 
else 

} 
ift has_menu==O) 

{ 

printft"the subtree of virtual menu item is not a menutree !In"); 

xv_ destroy(menu ); 
return NULL; 
} 

else 
return menu; 

int 
Basic _gen_ create_ virtual_ menus(menu _ptr,menu) 
int menu _ptr; 
Menu menu; 

int k,resuh; 
char *tx1_ptr; 
int has_ menu; 
int Basic _gen_ virtual_ item(); 
int Basic _gen_ create_ virtual_ menus(); 
Panel_item huttonl ; 
Menu_item mi; 

has_menu=O; 
for(k=O;k<Basic _gen_ LC_ Tree[menu _ptr][.5);k++) 

{ 
iftBasic _gen_ H _and_ W[menu _ptr)[l ][k]>=O) 

{ 

M_ptr=&Basic _gen_ Textstring(Basic _gen_ H_and _ W[menu _ptrl[l ][k)][O]; 
iftBasic _gen_ virtual_ item(txt _ptr )==0) 

} 

has_menu=l ; 
mi=Basic_gen_create_simulate_menu_item(txt_ptr,menu_ptr,k); 
xv_ set(menu, MENU_ APPEND _ITEM, mi, NULL); 

else iftBasic _gen_ virtual_ item(txt _ptr )= 2 II Basic _gen_ virtual_ item(txt _ptr )== l) 
{ 

iftBasic_gen_H_and_ W[menu_ptr][2][k]>=O) 
{ 

ift Basic_gen_LC_Tree[Basic_gen_H_and_ W[menu_ptr)[2)[k]][l)== l II 
Basic_gen_LC _Tree[Basic_gen_H_and_ W[menu _ptr)[2)[k.]][1)= 2 II 

Basic_gen_LC _ Tree[Basic_gen_H_and_ W[menu_ptr)[2][k.]][l )==4) 
has menu= 

Basic _gen_ create_ virtu-;;I_ menus(Basic _gen_ H _and_ W[menu _ptr][21[k],menu); 
else 

print.ft ''the subtree of virtual menu item is not a menutree !'n "); 

return has_ menu; 

Menu_item 
Basic _gen_ create_ simulate _menu _item(txt _ptr,menu _ptr,k) 

char *txt _ptr; 
int menu _ptr; 
int k; 

Menu item 
Menu 
void 

mi· , 
menu ,Basic _gen_ create_ simulate_ menus(); 

Basic _gen _simulate_ menu_ action _proc(); 

mi = xv_ create(XV _ NULL, MENUITEM, 
MENU_ STRING, txt _ptr, 
MENU _RELEASE, 
MENU RELEASE IMAGE, 
MENU =NOTIFY_ PROC, Basic _gen _simulate_ menu _action _proc, 
NULL); 

iftBasic_gen _ H _and_ W[menu __ptrl[2l[k)>=O) -8 



void 

menu = Basic_gen_create_simulate_menus(Basic_gen_H_and_ W[menu_ptr][J ][k), 
Basic_gen_H_and_ W[menu_ptr][2][k]); 

if{ menu! = NULL) 
xv_set(mi, MENU_PULLRIGHT,menu, NULL); 

return mi; 

Basic _gen_ simulate_ menu_ action __proc(menu, menu _ item) 

Menu menu; 
Menu_item menu_item; 

int j,k,I; 
int parent_ tree _ptr; 
int is_menu_item= J; 
int is _active_ submenubar; 
int is_ inactive_ submenubar; 
int temp _active_ submenubar _ptr; 
int temp _active _submenubar_tree(l5); 
int inactive_ submenubar _ptr; 
int inactive_ submenubar _ tree[20) ; 
void Basic _gen_ destroy_ inactive_ submenubar(); 
void meneme _ application _links __proc(); 
diar *txt _ptr; 

iftBasic _gen_ sub_ menubar _ptr>=O) 
{ 
for(k=O;k<=Basic_gen_suh_menubar_ptr;k++) 

{ 
b .'t_ptr=&Basic_gen_Tex'tstring[Basic_gen_sub_menubar_data[k][O))[O); 

if (!strcrnp(( drnr *)xv _get(menu_ item, MENU_ STRING),txt _ptr)) 
{ 

is menu item=O;_ 

is_ active_ submenubar=O; 
iftBasic _gen _active _submenubar _ptr>=O) 

{ 
for(j=O;j<=Basic _gen_active _ submenubar _ptr;j++) 

{ 
iftBasic_gen_active_submenubar_tree[i]==Basic_gen_sub_menubar_data[k][l]) 

{ 
is_ active_ submenubar= I; 

printft"Menu Item: o/os selected,tree o/od is a active submenubar ! \n", 
xv _get(menu_item, 

MENU_ STRING),Basic _gen_ active_ submenubar _ tree[j)); 

} 

meneme _application_ links __proc( xv _get( menu_ item, MENU_ STRING)); 
break; 

ii{ is_active_submenubar==O) 
{ 

parent_ tree _ptr= Basic _gen_ LC_ Tree[Basic _gen _sub_ menubar _ data[k][l ]][6); 

temp_ active_ submenubar __ptr=-1; 
inactive _submenubar _ptr=-1; 

/* while( parent_tree_ptr! =simulating_ptr) */ 
while( parent_ tree __ptr>=O) 

{ 
ift Basic_gen_LC_ Tree[ parent_tree_ptr][l]==O II Basic_gen_LC_ Tree[ parent_tree_ptr)[l]==3 ) 

{ 
ift Basic_gen__print_contral!=O) printft"parent_tree o/od \n", parent_tree_ptr); 
temp _active_ submenubar _ptr++; 

temp_ active_ submenubar _ tree[ temp_ active _submenubar __ptr ]= parent_ tree __ptr; 
} 

if{ (Basic_gen_LC_ Tree[Basic_gen_LC_ Tree[ parent_tree_ptr][6]][6))>=0) 
parent_tree__ptr= Basic_gen_LC _ Tree[ parent_tree_ptr][6]; 

else 
break; 

} 
ift Basic _gen _print_ contra!! =O) 

for(j=O;j<=Basic _gen_ active_ submenubar _ptr;j++) 
printft"active submenubar tree o/od\n" ,Basic _gen_ active_ submenubar _ tree[j)); 

ift Basic gen print contral! =O) ...... 
\0 ...... 



for(j=O;j<= temp_ active _submenubar _ptr;j++) 
printf{"temp _active submenubar tree %dln".temp _ active _submenubar _tree[j]): 

f0r( i~O:j - B~sic _gen_ act ive_ suhmcnuhar _ptr;i"·+) 

is _inacti,·e _ rubmenubar= I: 
for( l=O: I<= temp _active_ submenubar _ptr.l++) 

ift Basic _gen_active_submenubar _treeLi]== temp _active _suhmenuhar _tree[!]) 
( 

} 

is_ inactive_ submenubar=O; 
break; 

if{ is _inactive_ submenubar== I) 
( 

inactive_ submenubar _ptr++; 
inactive_ submenubar _ tree[ 

inactive_ submenubar __ptr]=Basic _gen_ active_ submenubar _tree[j]; 
} 

if{ Basic_gen__print_contral!=O) 
for(j=O;j<= inactive_ submenubar __ptr;j++) 

printft"inactive submenubar tree %dln",inactive _submenubar _tree[j]); 

for(j=O;j<= inactive _submenubar _ptr;j++) 
Basic _gen_ destroy_ inactive_ submenubar(inactive _submenubar _ tree[j]); 

for(j=O;j<= temp _active _submenubar _ptr;j++) 
Basic _gen_ active_ submenubar _tree[j]== temp_ active_ submenubar _ tree[j] ; 

Basic _gen_ active_ submenubar __ptr= temp_ active_ submenubar __ptr; 

Basic _gen_ active_ submenubar _ptr++; 
Basic _gen _active_ submenubar _ tree[Basic _gen_ active_ submenubar _ptr]= 

Basic _gen _sub_ menubar _ dnta[k.)[ I]; 
if{ Basic_gen__print_contral! =O) 

printft"Basic _gen _active_ submenubar __ptr=o/od,Basic _gen_ active_ submenubar _ tree=o/odln ", 
Basic__gen_active_submenubar_ptr,Basic_gen_sub_menubar_data[k][JI); 

Basic _gen_ create_ simulate_ menu bar( Basic _gen _sub_ menu bar_ data[k I[ 1 ]); 

printf{"Menu Item: %s selected,create submenubar for %s In", 
).'V _get.(menu _item, MENU_ STRING),txt _ptr); 

meneme_application_links__proc( xv_get(menu_item, MENlJ_STRING)); 
break; 

} 

} 
iftis_menu_item== l ) { 

printft";\lenu Item: 0w selected 'n". w _gct(nienu_item_ \fE:s., ·_sTRr.-:G)): 
meneme _ applicatioo_links_proc( xv __ gct(mrnu _ item. \ IE'<T STRT:-.'G)): 

l 

void 
Basic _gen_ destroy_inactive _submenubar(inactive _ submenubar _ tree _ptr) 
int inactive_ submenubar _ tree _ptr: { 

int k; 
char *txt _ptr; 
Panel_item pi; 

for(k=O;k<Basic _gen_ LC_ Tree[inactive _submenubar _tree _ptr][5];k++) 
{ 

if{Basic _gen_ H _and_ W[inactive _ submenubar _ tree _ptr][l ][k.]>=O) 
{ 

txt __ptr=&Basic _gen_ Textstring[Basic _gen_ H_and _ W[inactive _submenubar _ tree _ptr][l ][k]][O]; 
PANEL_ EACH_ ITEM(Basic _gen __panel, pi) 
if(!strcrnp(txt__ptr, (char *)xv_get(pi, PANEL_LABEL_STRING))) xv_destroy(pi); 
PANEL_ END_ EACH 
if{ Basic_gen__print_contral!=O) 

printf{"destroy menu button %sln",txt_ptr); 

int 
Basic _gen __panel_ button_ selected(item, event) 
Panel_item item; 
Event •event; 

{ 
void button_ application _links __proc(); 

/* printf{"menu button %s selected ... ln", xv_get(item, PANEL_LABEL_STRING));*/ 

button_application_links_proc( xv_get(item, PANEL_LABEL_STRING)); 
return XV_ OK; 

} 

/* The end of the Le run time Kernel*/ -'° N 




